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Chapter l

Introduction

A long way has been covered in the understanding of the constituents of matter since
the beginning of this Century. Probably even longer is the road left behind by the
Instrumentation methods for the experiments which made that understanding possible.

Which of the two topics favoured the progress of the other is a difficult question to
ans wer. The record shows us that both sdences fed each other äs they kept growjng.

Reeent years have Seen the construction of l&rger and larger High Energy Physics
experiments at bigger and bigger accelerating facilities. These experimental efforts and
parallel theoretical developments have produced a model, usually called the Standard
model, which «cplains which are the building blocks m&king up matter and how forces
act upon tbem.

Even if the model covers successfully most of the empirical data, some 'open ques-
tions' remain, many of the predictions the model makes have yet to be tested and
the majority of parameters of the theoretical construction need to be measured more
accurately.

Ausweis to some of these open questions can only be given by measurements per-
forrned on particle interactions at very high energies. An extraordinary prerision in the
me&suretnents is also necessary.

One way to get insight into the structure of matter is to collide leptons with quarks
and quantify the collision products. This bas been done in the last decades by acceler-
ating leptons and striking with them tbe quarks of nucleons in nxed target experiments.

Such collisions, but at much higher energies, will soon be possible in a machine which
is being completed at DESY in Hamburg. At HERA (Hadron Electron Ring Anlage),
the name of the storage ring complex, collisions are achieved by accelerating protons
and electrons (or positrons) and allowing them to collide. It is the first lepton-quark
collider to be buill. The open questions which will be illuminated by experimentation
at HERA will be discussed in the next chapter.

HERA represents a demanding environment for both accelerator and experimental
techniques. Some of these challenges are listed below :

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

• The use of superconducting magnets in the proton ring or the collisions between
a "warm" electron beam and a "cold" proton beam are part of the progress in
accelerator technology.

• A big challenge of HERA, for both the acceleration and detection techniques, is the
use of a multibunch Operation {200 bunches in eacb ring) such that beams collide
every 96 nanoseconds in order to reach high luminosity and produce acceptable
rates for rare processes.

• As for the experimental techniques, a moving center of mass of the collision due to
the large momentum difference between the colliding particles requires an asym-
metric experiment setup around the interaction points.

• The submicrosecond bunch crossing time is certainly a further challenge to instru-
mentation. For the first time an experiment has to measure an enormous amount
of data every fraction of a nücrosecond. Novel concepts have to be developed in
order to cope with this measuring rate. The measurement signals have to be stored
at the collision frequency. Data reduction based on a quick analysis searching for
physics events is necessary and only interesting candidates will be recovered from
the storage for further analysis.

This thesis is devoted to describing the experimental readout techniques being de-
veloped for use in the high resolution calorimeter detector of the ZEUS experiment at
HERA. A description of the ZEUS calorimeter and the functioning principles of this type
of detectors are shown in chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the concept for the readout of
the ZEUS calorimeter. The solution to perform the storage of signals in an analog way
needs some new and outstanding electronic components. The requirements and how
they have been built, is the subject of chapter 5. Chapter 6 covers the testing of these
devices. The whole readout Implementation for the ZEUS calorimeter is described in de-
tail in chapter 7. This System has been used to measure the behaviour of the calorimeter
modules in a beam calibration experiment. In chapter 8 results are presented showing
the performance of the modules making up the ZEUS calorimeter obtained at the beam
calibration experiment using the concepts and the readout electronics which will be
used to readout ZEUS at HERA. Finally some features and solutious for the next steps
in the Instrumentation road will be anticipated in appendix A.

Ahead of us lies the hope that the Instrumentation effort will enhance and sharpen
our perception of nature.
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Chapter 2

ZEUS at HERA: Machine, Physics
and Experiments

The ZEUS collaboration has proposed the ronstruction of one of the two detectors foi
the HERA storage ring at DESY in Hamburg (FRG). Another collaboration builds and
operates the Hl «periment.

2.1 The HERA Collider

HERA is the e - p collider now under construction at DESY, Hamburg. It will provide
collisions between SOGcV electrons (or positrons) and 820 GeV protons and is expected
to become operational by mid 1991. The photograph in figure 2.1 shows a bird's eye
view of HERA in its location, Bahrenfeld in the city of Hamburg. The layout of HERA
together with the beam acceleration and injection Systems is shown in figure 2.2. The
moflt important machine parameters are listed in Table 2.1.

The machine is constructed in a tunnel which is between 15 and 20m deep Under-
ground. In the tunnel separate magnet Systems guide the electron and the proton beams
around the 6.3 fcm long ring. A cross scction of the tunnel is shown in figure 2.3.

The injection system is hased on «nsting facilities DESY and PETRA. A newly
constructed LINAC accelerates H* ions to SOAfeV, these are brought to 7.5 GeV by
DESY III. (o 40 GeV by PETRA and then injected into HERA. Electrons go from a
LINAC (50 - 400AfeV) to DESY II (9GcV) and PETRA (HGeVJ. from where they
are injected into HERA.

For 30Gf V electrons in the HERA tunnel a bending field of 0.165 T is required.
Il can be achieved by conventional magnets. In contrast. a bending field of 5.65 T is
required to keep 820 Gel' protons on their orbit at HERA. At these fields iron cannot
be used for magnet i c field shaping and the field homogeneity has to be achieved by
shaping superconducting coils to obtain a current density followjng a cos<t> distribution.
The use of superconducting magnet s reduces the power consumption of HERA.

Figure 2.1:
Hamburg.

Aerial photognph of HERA in tis location, Bahrenfeld in the ct'ty of
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Ho«
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Figure 2.2: The HERA »toragt ring at DESY. The beam acceleration and injection
faeititiet a» well a» the location for the ezperiments can be tecn.

Figure 2.3: Croxs tection of the HERA tunnet. The proton ring is located above the
elcetron ring. Alto shown are the »upply lines for He and cooling water.
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Table 2.1: Parameters of the HERA coltider.
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Figure 2.4: Scction through a HERA tuperconducting dipole. Jt illustrates the super-
condücting coili surrounding tke beam pipe and how the cot/s are clamped by afuminum
collars which in turn are reinforced by the cold mm yofce coniained in a cryottat with
JtipertnsuJation.

The design of the HERA magnets profitted from the pioneering work at FNAL1 and
lead to a novel concept. Figure 2.4 shows a section through a superconducting dipole.

The energy lost by the electron beam due to Synchrotron radiation is testored by RF
cavities which are traversed by the beam. The frequency for the RF System at HERA
(see Table 2.1) is the same äs that used in DESY and PETRA, namely 500MHz. For
electron beams below SOGeV, HERA will be equipped with cavities previously used at
PETRA. Above SOGeV superconducting RF cavities must be used. Note that beam
polarization time for electrons at 35GeV is 12 min compared to 43 min at 27GeV,
running at high energies is therefore desirahle since possible electron polarization will
be an important additional experimental tool at HERA.

The energy loss of the proton beam due to Synchrotron radiation is negligiblt. Con-
ventional cavities and klystrons bare been developed. The frequency of the RF system
will vary between 52M-ffz at injection to 208 MHz at 820 GeV, Actually the magnet
tests have shown that bending nelds above 5.65 T can be achieved so that it will be
possible to reach l TcV proton energies.

The electron and proton beams running in different vacuum pipes come together at
four points in the HERA tunnel. The collisions are performed head on (zero degrees
crossing) which forces the introduction of additional qu&drupoles very near the experi-
ments to deflect the last angle. This trajectory change of the electron beam generates a
large amount of Synchrotron radiation surrounding the iuteraction points against which
the experiments have to be shielded.

'Fermi National Aecelerator Lsbotatoty.
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Figure 2.5: Electron scattering by a charge cloud is a way to explore the structure of
the cloud.

Toobtain the desiredluminosity of — 1.5-lO31 cm~3sec~l the beams, at HERA, have
to be multiple bunched since the number of particles which can be stored together in a
beam bunch is limited by the beam-beam tune shifts and is — 0(1013). The number of
bunches is also limited by the size of the ring so that their length does not occupy more
than 30% of the bücket length in which case the RF-noise leads to a loss of the beam
[1]. Both electron and proton beams are bunched. H is planned to have 220 equidistant
buckets per beam out of which 200 will be filled with particle bunches. The remainmg
twenty buckets will be used by the experimental and accelerator groups for background
studies. Four intersecting points are foreseen in HERA and experimental halls have
been built surrounding two of them. The North Hall will house the Hl detector and the
South Hall the ZEUS experiment. Interesting reactions can take place when two filled
buckets cross at an intersection point, which happens every 96ns.

2.2 Physics at HERA

2.2.1 Introduction

Electron proton scattering has played an important role in unraveling the structure
of the nucleon. "Photographing" an object by scattering an electron beam oif it is a
very well known technique in physics. Suppose that we want to determine a charge
distribution äs that given in figure 2.5, which could be the electron cloud in an atom
for example. Here it is necessary to measure the angular distribution of the scattered
electron and compare it to the cross-section for scattering electrons off a point. charge

d* ,dc. . _ . . . , (2 i )

where q is the momentum transfer between the incidenl electron and the target,
q — k,; - kj. For a static target it can be easily proven that the proportionality fac-
tor, which is also known äs the target form factor, is simply the Fourier transform of
the charge distribution p(x) being probed namely

(2.2)
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Figure 2.6: Proton /orm factor a« ftinction of q1.

M

.Proton

Quwfc

Figure 2.7: Shorter waveltngth photons am be uted to invettigate in detail the «tructure
of the proton.

If |q] is not large, we can expand the exponential and obtain

(2.3)

In this way the average radius of the proton chaige distribution was measured at SLAC
to be around 0.8/m, |2| see figure 2.6.

If one wishes to take a mote detailed look at the proton one would simply illuminate
it wjth a sliorter wave length photon (see figure 2.7).

One thus expects that if A ^ ,' • C 1/Tn one would be able to resolve the structure
•v/-«'

within the proton.
This large Q1 = ~q* limit is called the deep inelastic regime (DIS Deep Inelastic

Scattering). Because of the large energy transfer to the t&rget, the proton will break
up äs illustrated in figure 2.8. Notice that in the lepton (upper) vertex we have already

10 CHAPTER 2. ZEVS AT HERA: MACHINE, PHYS1CS AND EXPERIMENTS

Figure 2.8: Proton debris for ep —> eX.

taken into account the fact that according to lepton number conservation the outgoing
lepton can also be a neutrino.

Because the mass of the hadronic system X, denoted by W, is in general larger than
that of the proton M, two kinematical variables are needed to describe deep inelastic
scattering. In addition to Q3 one uses the variable v defined äs

' M

the following simple relation being held

W* =(p + q)'2 = M* + 2Mv

(2.4)

(2.5)

In figure 2.9 we show the kinematic regime open to HERA. The black dot at the
left hand corner represents the region which could be explored should there exist a
l TeV muon or neutrino beam available at FNAL. Clearly HERA aüows DIS studies in
a domain defined by a scale beyond that of electroweak unincation.

It is common to replace v and Q1 by the following two dimensionless variables

2p • q

and

!/ =
p. k

(2.6)

(2-7)

where k is the incident electron four momentum. These two kinematical variables are
restricted to vary in the interval (0,1). In the rest frame of the target proton v is simply
the energy loss at the lepton vertex i.e.

v = E ~ E1 (2.8)
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Figur* 2.9: Kinematic ränge available at HERA /!/.

and y Js f relative to ot in units of the incident electron energy namely

E-E'
y= —s— (2.9)

The variable x has also a simple Interpretation, namely that of the fraction of the
proton momentum carried by the struck quark. We will rome back to this point latei.

To lowest order in perturbation theory the diagram describing ep scattcring in the
deep inelastic region is given in figure 2.10. The resulting event topology can be under-
stood in the following way: an electron impinging on a proton interacts with one of the

E.t.v.l*!'

Figure 2.10: ep deep inelastic scattering \owe»t order diagram.
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quarks inside the proton via a neutral (7/Z) (NC) or a charged (W*) (CC) spacelike
current. As a result the "struck" quark originales a "jet" of hadrons, usually known äs
the "current jet", while the "spectator" partons will give rise to a "fragmentation jet"
which will tend to follow the incoming proton direction. In contrast, the "current jet"
and the scattered lepton will emerge on opposite sides of the beam axis, balancing each
other in transverse momentum.

The differential cross-section for left (L) and rigbt (R) handed initial state electrons
is given by

^^^^^y'^i^t'.g^ + U-y^'V.Q'i^ty-v^'V«?'))u^u^ X Z,

(2.10)
The functions Ji,J,s(*,(?s) are called the atructure functions of the proton. The

propagator P(Q3) is of the form
single 7 exchange
single Z0 exchange, (Mz - mass of the Z boson)

7 - 2 interference term

single M'* exchange (Mir - mass of the W boson)

The explicit forme of the propagators given above teach us that rates at HERA will
be dominated by NC low Q1 events. For Qs values of the order or larger than the weak
boson masses squared, both the rates for NC and CC events are comparable. Expected
production rates in the (x,y) plane are shown in figure 2.11.

One of the important measurements at HERA will be the precise determination of
the structure functions mentioned above, in particular their dependence on Q1. In the
quark parton model it can be shown that these three structure functions do not depend
on both scalar variables x and Q3 but rather on the ratio hetween tbem. However when
colour radiative corrections are taken into account, the presence of diagrams in which
the struck quark emits a gluon either before or after the interaction with the current
coming from the lepton vertex, introduces an explicit dependence on Q7 which is actually
logarithmic. HERA will allow to perform these structure function measurements in a
ränge in Q* from 101 to 4 • 10* GeV.

2.2.2 The quark content of the proton

In the parton model the cross section for ep scaHering can bc viewed äs the coherent
sum of the corresponding cross sections for an electron over the various types of quarks
inside the proton, see figure 2.12.

Let us denote by f,(x) the probability that quark of type j carries a fraction x of
the proton momentum, see figure 2.13.

They should be obviously subject to the normalization condition

• - x f t ( x ) = l (2.11)
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Figur* 2.11t Production rate» at HERA /or c" + p —» v + X over the kintmatic ränge.
The itniti are event$ per month for the given energic» and luminotities with vnpolarized
electron«.

\

Figur* 2.12: Partitioning of ep fcattering eros» tections a» »um of eq CTO»» »ection.

Figur* 2.13: Practional momentum of a quark and normalization condition.
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Then the structure functions introduced above can be written äs

(2.12)

>L.R
(2.13)

(2.14)

These equations reflect the fact that in leading order only the quarks in the proton
contribute to the cross section. In particular Equ&tion 2.13 is known äs the Callan-Gross
relation [3] and is a consequence of the spin \e of quarks. The Interpretation of
Fj(x) is simple, namely its integral over z should equal the fraction of the incident
proton momentum carried by charged quarks.

The coefficients A*--R and Bf •" are

L,R (2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

As usual we have denoted by e, the charge of the quark in units of the electron
charge and the weak coupling constants can be wjitten in the Standard electroweak
model **ref** in tenns of the Weinberg angle #«> and the third component of the weak
isofipin assignments, namely T$j = j for neutrinos, u, c and ( quarks and T3/ = - j for
electrons, d, a and b quarks, äs follows

v/z =
T3/ -

(2.23)

v/w =

O/Z =

O/B' =

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

Measuring the structure functions for electron-proton and positron-proton scattering
for various initial state lepton helicities will allow the unfolding of the quark momentum
di&tributions for specific flavors or flavor combinations.
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Figure 2.14: Gluon coupling to tcatiered guark.

Figure 2.15: Proton conttituents: valence quark», gluons and »low debris from qq
pairt.

2.2.3 The gluon content of the proton

As we already mentioned in the previous section the Variation of the structure functions
with Q1 is due to the fact that the struck quark momentum fraction x can change because
a gluon coupling to it can take some of its momentum away äs shown in figure 2.14.

We know that quarks inside the proton have to be subject to strong forces which
override the repulsive forces between them of electromagnetic nature. It is believed that
these forces arise due to the exchange of gluons äs illustrated in figure 2.15.

In fact existing data on structure function measurements at low enetgies |2] indicate
that

r ) = 0.18 (2.27)

= 0.12 (2.28)

gluons inside the proton catry roughly 50% of the proton momentum.

It is also necessary to consider the possibüity of a constituent gluon fusions with
the current associated to the lepton vertex giving rise to the production of qq pairs,
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Gluon eomtituf«
of Owproran

Figure 2.16: Giuon fution wttk cvrrent from the lepton vtrtex.

äs pictured in figure 2.16. Notice that these diagrams are of O(aa,) and therefore are
suppressed with respect to those discussed before which are of O(a). Because the strong
coupling constant, given to leading otder by

«.(<?') =
12TT

(2.29)

where ffc = 3 is the number of colours, Nj < 6 is the number of open flavors and AQCD
is the scale parameter in QCD, is latge, these corrections can be sizeable. As discussed
before, these corrections induce a togarithmic dependence of the structure functions on
Q1. The parton momentum distributions inside the proton satisfy evolution equations
which in certain domains in the plane (x,Q3) can be written äs [4]

rf/,(z,£?') «,(<?')
27T

(2.30)

<2'3»

The functions Pa_!,(z) can be interpreted äs the probability that parton a gives rise
to parton b with a fraction z of its original momentum. These equations are named
after AltareUi and Paris!.

The shape of the parton distributions äs a function of z is not predicted by the
Standard model. Qualitative arguments lead us to expect that the parton distributions
look like those plotted in figure 2.17. What the Standard model teils us is that once the
parton distributions have been measured at a given value of Q% then their behaviour
at any other value Q2 can be obtained from equations 2.30-2.32. Measurement s of
quark structure functions at present available energies are shown in figure 2.18. Their
behaviour conforms to the expectations in figure 2.17. Notice that in Equation 2.30-
2.32 we have introdured the gtuon structure funrtion. The gluon structure funrtion
dominates at very small values of z. While present experiments were limited to T ^ 0.1,
HERA will be be able to explore the region 10~* < x < 10"'. In this region the
AltareUi- Paria equations to which we referred above are not expected to be valid any
more. Thus HERA will offer tbe possibih'ty to experimentally extract for the first time
the gluon density distribution inside the proton. Furthermore it will offer the possibih'ty
to quantitatively test the evolution in Q3 of these parton densities.
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Figure 2.17; Structurr function
Figur? from \t}.

Jiffrtrnt onumcJ j>*nton

Figure 2.18: (a) Quark structure fvnctions obtained with deep inelastic scattering data.
(b) Contributions from the total valence and $ea quark. Figure from /£].

Although äs discussed above cutrent boson - gluon fusion processes are of 0(aa,),
because of the singular behaviour of the gluon density at very low T values, the cross-
sections for qq pairs are large. This mechanism represent a copious source of heavy
quarks. For the sake of comparison let us recall that the cross section for bb production
at HERA is äs large äs that in e+e~ annihilation on the Z0 pole a( LEP. Moreover
the cross section for cc production at HERA will be two Orders of magnitude larger.
This will possibly allow for searches of rare charmed meson decays. In particular the
W - gluon fusion is a source of tb pairs with rates measurable up to top masses close
to the W mass. The angular and energy distributions for heavy mesons at HERA are
presented in figures 2.19 and 2.20.

The cross section for top production through the boson-gluon fusion mechanism äs
a function of the top mass is shown in figure 2.21. A summary of their cross sections is
presented in Table 2.2

A way to extract the gluon density is to measure FL(X, <?2), the longitudinal structure
function, given by

:,<?') (2.33)

At small r: (2-10~ 3 <_ x < 5-10'2) and high Q2 the gluon distribution in the proton
can be approximately given by

(2.34)

2.2.4 Tests of the Standard model

After having shown the expected rates for NC and CC äs well äs for boson-gluon fusion
events, it is clear that HERA offers the opportunity to test the Standard model in
a spacelike regitne complementary to the timelike processes currently being tested at
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Figur« 2.19: Energy and polar angle distribution» for cp —> ebbX NC procets for
different produets at HERA energy Js = 314GeV. After a beam pipe cut of lOOmtad
tke diitributions are the shaded areas. Figures from J5J.
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Figur« 2.20: £nerpy and polar angle diitributions for ep —» PccX 7VC proceu for
diffennt products at HERA energy js = 314 GeV. After a beam pipe cut of lOOmrad
tfte distributions arf the tkaded areas. Figure» from J5J.
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m, |C*V)

Figure 2.21: Crois tectionfor iop production through boaon gluon fusion äs a fvnction
of the top't man, Fijure from f6j.
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Table 2.2: Cross seetions for keavy quark production ai HERA : Charm (topj, Botiom
(middle) and Top (m, = 60GeVj (bottom) f$j.
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LEP. HERA opens up kinematical regimes which enlarge by two Orders of magnitude
in both Q1 and z those previously ejtplored at fixed target deep inelastic experiments.
In particular some of the QCD tests, those related to scaling violations in the structure
functions and the determination of the gluon structure function, will count among the
precirion tests of QCD in this cotning decade. The accurary to which one hopes to
determine AQCD is woond ±40 MeV for AQCD = 200 MeV (previous measured accuracy
iß ±200 MeV).

Of particular interest will be the possibility of testing the chirality structure of
the Standard model by Btudying deep inelastic electron proton scattering with polarized
electrons. For instance the cross eection for right handed electrons on protons proceeding
via CC should be zero.

2.2.5 Beyond the Standard model

AB an alternative to the discussion presented in the previous sectjons, one could also
eonsider the rates discussed before äs backgrounds when looking for departures from
the Standard model [7]. It is not our aim to give here an exhaustive discussion of all the
possible theoretical scen&rios and their experimental verrfication at HERA. We would
like to simply summanK« that HERA will be able to

• Bearch for right handed currents if the masses of the associated intermediaie bosons
arebelow 500-600GeV,

• search for extra Z's (Ws) if their masses nre below 500 (200) GeV,

• search for scalar leptons if their masses are below 150 GeV,

• sense quark/lepton substructuie scales of Order 3-5TeV,

• detect s-channel e-p effects up to masses of the order of the kinematical limit

2.3 ZEUS: a detector for HERA physics

A brief description of the components of the ZEUS detector will be given. A section
along the beam ans is presented in figiire 2.22 and perpendicular to it in figure 2.23.

ZEUS is a general purpose detector for HERA. It's design is a result of the physics
foreseen a* HERA. In particular the measurement of the kinematic variables Q3, x, y
over a very large ränge and with great precision, both for NC or CC events puts an
emphasis on calorimetry. The precision measurement of the energy of Jets containing
charged and neutral components over the füll solid angle coverage allow detailed mea-
surements to be made including calculations of missing momentum corresponding to
neutrinos (CC reactions). The calorimeter Information is enhanced by tracking and
particle identification measurements carried out by other detector elements. From the
interaction poiut towards the outside following detectors and Systems can be seen :
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Figure 2.22: Section across tttt ZEUS detector parallel to the beam azis.
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Figur« 2.23t Seetion acro» the ZEUS detector perpendicular to the beam azii.

• the Yertex detector (VXD),

• the rrntral tracking detector (CTD),

• the fotwud tracking detector (FTD),

• the transition radiation detection (TRD),

• the rear tracking detector (RTD),

• the high reeolution calorimeter (CAL),

• the muon detector eomplex (MUO),

• the backing calorimeter (BAC),

• the veto wall (VETO).

Also part of the detector but not shown in the figures :

• the hadron-electron Separator (HES), placed inside the high resolution calorimeter,

• thf leading proton spectrometer (LPS), placed along the beam line in the proton
beam directioii,

• the luininosity delector (LUM1), located also down along the beam line but in the
direction of the electron beam to detect electrons and photons scattered al very
small angles.

Several pieces of hardware are needed additionally even if they do not contribute
data to the detector. We have :
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• a superconducting solenoid sutrounding the CTD area and producing a uniform
field of 1.8 T which allows charged particle momentum measurement to be per-
formed simultaneously to tracking,

• a superconducting coil (the compensatot) mounted around the beam pipe cancels
the efFect of the main coil on the beams / Bdl = 0. Both of these magnets need
a liquid He supply which is delivered by the feedbox placed near-by. The feedbox
obtains the He from the general supply for the superconducting magnets of the
proton ring,

• an iron yoke to provide a return path for the magnetic flux and which surrounds
most of the detector elements. It is used äs support for mounting several subdetec-
tors. The structure is made of layers of iron which act äs the passive material for
the backing calorimeter (BAC). It also serves äs a filter for the muon spectrometer
System.

• an additional magiietized iron toroid System is used in the muon detector in the
proton direction,

• in the Rucksack, a 3 story high building placed beside the detector, is located most
of the electronics needed to readout all the subdetectors äs well äs the trigger Sys-
tems. Cables run from the detector components to the racks in the Rucksack and
are carried by a drag chain which permits moving the detector and tbe Rucksack
separately.

The subdetectors group together into functional units which will be briefly reviewed
for their functionality and performance.

2.3.1 Tracking devices

The tracking system is shown in detail in figure 2.24

The main objectives of the tracking system are

a) reconstruct all charged tracks with the best possible momentum resolution,

b) use of dE/dx measurements äs particle identification tool and

c) detecl secondary vertices resulting from meson decay and heavy fiavour pro-
duction,

Additionally this Information will be used in the trigger processing of the entire
detector. For optimal use the tracking System, like the calorimeter. must rover äs much
of the solid angle äs possible. The CTD covers the region 15" to 164°, the FTD and
RTD cover 7.5° to 28° and 159° to 170° respectively.

The CTD chambet is organised in 9 superlayers each made of 8 levels of sense wires.
They form a cylinder. The superlayers are arranged with different stereo angles (0°,
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Figure 2.25: Sectton through the CTD wires at the outer planes. The thick pointa are
the »ense wtm, the fine pomts repretent the field wires.
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MH M icrtt

Figure 2.26: TAree chamber» with wiret at 60° /orm (Ae f T/7

±5°, 7°) relative to the beam axis to provide z-position resolution. A sertion across a
CTD chamber sector can be seen in figure 2.25.

The front part of tbe central volume is tracked by the FTD system which is made
up of 3 chambers with wires running at 60° angles and placed perpeadicular to the
beam. Figure 2.26 shows a diagram of these three planes. On the rear direction only
one chamber makes the RTD.

Additionally, the TRD chambers serve to separate particles with equal momenta
but with different rest-mass on the basis of the transition radiation they emit when
traversing the surface between materials of diiFerent dielectric constant. The chambers
are organised äs many radiator planes interleaved with a tracking plane to detect the
radiation. Four of these chambers are placed in two groups in between the FTD cham-
bers. The Separation achieved is typically less than 5% hadron raisidentification for 90%
electron efficiency between l and SOGeV.

All these chambers are of the same type, drift chambers filled with an Ar/CjH6

50/50 mixture bubbled through ethanol. The combined resolution of the CTD and
FTD is plotted in figure 2.27

The most central part in figure 2.24 is the vertex detector (VXD) which allows to
improve vertex pointing to the CTD tracks including the detection of any secondary
vertices. Its functioning principle is a combination of a drift and "time expansion"
chamber which occupies only 16cm radiiis around the beam pipe and provides with 12
layers of wires a positton resolution of — 50/tm (varying with the polar angle and the
energy) and a two track Separation of 500/im.
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0.001

0.0004

Figur« 2.27: The momentum reaolutum t« «haum tu /unction of the polar angle for
the entemble of the ceniral tracking device» (left). On the right, the position retolution
on polar angltt (fft) and azimuthal anglet (0$) « plotted. The peaks in the curves come
from the framet of the FTD chamber» in the Intuition region to the CTD.

2.3.2 The calorimeter System

To measure the energy of both charged and neutral final statt particles a calorimeter
system will b« used &t ZEUS which comprises two parts. The high resolution calorimeter
will measure the energy and position of the particles with the best possible precision
across the whole solid angle of 4ir. The icadout of this device is the main subject of
this document and the deteetor itself is described m the next chapter. It achieves a
resolution in the energy of hadrons of ff£/£ ~ 35%/\/£ and for electrons and photons
of ffE/E c= i7%/vf.

Additionally the Backing calorimeter (BAC) is installed to measure the energy leak-
ing out of the high resolution calorimeter for high energetic jets. It consists of propor-
tional ehambers in aluminium profiles placed in between the iron plates of the yoke which
acts äs the passive materUl. It achieves an energy resolution of &E/E ~ 100%/\/£.
It can also detect muons crossing the drift chambers and determine their momenta by
measuring three points in their trajectory.

The distinction between electromagnetic and hadronic energy depositions can be
achieved thanks to the lougitudinal segmentation of the calorimeter. However to in-
crease the electron/hadron Separation several planes of silicon detectors are placed in-
side the high resolution calorimeter at a depth of the maximum development of the
electromagnetic showers. Two planes are foreseen in the forward region and one each
in the rear and barrel parts. The HES has a small granularity (3 x 3rm3 pads) and can
recognise electromagnetic shower components in jels.

2.3.3 Muon detectors

Themuon deteetor system is divided into the forward (FMUON), barrel (BMUON) and
rear (RMUON) parts.

TheBMUON and RMUON consist of two sets of two limited streamer tube chambers
separated by ahiminum frames. One set is placed inside and the other one outside the
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iron yoke. The magnetization of the yoke allows to measure the momenta of the particles
(muons) which are not absorbed in the calorimeter.

The FMUON is made up of nve planes of limited streamer tubes, four planes of
drift chambers and a time of fiight counter. They can be seen in figure 2.22 with the
labels LTl to LT5, DC1 to DC5 and TOF. Additionally to the iron yoke, in the forward
direction two magnetized toroids (with conventional coils) provide "bending power"
increasing the momentum resolution for high energetic muons.

The momentum resolutions thus achieved are ffp/p = 23% at p = 100 GeV in the
forward direction and <rflp — 30% at p = 20 GeV in the barrel and rear detectors.
The system contributes to a more precise determination of the momenta of the muons
independently of the central tracking system and play a crucia] role in the trigger system
to recognise background events from beam-gas interactions or cosnüc muons.

2.3.4 The small angle detectors

Far away from the interaction point, two detector Systems detect particles which come
out of the interaction at very small angles. ÖD the proton direction, 40 to 80m away
from the interaction point, the leading proton spectrometer made up of 5 planes of
silicon microstrip detectors can detect particle impacts with a precision of 25fim. The
main object of this system is to detect the leading proton scattered at a very small angle
after some deep inelastic reactions. For these events a füll Containment is thus achieved.

On the other side, in the direction of the electron beam, the luminosity monitor
detects electrons and photons scattered at very small angles. The detection of an
electron and a photon the energy of which sums up to the energy of the primary electron
tags Bremsstrahlung events at very small angles (< 0.5 mrod) which are used to monitor
the luminosity at the interaction point.

The energy of the electron is measured with a lead-scintillator calorimeter placed
placed at about 36m from the interaction point beside the electron beam. Inside the
calorimeter, Si pads will additionally detect the position. The photon's energy is mea-
sured also with a lead-scintillator calorimeter placed at a distance of ~ 108 m from the
interaction point near the proton beam. In froot of it a carbon filter will protect it from
Synchrotron radiation.

Both detectors can be moved away from the beam pipe during injection and accel-
eration to diminish the radiation damage.



Chapter 3

Calorimetry: Principles and the
ZEUS Solution

The importance of high precision calorimetric measurements has been presented in
the previous chapter. Now, a more detailed discussion will follow on bow the energy
detection mechanism in calorimeters occurs for different particle types. The construction
prinriples of the ZEUS calorimeter are also described in this chaptei.

3.1 Sampling calorimeters

Calorimeters, currently used in high energy physics experiments are either "homoge-
neous" or "sampling". Bomogeneou» calorimeters consist of & single material, such äs
Lead glass, N&I, BGO, etc. This material acts äs an absorber in the sense that the
incident energy is degenerated by shower processes and äs a detector since Cerenkov or
scintillation light produced by the constituents of the shower piocess produce a measur-
able signal. Sampling calorimeters separate the tasks of absorber and signal ptoduction
and detection. Typical absorber material is Fe, Cu, Pb or U. Examples of detector
materials are scintillating plastics which produce detectable signal in the form of light
or liquid argon or silicon in which cases the revealing mechanism is the ionization charge
which can be collected electrically.

Of couree, äs we want the detectable signal to be proportional to the absorbed energy,
the two materials have to be quite intimatelr associated so that a sum of frartions of the
deposited energy can be seen by the active detector. Sevoral reaÜ7ations of this grouping
can be imagined and some of them have been physically rf alised «t different calorimeters.
The ZEUS calorimeter concept chose the so-ca!led "smidwich" type stmcture, where
altetnate layers of differenl materials perform a stepwise proress of shower development
and signal generation. Stacking enough layers of the two materials is necessary to ensure
a complete deposition of the energy carried. The energy and type of particles which
have to be detected determine the size of the calorimeter once both material types and
their relative thicknesses have been fijted.

The primary particles incident on the calorimeter interact in various ways with
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the materials making up the detector and generate secondary particles of lower energy
which in turn interact with the material giving otber particles. The original incomlng
particle produces in this way a so-called "shower" or "cascade" in which the energy
carried is "degraded" and pari of it is detected. The ptocess of the shower generation
being of statistical nature and the physical development of it set linüts to the energy
detection precision. Also the principle of alternatiug materials leads to a "sampling" of
only a fraction of the energy in the active parts adding additional uncertainties to the
energy measurement, the tampling flvctuations. The sampling fractions are different
for different sorts of particles, indicating distinct calorimetric efficiency.

Two types of showers can be distinguished : the electromagnetic and the hadronic
showers, the latter type including fractions of the first sort.

3.2 Electromagnetic showers

3.2.1 Shower generation

Several mechanisms contribute to the energy loss mechanism for electrons and photons
incident on matter. However at high energies the fraction of energy lost per unit of
depth of material is almost energy independent and only due to Bremsstrahlung and
pair creation. The secondary particles produced in the cascade carry successively less
energy until they reach the ränge where several effects are important. If the whole
cascade is absorbed, the energy deposited equals that of the primary particle.

For electrons or positrons the main process occurring at high energies is the Brems-
strahlung, radiation of photons on the field of nuclear charge . In the sub-GeV ränge,
other processes like M011er and Bhabha scattering and ionization take place. Positrons
in addition suffer annihilation. lonization is in fact the dominant phenomenon and the
reason that all secondary particles finally get absorbed. Figure 3.1 shows the different
cross-sectious for these processes and their dependance on energy in the case of a lead
absorber.

In the case of photons (see figute 3.2) the main process at high energies is the pair
production of e*c~ while for energies lower than lOMeV, the Compton and the photo-
electric effects are dominant.

At high energies {> IGeV), the absorption can be characterised in a material-
independent way by the so-called radiation lengtk, Xa, of the substance. It is defined äs
the materiaJ thickness to be travelled by an electron so that. it looses on average 63.2% of
its energy through Bremsstralüung. The avetage energy äs the particle traverses matter

(3.1)

where :
f [cm] is the thickness of the material,
EO \MeV] the energy of the incident electron,
AO [cm] the radiation length.
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Material

Polystyiene
AI
Fe
Pb
V

Z

< 3.4 >
13
26
82
92

A \]

-
26.98
55,85

207.19
238.03

'[£]
1.060
2.70
7.87

11.35
18.95

o*«KlUmJJ

43.8
24.01
13.84
6.37
6.00

AQ [cm]

41.3
8.89
1.76
0.56
0.32

eo[MeV]

-80
48.8
24.3
7.8

ö
's- O

Table 3.1: Values of the Radiation Length Xo and critical energy e0 for some materiah.

The radiation length can be eomputed using [9j:

_ _ _
~pXo ~ ° A 0.12(Z/82)2 [ g

(3-2)

where :
a is the fine structuie constant,
A the atomic mass of the material in [g],
Z the atomic number of the material,
NA the Avogadro number,
r, the classical electron radius in [cm],
p the densitv of the material in -*T .

* L*m*J

Equation 3.2 can be approximated [10] by :

(3.3)

which is good to better than 20 % for Z > 13.

At low euergies the dominant energy loss is no longer due to radiation but to colli-
Bions. The critical energy «0 of the material is the energy al which both losses, Brems-
strahlung and ionization are equally important. It represents the limit where the growth
of the shower stops and it starts dissipating its energy, Its value is given approximately
by |10]:

t0=^\MeV] (3.4)

This approximation is accurate to 10% for Z > 13. For some materials the values of X0

and EO can be found in table 3.2.1 |llj.

A very simplified model of shower development can provide insight into (electro-
magnetic) calorimetry assuming that the only dominant processes at high energies are
Bremsstrahlung for electrons and pair pioduction for photons and these are described
by asymptotic formulae.

An electron entering material with an energy E much bigger than the critical energy
(DI after having ciossed one radiation length of material A'o will have lost 63% of its
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initial energy into photons by Bremsstrahlung. We can say that on the average the
photon and the electron will earry each half of the original energy, £7/2. After another
radiation length of material, the photon will create an e*e~ pair and the electron will
emit another Bremsstrahlung photon. The energy of the four particles existing is on the
average J5/4. The multiplication process proceeds. When the electtons reach an energy
below t0 they will be completely absorbed by collisions and the shower tertninates. The
tnodel is equally Talid if the shower is started by a photon except for a shift in depth.

The number of particles double« each radiation length. After t nnits of radiation
length, the number of photons and electrons Nt,y is :

= 2' (3.5)

where i is the depth, now in units of [-Xo]. The mean energy E of each particle of course
goea inversely :

< = -̂ - = E.2-' (3.6)

where E is the energy of the incident electron or photon (MeV).

The depth, in units of radiation length, where their mean energy t equals the critical
energy e0> « where the shower re&ches its maximnm spatial spread and is :

»mo» — (3.7)

At tm.* the shower development and the number of particles reach a maximum. Further
in the calorimeter, the energy left over is deposited by ionization.

The total distaace covered by all the particles of the shower is called the average
total tnek length < T >; in units of X0 it is equal to the number of particles of the
shower.

As the showering process occurs, a small part of the energy is lost by ionization
and is proportional to the total track length because each high energetic particle of
the shower deposite an amount of energy per unit length independent of the energy it
carries :

(3.8)
E

«< T >= — .
«0

This linear relation between the incident energy and the total track length or the energy
loss by ionization makes calorimeters useful devices.

In general not the whole track length T will be detectaUe. but only a fraction of
it Ti will give some signal which can be seen. Tj •_' T berause only shower particles
carrying more than a certain threshold energy TJ are detectable.

(3.9)

It is necessary to know the longitudinal extension in order to ensure Containment of
the shower within the calorimeter. Naturally, due to the statistic&l nature of the shower
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development, total Containment for practical calorimeter dimensions c&nnot always be
achieved. Experimental and calculational inform&tion [8] parametrize the longitudinal
energy deposition to reach 98% in a length :

where £M% is the depth at which 98% of the energy has already been deposited. The
quantity Aot, comes from the exponential decay of the shower (following e~*'**M) after
having reached the maximum. \, results to be quite energy independent but material
dependant and can be characterised also in radiation length units : Aott[Xo] ̂  (3.4 ±0.5)
[B].

The important fact we learn from Equations 3.7 and 3.10 is that the depth of a
shower, i.e. the depth of the c&lorimeter we need to contain and measure, grows only
logarithmicnlly with the energy. Thus for example ZEUS can have a c&lorimeter which
measures 400 GeV jets äs well äs particles in the sub-GeV ränge and still keep it's size
reasonable.

3.2.2 Energy resolution

The processes of energy deposition, detection and readout in a calorimeter have been
shown to have a statistical nature. The relative precision of the energy measurement
is :

4|**1> (3.u)

where ff(Evi^bit) is the Standard deviation of the distribution of measured values.

Intrinsic fluctuations

Two kinds of uncertainties enter into the measurement of the energy. First, äs we have
seen, the showering is in itself an statistical process. Also Landau fluctuations occur
due to ionization processes with high energy transfer to the electrons of the detector
xnaterial which leads to asymmetric spectra for the deposition at high energies. They
are however not quantitatively significant for the case of the ZEUS calorimeter. A
description can be found in [10,11].

From equation 3.9 we know that the mean track length which is detected < Tj >
is proportional to the energy of the incident particle. The energy deposited is first
proportional to the number of particles produced but also to the number of particles
detected Nj. N or Nj are large numbers results of many different causes and based on
the large number theory they will follow normal distributions. The Standard deviation
of AT normally distributed events goes äs the squ&re root of ff- This means :

*(E)
E

(3.12)

Equation 3.12 represents the lower Umit in the precision of the measurement of energy,
the intrinnc fluctuationt. The best homogeneous electromagnetic calorimeters made
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of idntillating crystals or noble liquide are indeed limited by this etatistical fact and
achieve energy reeolutions of the order of ffg/E ^ 1%/->/E or better [8).

Sampling fluctuations

If instead of a homogeneous we use a sampling calorimeter, the particles produced in the
showering will only contribute to the visible signal when they cross the active medmm
of the calorimeter. In a sandwich B&mpling type device like the ZEUS calorimeter, the
average detertable total track length is sampled regularly at a distance of d radiation
lengths separating two active layers. This means that the number of particles which are
really observed is reduced to :

Substituting equation 3.9 :

* *•(*)•

(3.13)

(3.14)

In an equivalent way to equation 3.12, JVM(np|cj, which ii nonnaUy distributed due to
the hypothesis that the number of crosrings behave äs independent factors, has also a
relative precirion inversely proportional to the square root of Ntanpird-

N. (3.15)

This means the sampltng of the average detectable total track length results in an addi-
tional degradation of the energy measurement. From equations 3,14 and 3.15 results :

= 3.2%
nplin«

i \MtV] d[X0]
F(r,) ' E[GeV\)

A more aeeurate description of the real shower includes a term accounting for the
transverse development of the shower. The partirlei do not cross d\X0] of material
before being sampled again in the next artive Urer a* we mentioned in equation 3.13,
but travd transversally with a certain angle trivrrtinit in f»ft

J / • t o« <* -

radiatioq lengths of matter. The terro *, fo«(* • repre««il» • nwin ralueof thr deflertion
angle of the tracks measured from the showrr ans.

This transversal spread is chararterised by tbe quantity called the Moliere radius
pM, which is a material independent quantity equivalent to the radiation length X0 for
the depth. The Moliere radius describes the average lateral defiection of electrons of
energy (0 when they traverse one radiation length of material. The shower is contained
in a cylioder of radius Jt = 2 • pu-
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For elements with Z > 13 the Meliere radius
to a 10 % precision by :

be approximately calculated

(3-17)

Monte-Carlo calculations give the following parameterization for cos r? |10] :

2lAfeV
< cos S >c= cos (3.18)

With equation 3.18, the sampling fluctuations contribute to the resolution of the energy
measurement in equation 3.16 with :

E /.
3.2% •

e0\MeV\)

The only method to diminish this contribution once the materials making the
calorimeter have been fixed is to decrease the layer thickness d. In an obvious way,
this increases the amount of energy which is really sampled, statistically reducing its
Variation.

The analytical estimations of the sampling fluctuations are however not very predse
and valid only for light materials and reasonably thick layered calorimeters. If thinner
layers are used, the model hypothe&ie of independent shower development does not hold
any more.

Otber fluctuations

Another important contribution to the degradation of the energy resolution is added
by the instrumental construction of the calorimeter and the readout mechanisms of the
Signals. For example leakage due to constructively finite calorimeter depth, deteriorates
the resolution (see [8]). Non uniformities in the signal collection or in the construction
of the calorimeter also show up äs degradation in the resolution.

For most calorimeters a further statistical contribution due to the conversion into
electrical current or voltage for signal processing adds again to the uncertainty in the
Signal. The ZEUS calorimeter is instrumented with photomultipliers, and there the
process of electron generation at the photocathode originated by incoming photons is
also in itself of statistical nature. Of course, the contribution of the photostatistic
to the global energy resolution is diminished if the amount of light increases. The
light generation, transport and collection System at ZEUS is therefore subject to strict
criteria with the aim of achieving a maximum possible efficiency. The contribution of
pbotostatistics to the electromagnetic energy resolution at ZEUS is ineasured [12] to be
around1 10%/y/E.

Non-uniformities and other non-ideal features do not scale inversely with the square
toot of the energy but add in a constant way to the resolution, dominating at high

*ln the hadronie pul of th« calorimeter, the amount of light ptoduced is Urger and thus the eflert of
photoitatiitief ii reduced - 7%/^/E.
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energies. The aim of the ZEUS calorimeter construction is to keep all these contributions
at the l % level. All the contributions to the resolution of the electromagnetic energy
at ZEUS are expected, in the whole energy ränge it has to cover, to add to a muätnuro

(3.20)
E / thctromtgntttc V E

As it will be shown from calibration results this has been essentially achieyed.

3.3 Hadronic showers

Particles subject to the strong interaction, i.e hadrons, also produce showers when
entering a calorimeter though the shower development is different to the electromagnetic
showers previously described.

In eontrast to electromagnetic cascades which are dominated by Brehmsstrahlung
and pair production processes with very large cross-sections, many channels compete
in the development of hadronic thower$. A fact which produces laiger variations in the
deposited and risible energy.

The raain badronic shower development is given by inelastic scattering of particles
with the nuclei of the absorber material. This and other processes occurring are more
complicated to describe than the factors governiog an electromagnetic shower where
analytical analyris, even if under restrictive conditions, is possible and excellent Monte-
Carlo Simulation tools (e.g. EGS) exist. Modelling hadronic showers is diffieult and
calculations are only postible with Monte Carlo methods and parametrized experimental
resultg. Here, only a brief description of the phenomena leading to the hadronic shower
will be described. A detailed explanation is given in [1l] and the calculational methods
are deecribed in {13,14,15].

The hadron's energy is lost in inelastic collisions and carried away by some of the
nucleons or secondary produced hadrons. If their energy is larger than the nuclear bind-
ing energy, tbey leave the nudeus predominantly in a forward direction and colüde with
neighbouring nuclei repeating the proeess. In some 10~M* tbis process is terminated
because the particles coming out of the coUision can DO more le&ve the nuclei. After this
a second step follows where 7-quanta are produced when the nucleons are deexcited.
These on their turn produce electromagnetic showers which deposit energy in the active
layers by ioniiation.

If the absorber is uranium, in addition fission can occur and äs a product low energy
{few McV) alow neutrons appear.

In total some 300 different reactions orcur in tbe propagation of a hadronic shower,
each rontributing romparable amount s to the global process. Event to event statistical
fluctuations and the relative importance of competing visible energy production pro-
cesses set limits to the possible resolutions achievable for hadron energy measurement.

To describe hadronic showers in a materi&l independent way, the quantity A, the
nuclear interaction lengtb is introduced in a similar way to the radiation length for
electromagnetic sbowers.
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3.3.1 Compensation in hadronic showers

The pari of deposited energy which is rendered visible in the calorimeter is typically
smaller for hadronic than for electromagnetic showers. This is mainly due to a larger
amount of the hadronic cascade energy lost in intranuclear inelastic collisions and nuclear
binding energy. In addition with passive materials of high A, many neutral particles2

are generated in the cascade and these produce less signal in tbe active medium.
This f&ct leads to smaller visible signals for hadrons than for electrons of the same

energy. The so-called e/h ratio is smaller than 1. The consequence is that tht electro-
magnetic pari of the badronic shower yields larger signals than tbe pure hadronic pari,
resulting in a larger spread in the global measured response. The effect of fluctuations
in the ratio of pure hadronic to electromagnetic signal produced by a hadronic sliower
upon tbe total measurement can be minimized by achieving an e/h ratio equal to one.
This case is tbe so-called comptntation of the signals.

Using uranium äs passive material [16] helps in compensating the losses in the
hadronic shower. For the electromagnetic pari of the shower (neutral pions decay-
ing into photons), the uranium will absorb a larger fraction of the energy and the signal
in the active medium will be smaller. On the other band for tbe hadronic part, the low
energy neutrons are not affetted by the uranium [17]. They interact with the hydrogen
atoms in the active material (large cross-section for neutrons) and produce signal in the
readout.

Tbe amount of electromagnetic reduction and neutron amplification is set by the
ratio of absorber to active material [15,13] :

_ Thickness of abaorbcr lauer
ßj = ; — (3.21)

Thickness of active layer

so that Compensation3 is reached. For the ZEUS calorimeter, Monte Carlo calculations
and diverse test calorimeter measurement have finally set a ratio of 3.3 mm of uranium
vs. 2.6mm of scintillator äs the dimensions to be used.

Besides the intrinsic fluctuations in the hadronic shower formation, the samplmg
prindple also applies to this deposited energy, and only a fraction of it will be detected.
This adds sampling fluctnations also in the hadronic energy resolution and measure-
ments sbow that tbey are larger than in the case of electromagnetic showers.

Also instrumental limitations, like tbe finite depth of the calorimeter or the unavoid-
able non uniforrnities in the construction add to the experimental resolution. As in the
case of electromagnetic cascades tbey do not necessarily scale in a l/\/£ way and thus
limit the performance at high energies.

For the ZEUS calorimeter calculations predict and prototype tests resull in a reso-
lution for the measureinent of energies of hndrons of :

; \%

a quantity which has also been acbieved äs calibration measurements show.

*The unount of ir°« is also increuing with energy gjving • non-lineuity in the readout «ignal.
*ln f«t "ofercompensition" (t/h < 1) cmn be obtained if a luge DU thicknesi is cho§en.
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Figure 3.3: Meehanical divifion of the ZEUS high retolution calorimeier.

3.4 The ZEUS calorimeter

The calorimeter for the ZEUS detector is one of the most advanced detectors for high
energy physics experiments. The ZEUS collaboration has developed a device which
(ahnest) hermetically surrounds the intetaction point and which has an energy resolution
for hadrons at tbe limit of the achievable.

The detector itself äs well äs the techniques used to construct it will he described.

3.4.1 Segraentation

The ZEUS calorimeter Covers 99.8% of the solid angle in the proton direction (forward)
and 99.5% in the electron dilection (backward). The size and weigbt of the calorimeter,
mainly governed by the necessary depth to absorb tbe füll energy of the showers which
can be produced at the e - p collisions, forces a modular construction and installation.

It is divided into three components shown in figure 3.3, covering portions of the
polar angle 9:

• the forward calorimeter (FCAL) for 9 between 2.2° and 39.9%

• the barrel calorimeter (BCAL} extends between $ = 36.7° and 129.1",

rear calorimeter (RCAL) between 9 = 128.1° and 176.5°.

j. *>c siructure of all the parts is similar. The inner most pi
netic calorimeter (EMC) with a depth of ~- 25Xo (equivalent

The structure of all the parts is similar. The inner most part forms the electromag-
ic calorimeter (EMC) with a depth of — 25 XQ (equivalent to l A).
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Figure 3,4: Maximum je( energy a» function of tke polar angle /?/'.

The rest of the matter builds the hadronic calorimeter (HAC). It's depth varies
depending on the polar angle to cope with different maximum energy showers (see
figure 3.4). In the forward region it is ~ 6 A deep while in the rear it has ~ 3 A and
— 4 A in the barrel yielding a total depth of 7, 4 and 5 A respectively.

The EMC part is readout äs one section in depth while the HAC part is divided
into two sections, HACl and HAC2 which are readout separately throughout the whole
calorimeter.

However the size and direction of the segmentation in the transverse sense varies
across the regions. For example the central parts of the FCAL have EMC sections with
dimensions of 5x20 cm (5x10 cm in the RCAL) which are arranged parallel to the beam
direction, this means they are non-projective to the interartion point. In the external
regions where the sections overlap with the BCAL, the segmentation is 20 x 20 cm and
is also non-projective. In the BCAL, the EMC segmentation is — 5 x 24cm but the
sections are arranged projectively to the interaction point. The divisions in the hadronic
calorimeter are typically 20 x 20cm and are non-projective over the whole calorimeter.

The calorimeter is divided into 24 modules for the PCAL, 32 for the BCAL and
24 for the RCAL. The FCAL and RCAL modules are blocks of several meters height
(2.2 to 4.6m), 20cm width and depth varying between VO and 152cm (in their active
area). An isometric view of one of them is shown in figure 3.5.

The BCAL modules are all equal and have a trapezoidal section between
24 and 45cm and each one covers a wedge of 11.25° in azimuthal angle. Their length
is 3.2m. One of the modules is drawn in figure 3.C.

All the modules have a gap in their EMC sections (at -~ 4A'o) (two gaps exist in the
FCAL at — 4 and — 1X0) where one scintillator plane and one U-plate have been left
out to leave space for a plane of silicon pads detectors to improve the hadron-elcctron
Separation (see [18]).
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Figure 3.5: Itomctric view of a FCAL module. Thf different hardware elementt can
be neen.
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Figure 3.6: Arstitt view of a BCAL module.

3.4.2 Module construction

The high precision design for the whole calorimeter forces some unusnal ronstructional
features to be adopted for all the 80 modules and their components.

Uranium plates

The optimum energy resolution of 35%/\/E for hadron showers is made possible by a
e/h tatio of 1. This is achieved for a ratio of thicknesses of 3.3mm of depleted uranium
(DU)* and 2.6 mm of scintillator of the SCSN-38 type.

The DU plates are fully encapsulated by a stainless steel foil to protect the scintillator
from large radiation doses which would quickly reduce it's light yield and shorten the
calorimeter's lifetime. Also the steel case is a security factor mainly against fire damage
of uranium and radioactive dust contaminatkm caused by handling.

The size of the plates varies from module to module. For FCAL and RCAL they
are < 20cm wide and have lengths up to 4.6m. In the BCAL their width increases äs
they are placed further away from the interaction point, each plate subtends the same
transverse angle.

Several new techniques had to be developed to produce the longest plates (up to
4610mm) and to achieve and monitor the tolerances in the thickness to 3.3 ± 0.2mm
and other dimensions.

The plates are held apart by spacers of 5 x 10mm1 (5 x 6mm 2 for EMC) area and
3.9mm thick placed every 20cm along the sides of the modules.

*98.1%U"8, 1.7% Nb, 0.2% U"s.
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Scintillator

In between the DU plates are placed the scintillator tiles. A small pari of the puticle
shower's energy is converted into visible light through a scintillation process. The ma-
terial has been chosen to be a cast ßcintillator on polystyrene base (see figure 3.8-(a))
because of «everal factors like aging and radiation stability, high light yield and long
attenuation length for light relative to the size of the tiles.

The tiles have a thickness of 2.6 ± 0.2mm and different areas depending on their
locationinside the modules, from 5x20 cm in the FCAL EMC section to 24x42 cm in the
HAC2 BCAL sections. They have all their edges poh'shed and are individually wtapped
in special white paper which is printed with a black and white pattern to improve the
uniformity of the light response. This correction pattern affects the amount of UV light
which is reflected and yields a uniformity of the local light yield from around 7% to 2%
arross the whole surface of the pieces.

The opposite edges of the tiles are open so that light can escape to the optical
transport erstem. Both sides are open so light is simultaneously readout on the left
and ÖD the right sides. This eliminates put of the fluctuations due to the readout
and provides some redundancy äs well äs spatial resolution. Tests have shown that in
average 3.3 photoelertrons are produced in each layer of the material when read from
both lideB for a minimum ionizing particle crossing the calorimeter.

Also a rigorous quality control during manufacturing is necessary. The thickness
of the raw scintillator material is mapped, and tiles are cut accordingly. Then they
are individually weighted to determine their final thickness and given a location in the
modules' interior so that thicknesses add up äs dose äs possible for different sections.

All the tiles (except 2 every 4 in the EMC) have cutouts in their corners to leave
room for the spacers. The spacer and cutouts represent lese than 1% of dead space
inside the modules

Optical transport

The light leaving the scintillator tiles is collected on the sides of the modules by 2 mm
thick sheets of a plastic material called wave length shifter (WLS) which receives the
light with the wavelength leaving the scintillator and transports it at another wave-
length,

The scintillation light produced by the shower of particles, crosses a small air gap
and enters the WLS bar. The base material of tbe WLS is polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA), and is doped with afluorescent dye, for several reasons [18] chosen to be Y-7,
The light is absorbed by the dye molecules and reemited by fluorescence in a longer
wave length (blue light is transforraed into green).

Thus the light produced by all the scintillator tiles of one calorimeter section is added
and measured together. The WLS bars carry the light all the way out to the back of
the modules but only the surface directly opposite to the scintillator of the section to
be readout actually receives light. The rest is wrapped in reflecting material so that no
light gets lost. Figure 3.7 shows cut out of a module (FCAL) where the DU, scintillator
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L . C . rtuc/rmc o

Figure 3.7: Light readout arrangements. The urontum plates tnierleaved with the
»cintillatOT tiles äs well äs the WLS bars are shown. Note the gajts in the EMC pari of
the module, they leave space for the hadron-electron separater silicon detectors. (Figure
from fl»]).

and WLS plates can be seen.

Figure 3.8 shows the eroission and absorption spectra of the different optical com-
ponents. For the materials and concentrations chosen enough radiation resistance for
several years of Operation, taking annealing effects into account, has been proven. Some
UV absorbent is also added in the chemical mixture so äs to reduce the Cerenkov h'ght
produced by particles traversing directly the WLS plates, which cannot be distinguished
from the real scintillating light due to the absorption-fluorescence emission mechanism.
This effect is specially important if the particles cross the bars longitudinally, and ac-
counts to a big extent to the non-uniformities between adjacent calorimeter modules.

As in the case of the scintillator, a tight uniformity is required. It is achieved by
using different concentration of dye on the longest plates and by having a correction
pattern stamped on the back reflector which reduces the quantity of reflected h'ght A
2% uniformity is achieved with all these precautions.

By internal reflections, the light is transported to the photomultiplier photocathode
over distances varying between 0.25 m and 1.65 m depending on the calorimeter module
and section.

Module assembly

For the FCAL and RCAL the DU plates and the scintillator tiles are stacked together
onto a C-form frame which Supports the ends of the DU plates. The diverse WLS
needed to readout the different calorimeter section are mounted together in st&inless
steel cassettes which are attached at the sides of the stacks. The whole ensemble is
held together by flexible stainless steel straps of 0.3 mm thickness and ca. 20 cm width.
They are held and tensioned at the back beam of the module's frame [19].

For the BCAL modules a T-beam frame supports the stacked plates of the HAC
sections with tensioning rods. The EMC section is strung with thin wires to a stainless
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Figure 3.8t Bmittion and abtorption tpectra of »cintillator and WLS materiah,
a) Emission ipectrum of SCStf-38 scintillator;
i) Absorption tpcctrum of K-X7 and Y-7 in PMMA;
c) Emiition ipectrum of K-X7 and Y-7 in PMMA;
d) Spectral »ensitivity of a SbRbCt photocathodf..

steel plate which is part of the frame.

3.4.3 Mounting

The entire calorimeter is made up of ca. 10.000 DU plates and around 240.000 scintil-
lator tiles. The total construction weights around 700 tons and bas ca. 12.000 readout
channels.

The 80 modules have to be mounted together in the ZEUS detector.
The BCAL modules are mounted on two so-called tpokes wheeh, large alumimum

disks which support also other detector components (see figure 2.22). These disks can
be rotated at Installation time to insert the one module at a time from above.

The FCAL and RCAL modules are mounted on platforms resting on the iron yoke
of the detector, called cradles. They stand on the bottom side of their C-frame and are
bolted to the cradles and in between them at tbe top of the backbeams.

In order to avoid major radiation damage to the optical components or the electronics
and to ease installation, the cradles are split in two parts which can move by ca. 40 cm
to the sides of the beam line. This will tappen every time BERA is doing machine
development or beam injection. Enough room is available inside the iron yoke so that
the sideways tnovement can occur while remaining closed.

The ßtraps, spacers, WLS and other mechanical components needed introduce dead
space and non-uniformities. However, due to the construction method (straps tying the
plates instead of rods holding them together) only about 6 to 7% of the space represents
dead material.

Some precautions have beeu taken to improve the uniformity of the calorimeter
across the modules' boundaries. The BCAL modules are tilted by 2.5° relative to a
radius vector to the interaction point so that the boundaries are non-projective.

Also in between all the modules lead sheets will be installed. This helps to reduce
the Cerenkov Üght produced when particles cross the WLS and which boost the mea-
sured signal producing large (up to 20%) non-uniformities when scanning across the
boundaries. Thus the non uniformities are kept in the worst cases (0° incidence) at a
level below 10%. Measurements have shown that 2.5mm of lead in between the modules
are needed.

3.4.4 The conversion of light into electric signal

The light collected by the WLS along all scintillator tiles in one calorimeter section
is guided to the light sensitive cathode of a phototube installed in the frame of the
calorimeter module. In order to couple the flat WLS to the round photocathode some
forming is necessary. Out of the flat surface, strips are cut, bent and glued together so
that a rectangular cross section contacts to the glass side of the photocathode.

The photomultipliers have quite tight specifications, the main ones are:

10 stage multiplication providing high gain (10& at 80% of the maximura voltage),
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Figur« 3.9: ScÄeme of the Crockrofi-Walton cascade generator to produce the high
voltage at the dynodet of the PMT». The regulator plus the HV chatn are packed onio
a bäte of a »imilar diameter äs the PMT. The supply and control are located in a tintt
placed ntarby the modulei.

• «mall nonlinearity (±2% up to 100mA1 pulse anöde rurrent),

• small dark current and noise (~ 0.1 nA at 20°C),

. * stable gain over short periods (hours) (±3%).

The tubes for the HAC sections are of the Hamamatsu R-580 type, with a photo-
cathode diameter of 34 mm. The spate constraints for the electromagnetic tubes in the
FCAL only, are much tighter and only very Email tubes are possible. Valvo's XP-1911
are used, they have an diameter of only 19 mm (photocathode 14mm).

The high volt&ge at the dynodes of the PMTs is produced by active bases using a
"cascade multiplicator" following the principle of the Ctockroft-Walton gencrator (see
figure 3.9). They are basedon aladderof capacitors toincrease the voltage onescalating
dynodes, separated by diodes to hold it and rectify the voltages to DC. The base-PMT
äs a unit receives a low supply DC voltage (typically 15 V) and returns a monitor signal
proportional (1000:1) to the high voltage at the cathode. A coaxial cable comes out
with the anöde signal. The main advantage of this type of base is a much reduced
power dissipation. 0.1 W at the base apainst l - 2 U" of usunl resistive bases. Also no
HV* cnbles are needed, a quite important seciirity fenturf fcir installntion when Ions of
uraniuni are building the calorimeter.

Thr supply voltage and ihe retuni numitor sipiials roimeot botli to a Computer
governed Controller unit placed instde the detertor. at Die sides of the calorimeter.
distant at the most 5m from the tubes.

A typical energy deposition in the calorimeter results in a current signal out of
the PMT anöde with a typical width of 20 na for electrons (30 n* for hadrons) like in
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Figure 3.10: Typical shape of a PMT (Valvo XP-1911) pulse for electrons.
f20ns/div, 200mV/divJ. The rising edge of the ttgnal is mainly given by the PMT
response (plut capacitive load of cables ...) while the falling edge i.« due to light decay
in the. idntillator, WLS ....

figure 3.10.

Most of this current (AC signal) is dumped onto a terminating impedance while
some small fraction of it enters the diverse channels of the calorimeter electronics and
is thus the starting point of the rest of this document.



Chapter 4

Readout for the ZEUS Calorimeter

After having presented how the ZEUS calorimeter is constructed in order to produce the
best possible energy measurements, now the electronic System used to actually quantify
the Signals will be described.

4.1 Calorimeter Information

Two quantities are required from the calorimeter. The first is the measurement of
the "total"' energy deposited in the calorimeter by the incoming particles, where the
amount should be known äs th* sum of quantities of the independent subcalorimeters
(EMC, HAC1, HAC2) and sections. In combination with the tracking devices for the
charged particles and on its own for the neutral ones, the calorimeter is used for po-
sition and angle measurements and «lectron identification. Finally, we want a precise
determination of the time the particles reached the calorimeter.

The signal we obtain is the charge arriving at the anöde of the PMT. The mea-
surement of the energy of the incoming particles is possible due to the fact that the
measured charge is proportional to the deposited energy. As discussed in the previous
chaptei, a large effort has been invested in achieviug this proportionality independent
of the amount of energy and tbe localization of the deposition inside the calorimeter.

In a simplified way it can be considered äs a series of constants of the diverse effi-
ciencies and gains of the readout chain being applied on the incoming energy (arbitrary
Symbols) :

QanoJt = 9pmt • tuJ, • C.cinfillalw ' Otampling ' Tvi.iWc ' E,„

The risetimeof this currentis very short, typically afew nanoseconds, and happens a
roastant time (the transit time in the PMT) after the particles crossed the calorimeter,
so it can be used to determine the time of the energy deposition even if small variations
in time-of-flight, scintillator and WLS Bght response produce an smearing of the signals.

1 "Total" underatood in tbe »ense of the tampling calorimeter where only a frattion of the energy is
detected.
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4.2 Boundary conditions for the readout at ZEUS

The electronics for the readout of the ZEUS calorimeter must fulnll several require-
ments :

• cover the füll dynamic ränge of energies which can be originated at HERA colli-
sions;

• provjde an energy measurement with the required segmentation. The noisc factor
should not be dominating in comparison with other noise sources;

• resolve the timing of the energy deposition to about l ns or better, inainly for
rejection of comic rays and other background;

• implement the calibration method of the calorimeter with the DU radioactivity
to better than the 1%;

• cope with the 96 na bunch crossing time of HERA with minimum dead time;

• provide Information for the different levels of the trigger System within the required
time Windows.

Some of these constraints introduce novel factors in the electronics with methods and
Solutions being used for the first time in experimental high energy physics. A description
in some detail follows.

4.2.1 Dynamic ränge

The kinematics of the HERA machine determine the energy ränge to be seen in the
ZEUS Calorimeter. The upper limit will occur in the forward, proton, direction where
energies up to 400 GeV (see figure 3.4)' will be deposited in the electromagnetic part of
the calorimeter. On the other band, minimum ionizmg particles like muons will deposit
(in the EMC) the equivalent of 300 AfeV electron energy. These small signals are jm-
portant for calibration and diagnoses purposes3. We require them to be measured with
an accuracy of 3 to 5 MeV resulting in a mean digitization signal around channel 100.
Compared to this value, the 400 GtV signals are around 1.5 • 105 times bigger. Thus the
required dynamic ränge is equivalent to roughly 17 bits.

*ln the immediate neighbourhooft of the forward beam pipe Jetscan reach even 700 ot 800 Gel' though
not the füll energy will be deposited in one wction.

'Another reason for having a preeision level below 10 MeV is the need lo add - 12000 signals to get
the total energy in the calorimetei. As the «neigy depositions »re localiied in "dustets", most of these
rignals will be tero and a wrong measarement of these would yield a large systf matic errot in the final
»••nli
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4.2.2 Noise and DU radioactivity

The electronics intrinsir noise has to be kept small so äs not to dominate on the energy
resolution of the calorimeter. Also eoherent noise frorn ejtternal sources has to be
suppressed. The limit is given be the signals produced by the DU-radioactivity.

Short cables joining the PMTs' output to the input of the electronics are a necessity
to keep the pickup small. This leads to first stage electronics being mounted in the
direct neighborhood of the PMTs, e.g. in the calorimeter's backbeam.

On the other band calorimeter studies [20] have shown that the signals produced
by the natiiral radioactivity can be used äs an excellent tool to monitor the calibration
of the calorimeter. Therefore its mean value has to be measured with -- 1% precision.
This is acbieved by integrating the signal over a larger time interval.

4.2.3 Timing

The determination of the time at which the energy deposition occurred in the calorime-
ter is an Information necessary in otder to be able to scieen out signals coming from
backgrounds like cosmic rays. The required precision is of the order of l na äs real
signals can come in integer multiples of the bunch crossing time, 96 n« and a good re-
jertion of off-time events4 is needed. The PMT signal appears a constant time after the
e - p interaction has happened, dependant roostly on the type of phototube and its high
voltage.

4.2.4 Bunch crossing time

In HERA electrons and protons can collide every 96 n« giving thus a high luminosity.
The bunch crossing time is on the same scale äs the detector response time. Events

eignals can thus overlap in time producing a degradation of the infonnation.
The quantity of 96 nt is several orders of magnitude below the bunch crossing times

of eristing colliders but already longer than others being planned.
This fact is one of the most innovative and challenging of HERA, and certainly the

most novel one what concerns detector readout.

4.2.5 Triggering

The aim of a detector at HERA is to observe the physics processes occurring in an c - p
interaction. However, the interesting events are only a small fraction of all those taking
plare. Backgrounds come from the electron beam, e.g. Synchrotron radiation; from the
proton beam, e.g. beam-gas interactions; and from photoproduction or other sources
like cosmic rays. These background sources have different rates, but can add up to an
order of magnitude of 100 kHz |2l] while interesting events represent 2-3 Hz rate.

*Wjth — t n j time resolntion ont c&n in principle determine Ihe direction of particles and check if
they werf originited al the int«aetion poinl.
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There is certainly no system which can record such an amount of Information5 for
later analysis and in any case one needs to notice that an event (no matter if interesting
or background) has indeed occurred to proceed with the recording.

The device which recognizes if an event has taken place is called the trigger logic, in
this case a whole trigger system. In fact it also discriminates at least a sizeable fraction
of the background events and rejects them. An example of a trigger process is the
missing transverse momentum (P?) trigger where the P? of all the particles produced
at the interaction is measured and added up. A non zero PT sum is interpreted äs a
signature of an interesting event which should be recorded. The measurement does not
need to be performed with ultimate accuracy and the non-zero result has only to be
incompatible with the experimental error.

A trigger decision can be taken in a very fast way. This however would not be very
selective and in a high background environment, of the selected events, still only a small
fraction would be of interest. A more discriminating trigger decision needs longer time
äs we also wani to keep all (or ne&rly all) of theinterestingevents. i.e. have a high (99%)
trigger efficiency.

An efficient and selective trigger combining Information from several of the ZEUS
eubdetectors clearly cannot be produced in the time remaining until the next bunch
crossing (22] so that the calorimeter Information, in the same way äs the information
from all the other components, has to be stored while the triggering process concludes.

At ZEUS, the trigger process (23] is divided into three steps (First, Second and Third
Level trigger s) each one operating upou decreasing number of events with increasingly
detailed information and tools. They reduce the event rate to approximately l kHz,
100 Hz, and 3 - 5 Hz respectively.

4.3 Pipelining

The storage of signals while the trigger process is operating typically acts äs a FIFO6

system which can also be seen äs a "pipeline" where the information is introduced on
one side at a constant rate, 96ns, and continuously pushed forward to leave place for
new data.

If the trigger decision is positive, the data must be recovered from the pipeline; if
this is not the case, it will just drop out at the end.

The solid state Implementation of pipelines looks more like a cyclic ring buffer which
is continuously being overwritten until it is stopped and readout by a trigger.

Here, the pipelining concept is meijtioned for the first time and though it is not a
new concept in readout at physics experiments7, it ig the firsl time such a wide use of

'ihr amount would br equal lo the rate t im es the siie of «ach event
i.e. O(100)t//2 x O(\QÜ)kByttt = O(10) GBytet/iecond.

*Firet In Fitst Out
7In fact most partick physics experiments tequire a pipeline to hold thr data while it's being decided

if it is wort h keeping or not. UsuaJIy the pipeline are the cables Ihemselves which cany the teftdout
stgnal and which ate made longet than necessary. Of course with 5 n« of delay per meter of expensive
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pipelining techniques is necessary.

4.4 Typical Solutions for readout

All the subdetectors of ZEUS have the same time constraints for their readout :

• t - p interactions and other beam related events like beam gas, can occur syn-
chronously at every bunch crossing, i.e. in 96 na time intervals;

• background events like romics are asynchronous;

• triggering (a process needing one order of magnitude more time than the beam
crossing) is needed to reduce the data recording rate. During this time the Infor-
mation has to be stored to avoid dead time losses.

They also share the events they want to see, all coming from the same e - p collision.

However tbey differ in the type and dynamic ränge of the signals. For example the
energy ränge of the collisions' products maps into a 17 bit analog charge ränge (plus a
timiog information) in the calorimeter, while it might be a digital (l bit) Information
for another component wbich only detects a hit or the absence of it and does not want
or need to know its intensity. Another example is the different time the signals need to
arrive at their front end electronics, while for the calorimeter this is some nanoseconds,
it can be hundreds of nanoseconds of drift time in the gases of some tracking chambers.

These different requirements lead to different readout methods. As an example of
a solution for readout, a brief desctiption of tbe readout electronics for several of the
tracking chambers used in the ZEUS detector will be given [24]. One can regard it äs
an alternative to the concept adopted for the calorimeter.

The signal coming from the wires is amplified and shaped locally tben transmitted
to the Rucksack (50 m) to a receiving amputier which also reshapes it again. The
signal is then sampled and digitized by an 8 bit ränge flash analog to digital converter
(FADC) every 9.6na. Several points in the risetime of thr signal are thus recorded and
with it precise timing (equivalent to hit ooordinate) mrasnreinrnts. The result of these
digitizations are written into fast random arres« mriiione* (H A M ) implemented in ECL
devices, with a depth of 1024 steps. Thi* dieiia] • totAR' pipeltnr thu* holds (he history
of the pasl 9.8 fts of the detectnr signal*. A verr quick »ii*lv«i* of soine "hit Hag?" gives
a first information on tracks 1o the tnwnn« *T*trm l |"'ii the rrrript of a trigper
the relevant data is passed to atiother RAM hanV and »hf pipelmr stnrage RAM Starts
again tu be written a) locatimi zero.

This front-end electronics concept fnlfilU thr requirenienls of tracking rletertors :
high speed. low noise, 8 bits dynamic ränge, ralibration. This System has some impor-
tanl implications :

high qoalily cablr this is only K possiblr solution if thr number of ehannels is not vm l«rg< &nd the
trigger del»v is in the ni ränge.
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Figure 4.1: Integraüng network formed by a resistor and a capacitor.

9 the localization of the electronics far away from the detector means that at least
ooe cable per readout channel has to be carried over a long distance, this is
expensive and requires large späte;

• one FADC is needed for every channel, which is also expensive and consumes a
lot of power;

• fast RAM is a cheap and simple pipelining method, but typically also quite power
consuming8;

The different demands for calorimetry require different Solutions.

An alternative concept, the one used in the ZEUS calorimeter will be presented in
the next section.

4.5 Analog measurement methods

The calorimeter information arrives to the electronics in the form of a current, signal
with a width of several na and with an amplitude into 50 fi varying from some mV to
many volts (see figure 3.10).

4.5.1 Analog measurement of charge

The electric measurement of the integral of a pulse current is in principle simple, one
inputs it into a network of a capacitor in series with a resistor äs in figure 4.1, and when
the current reaches zero, the capacitor has a stable voltage which can be measured. The
final capacitor voltage is independent of the resistance if enough time is allowed:

The voltage can be measured e.g. by the Wilkinson method, discharging the capacitor
at a constant current, and counting the time this takes with a fast (e.g. 2QMBz) scaler.

'Typieal consumption of a board with FADCs, RAMs and conttol is 100 W/16 channeJ*.
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Figure 4.2i Conveniional method of mcatvring the arrivat time of a signal

This apparatus ealled the integrating ADC is tbe Standard method used in high energy
physks |25j.

The measurement for high resolution high rate requirements is however not äs simple
äs this. The Integration of the current through a capacitor poses two problems. First
by integrating the current, we lose the timing Information. Second, the process of
discharging the capacitor even if the counting is performed fast takes of the order of
100ps which is too long to prepare the capacitor for the next incoming current (from
the next particle interaction).

Another method to measure the stored voltage is to use a sample and hold circuit in
front of a conventional succensive approximatton ADC9. The problem arises when the
voltage is already in HOLD state, the capacitor has to be discharged, if not, the next
current will be integrated on top. This action, the so-called restoration of the baseline
is the main problem if it has to be perfonned to a high precision.

An intermediate solution is to add a differentiating stage to the integrating network
so that once the voltag« has reached the top, tbe baseline is restored by the differentia-
tion. The whole electronics network is called «Aaper due to the fact that it 'shapes' the
incoming signal into another one where the peak represents its integral, but returns the
Output to zero after a short time. The actual measurement of the voltage is perfonaed
by a sample and hold devite which points at the peak of the shaped signal.

4.5.2 Analog measurement of time

A typical method to measure the timing of a signal relative to a clock is shown in
figure 4.2. The arrival of the signal from the detector (when surpassing a threshold VT)
causes the start of a ramp, the voltage of which is measured (e.g. sampled and held) at

*U«ng a FADC her* it »l» a powible «olution.
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Figure 4.3: FOUT ttage circuit uted to shape the PMT'i stgnal

the arrival of the following clock edge. This voltage is tbus proportional to the difference
in time between the arrival of the detector signal and the next clock.

This method however requires some extra electronics for every channel, the com-
parator, ramp generator and sample and hold devke. Also the linear ramp has to be
reset, a problem similar to the integrating ADC charge measuring setup.

An alternative method to tbis will be presented in the next section.

4.6 Analog Solutions at the ZEUS calorimeter

The analog electronics for the ZEUS calorimeter is built around the shaping and sanv
pling principle 126,27,28) which has been shortly presented in the previous section and
along with its physical Implementation will be discussed now.

4.6.1 Shaping-sampling method for charge and time
measurement

As discussed above, the information extracted from the detector signal will be charge
and time. Other information embedded in the detector signal, like for example, the
exact pulse form (29l, though possible to study, will not be covered in this document.

The typical pulse coming from deposited energy in the calorimeter at the output of
the phototnultiplier has the shape shown in figure 3.10. Measuring the integral of this
signal gives the charge produced.

The shaping method used for the ZEUS calorimeter integrales and differentiates
the signal recursively four times using a circuit shown in figure 4.3 with equal time
constants. The peaking time of such a shaping network10 [30], occurs al N-l (N being
the number of integrations/differentiations) times the time constant used, in our case

l°The Mialytical desctiptions of thes* networks are lypically presenled äs response to a Dirac-Ä signal,
i.e. their tunsfet fnnction. We use Ihem however with other input signah with a small bnt finile width.
The output would be in facl the conTolution ofthe input with the transfer function.
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3 x 33 na. The shapes of the signals at the different stages are shown in figure 4.4. We
then take mrasurements of voltage at several points along this signal so that we are
capable of reronstrurting Ihr height and time of the signal. The charge Information is
contained in the height of the peak, so we could try to sample at the peak of the signal.

Jitter error might howevei occur due to shifts in time between the clock we use to
sample and the signal itself. A better jitter robustness of the shaping-sampling principle
can be achieved if we take two samples on the signal inetead of one. Taking them on
opposite sides of the peak and addiug them, can compensate the error introduced by the
jitter äs long äs the interval between saxnplings remains constant. A jitter free number
is obtained from a combioation of the two samples weighted with the slopes of the pulse
on each side. This number is also proportional to the input charge.

It is also necessary to take a height measurement of the samples relative to the
baseline so that any low frequency coherent noise which might add to the signal is
cancelled out äs it adds to both the baselint and the pulse samples.

Asfor the time measurement, what weneedis instead of a jitter insensitive algorithm
another method which gives a quantity with big dependence on time shifts. We can
combine also the two samples taken, but instead of adding them, we can take their ratjo
or difference and here the time shifts will not compensate but will be emphasized.

Further discussions on reconstruction methods to calculate the charge and time, can
be found in Chapter 7.

However efficient this shaping-sampling scheine might be, it is nevertheless a com-
protnise äs it degrades the speed of the detector. The detector delivers a very fast signal
lasting for a very short time (see figure 3.10) whereas the shaped pulse (figure 4.4) is
longer than the 96nj HERA bunch interval. Thus signals from adjacent bunch cross-
ings will overlap resultmg in degraded performance. The principle seems therefore to
be in connict with the collision rate and its viability is only due to the fact that the
probability of two interactions in one beam crossing (or in two successive oaes) giving
energy in one calorimeter cell is low. By measuring the baseh'ne before the pulse, pile-up
events can be recognised and if required rejected.

4.6.2 Analog ränge

The constraints nientioned in section 4.2.1 yield a dynamir ränge of 1.5 • 105 equivalent
to — 17 bjts. Commercially available fast analog to digital Converters have usually a
12 bit ränge. There exist some devices with larger ranges (16 bit), but their low speed
makes them impossible to use in experiments.

The solution adopted &t ZEUS foresees the division of the füll dynamir ränge into
two parts, one of them covering low energi«s up to 20 GeV with high precision and the
other one the füll ränge with coarser energy bin-size. The Splitting occurs at the shaping
unit. Two shaper networks are used each one with a different gain, accomplished by
having different input impedances. So when the low energy ränge saturates we still can
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Figure 4.4: Shape» of the tignalt at different ttaget of proc.essing at meatttrtd on nodt
of tkf cirtuit of figure J.3.
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Figur« 4.5: Schematic» of a commercial Sample and Hold device.

Figur« 4.6i Track, Sample and Bold voltages.

digitizt the signal at the othet ränge. The intercalibration of the two ranges is done
at the overlapping energies. This Splitting doubles the amount of channels to readout.
Note tbat the simplest electronics resolution could follow a \E rule äs the precision of
energy measurement goes with this function, äs we have seen. However a non linear
ecale is a very difficult method to work with (e.g. for pedestal subtraction).

4.6.3 Analog pipelining

The need for storing or delaying the analog signal by the amount of time required to
reach & trigger derision has been discussed. In section 4.4, a typical digital solution for
pipelining was presented. Some features were shown which concluded why this concept
would not be a feasible solution for the pipelining of the ZEUS ralorimeter.

An analog solution for pipelining will be presented, the heart of it being an analog
pipeline VLSI11 integrated circuit. As discussed in section 4.6.1, also a device is needed
which sampleg the shaped signal at several points so the best solution is the combination
of the two functions, a sysleui which samples the signal and stores the sample for several
microseconds.

A sample and hold device is basically no more than a capacitor connected to the
inp«t with a switch äs shown in figure 4.5. When the switch opens, the capacitor holds

"Vety Laige Seale Integration
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of an analog pipeline (foltowing J31J).

RESET

Figure 4.8: Schematic of tÄe ZEUS analog pipeline circuit.

the voltage between its plates at that moment äs seen in figure 4.6. If the capacitor
has no leakage of its charge to ground, the switch has an infinite off resistance, and
the buffer downstream has also an infinite input impedance, the capacitor will hold the
sampled voltage forever. Real devices can hold the charge several milliseconds without
losing more than 1% of it. With a series of switches and rapacitors and addrrssingeach
one after the other, we ran have a set of samples on the signal and keej> them for the
needed time until we want to read them out. The organization could be like the one
shown in figure 4.7.

The real pipeline for the ZEUS calorimeter is an ASIC1J which actually follows
this principle but has all the storage cells connected to the same readout operational
amplifier. It is wired in a negative feedback loop. Its scheine can be seen in figure 4.8.
When sampling the analog signal, the input is connected to the series of capacitors, but

"Application Speeifie Integrattd Cireuil, equivalent term to füll ctutont
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only one of them has at a time its other plate connected thxough a closed switch to a
defined voltage (ground) so that current can flow and the capacitor charges up. The
other capaeitors are floating and hold the charge received on previous samples.

The charging of the capacitor takes place through a connection tine and two closed
switches, all of which represent an equivalent resistance R and capacitance in the path
of the eurrent. The circuit is then not different than the one drawn in figure 4.1. The
capacitor charges with the time constant R • C. Due to this fact, to malte sure that
it reaches the voltage held at its input, it should not be disconnected before a time of
several time constants has passed. In piactice, this time constant is quite small (few
nanoseconds) because the capacitor is small (IpF) and the whole resistance represents
a few kn. This, along with other problemsin the design of the circuit will be discussed
in the next chapter.

Switching from one capacitor to the next results in sampling the input at seveial
points in time. The total depth of this 'memory', which is equivalent to the 'length' of
the pipeline or the amount of delay is given by the nurober of cells times the time used
to switch from one cell to the next, i.e. the number of cells divided by the switching
clock frequency.

The analog pipeline concept was pursued for the ZEUS calorimeter since the be-
ginning, however alternative pipeline devices were considered [32] and prototypes were
built [33]. The switched capacitor principle was the one followed mainly because of its
simplicity äs well äs better performance (specially better linearity and smaller power
consumption) and superior radiation hardness of the first test circuits.

4.6.4 Analog buffering

In addition to the problem of pile-up presented in section 4.6.1, which happens in the
detector at input time into the pipeline, a second timing confiict exists when exiting the
pipeline.

When a trigger decision is positive the information from the calorimeter, stored in
the pipeline, has to be read out and digitized for further analysis. Of course, only the
relevant part of the pipeline has to be digitized, but for the process of reading out the
information the pipeline's input is disconnected from the shaper output. During this
readout time the electronics is not sensitive to the detector output and any information
produced there is lost. This is called the 'dead*time' of the calorimeter although it is
due to the electronics and has to be avoided or at least minimized.

The amount of dead-time is given mainly by the digitization time of one voltage
sample, which for the required (see section 4.2.1} 12 bits, is around l jts. This value
has to be multiplied by the number of voltage samples we need to digitize13. Of course,
the dead-time is only relevant if compared to the time between triggers. Considering

"Strictly speaking the t im* length of thc pipeline has to bc intluded in the deadtime since the readout
of one event clears t h* rest of the memoiv
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the expected IkHz rate at ZEUS and the 8 samples to be digitized, we come up with
approximately 8fj.» compared to lOOO^a, which is below 1%. However this is achieved
only if every channel is equipped with one ADC device, which is unrealistic due to the
number of channels and their costs. Thus this 1% has to be multiplied by the ratio
of ADG devices to readout channels, for the ZEUS calorimeter this ratio is 1:12. This
gives a deadtime of 12 x 8/is ~ 100 na which represents a factor of 10% which is no
longer acceptable and requires extra electronics to reduce it.

A buffer system should provide an intermediate storage during processing for the
relevant data BÖ tbat the pipeline can be restarted again. It has to be an analog device to
save the digitization time and it has to be cheap so that every channel can be equipped
with one. The storage has to hold at least the number of samples we later want to
digitize during the time of this digitization. The solution adopted is an Implementation
with the same principle of the switched capacitor sample and hold circuit äs in the
pipeline using äs many cells äs we want to digitize. This is called the analog bttffer.

Upon receipt of a trigger the cells containing the information of the event which
originated it are readout into the buffer cells. After this, in parallel to the readout and
digitization of that information, the main pipeline can be restarted so that the detector
output is again Gampled and stored thus decreasing the deadtime to the amount required
to transfer the samples from the main pipeline to the analog buffer. This analog transfer
occurs also approximately14 at a speed of l fis per cell, so the 1% deadtime with the
mentioned trigger rate of l kHz can be maintained. As there is one buffer per pipeline
channel, the transfer time is independent upon the number of channels and so at l kB z
trigger rate the deadtime is no more determined by the ratio of ADC devices to channels
although at higher rates this would be again a limiting factor.

4.6.5 Analog multiplexing and DU current measurement

As already commented, due to several reasons (power, tost, cable space ...) it is not
realistic to have one ADC device digitizing every readout channel. Thus the need to
connect several analog channels to one ADC arises. This function is performed by a
component called multiplexer which switches several inputs to one output, the switching
control signal being a set of addresses giving a channel number in some code or an incre-
meuting clock to step through the input channels. Typical commercial characteristics
of multiplexers include few hundred fl on-resistance, TU off-resistance and <9(10)ns
switching time.

The natural solution for the analog readout at ZEUS is to couple the multiplexing
device with the intermediate analog buffer in a monolithic component which takes care
of the analog signal after the trigger has happened. The analog buffer-multiplexer chip
is a second ASIC which has been developed for the ZEUS calorimeter.

*!n fort the reading of the pipeline is performed at a täte of 1.1 fit to »Uow a final settling of the
operational amplifier in Ihe pipelinr and reseting of the feedback capacitor (see next chapter).
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Figure 4.9l Schematict of the completc analog chain.

The entire analog chain is shown in figure 4.9 including the pari used in measuring
the DU current.

4.6.6 DU current

The uranium noise (UNO) is due to low energy photons and electrons originated at the
DU plates and emerging out of the steel cladding which surrotinds them. These particles
entei the scmtiUator and produce light which cannot be prevented. Measurements [34]
model these pulses äs having a tnean rate of ~ IM E z in the EMC (lOMBz in the
HAC) and an exponential energy distribution with a mean value of 6,7 Afett. The rates
and the mean energy Vary with the cladding thickness.

To use these Signals äs a calibratioß tool for the ralorimeter sections, the sigual
is averaged with a time consttuit (20m*) much l arger than the rate so that single
measurements give a precision better than 1%.

It has been shown (26] that this noise does not degrade the performance of the
shaping-sampling scheme for charge and time measurement.

A current to voltage Converter integrales the current with a time constant of 20 ms.
This voltage is sent to the ADC through the sarne multiplexer äs the sampled voltages in
the pipeline. The precision of the conversion depends on the tolerance of tbe integrating
resistor Rptr which is of 0.1%.

4.7 Triggering the analog electronics

The trigger system, in order to reach a decision, receives part of the detected sigual
in the calorimeter. It also has to accept Information from other detector components
J23). This trigger evaluation takes some time O(//j), therefore the trigger process itself
has also to be eonstructed äs a pipeline accepting incoming Information every 96 ris and
perfonning every step with at least this repetition rate.
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Part of the current (5%) produced by the calorimeter PMTs is directed to the input
of this trigger system where initially an analog sum of currentg is performed resulting
in an addition of deposited energy in diiferent sections of the calorimeter, still retaining
some geometric resolution. These sums are digitized by FADCs operating at 10.4 M Hz
with 8 bit precision placed in the Rucksack [35].

The calorimeter is subdivided into 16 regions, and at this level by hard-wired digital
operations [36] several processes are performed and a total of 0.5 kB of data is produced:

• the quantities E (energy), £, (transverse x-energy), Ey (transverse y-energy) are
calculattd for the electromagnetic and hadronic sections.

• some coarse calculation of the energy is performed for portions of the calorimeter
regions. Both the portions &s well äs the threshold values are programmable.

• a quick analysis takes places to determine if isolated leptons can be jdentified.

The fact that the trigger system accepts data every 96 n.« and that the ralculatioii of all
the above mentioned quantities lasts15 for about l fif, means that at any given moment
data from the last ten beam crossings are in the System. This data is being clocked
through the djfferent stages at least at a rate of 10.4 MHz which is also a good example
of a pipelined system. Note that the trigger system is a dead-time-less device, it never
stops accepting input Information.

These quantities mentioned above, calculated for every region, are passed for global
analysis and regional comparison to a processing System which calculates and records
some meaningful global Information like the total number of isolated muons, total elec-
tromagnetic energy deposition.

This global system accepts the first analysis results from every component arriving
in a synchronized way so that they all refer to the same beam crossing. The Output of
this global trigger (GFLT16) is a logical ACCEPT signal, generated a fixed time (4.6 fts)
after the bunch crossing it refers to.

A positive ACCEPT causes the calorimeter and every other component to read out
the part of the pipeline corresponding to the bunch crossing required.

Monte Carlo predittions foresee that the rate of the first level trigger is around
IkBz. However, most of these events will be beam-gas interactions, uninteresting for
physics.

4.8 Digital processing

Upon leaving the front end electronics the Information from the calorimeter has to be
digitized and additional filtering is necessary.

'*ln Addition lo tht calculationi, time is required for thf analog to digital ronversions and tome trigger
logic. In total Ihe calorimct*t first level trigger needs a total of 2.2 fi> after thf crossing orcurred to pnss
ils eoncliiiions to the GFLT (22).

"Global First Level Trigger
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4.8.1 Digital conversion

When the transfer of the samples from the pipeline is finished, the buffer device is set to
the read state and all (or only part of) the voltages taken along the shaped pulse kept
in the buffer cells are put out through the multiplexer part and driven with a push-pull
cable driver citcuit through ~ 60m of twisted pair cable to th* Rucksack. Here, the
complementary voltages are received on the so-called "digital cards" by a differential
amplifier whose output is connected to an ADC chip. This device digitizes the voltage
at tbe input with 12 bit precision at a rate of l MHz. The converßions are written into
successive RAM lorations.

There is a one to one Connectivity between buffer-multiplexer chips and ADC chips.

4.8.2 Digital operations

The raw digitized Information written into the RAM is picked up by a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP), a fast microprocessor specially conceived to perform few simple oper-
ations at very high speed. The DSP applies corrections to the measurements which are
necessary because of the imperfections of the pipeline and buffer discussed in the next
two chapters.

Purthermore, following the guideünes presented in section 4.6.1, the DSP also per-
forms a combination of the samples, also quite simple operations, and calrulates the
energy deposited äs seen by each phototube and the arrival time of the signal at each
ehannel. This Information is written into memory for use by the second level trigger
(SLT).

4.8.3 Calorimeter Fast Clear

The First Level Trigger discussed in section 4.2.5 is a process which is perfbrmed in
a pipelined fashion. Every 96 na a step of the action has to take place so that no
event piling occurs. This condition and the 2.2 fis time constraint limit of course the
possibiliti« of the FLT. In order to keep the rate at the estiroated l kHz for the SLT a
dedicated system caüed the Calorimeter Fast Clear J37] is foreseen.

The Fast Clear system is a hard wired custom built digital processor. It receives
digital data produced by the FLT FADCs and applien a cluster searching algorithm
operating in parallel over the regions of the calorimeter.

This analysis is performed while the calorimeter's control system is shipping the
analog data from the buffers to the ADCs and being digitized. The digitization of
the analog data takes — 108 fif so if the Fast Clear system can decide after some tens
of microseconds that the event is not worth any further analysis, there is no point in
finalizing the conversions. This saves dead time introduced by the digital processing
and work to the SLT. When the search process is finished the type found for the event
is passed to the GFLT box which dccides if to issue or not the ABORT Operation.

The Fast Clear system needs more or less time to reach a decision depending on the
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Figure 4.10: Layout of the readout and second level trigger network. Each box repre-
sents one STP-VME module.

type of the event and the number of clusters. For & beton gas event it is predicted to
last between 19 and 23 ̂ ts.

4.8.4 Second Level Trigger

The energies and times generated by the DSP are quantities related to each PMT.
Decisions on possible physics of events have to be taken on the basis of the whole
calorimeter or even combining the infonnation coming from several subdetectors. After
the analysis performed by the FLT, the Second Level Trigger (SLT) [2l] and Global
Second Level Trigger (GSLT) [38] take their decisions with the füll precision information.

The calculation of this information is performed in a three level network of trans-
puters in VME modules (2TP-VME)17.

The memories into which the DSPs write the calculated energies and times are read-
out by one of the two transputers of the 2TP-VME module. The information is passed
to the other transputer which then calculates its part of the energy sums and cluster-
ing data. These transputers form the level l of the SLT network. They communicate
to other transputers (level 2) which perform the operations at the calorimeter section
(FCAL, BCAL, RCAL) level. A transputer module (level 3) connected to those in level
2 produces the final global numbers and communicates them to the GSLT. Figure 4.10
shows the layout of the readout and trigger network.

The SLT produces the following information :

• Etromvcrtr &&& ^lonff.(udv.mf (transverse and longitudinal energy sums),

• Er,Ev (vector transverse energy sums in the x and y directions) äs well äs PT
(total missiug trausverse momentum),

• The number of clusters, defined by a significant amount of energy grouped on
some contiguous sections of the calorimeter. For every cluster data like the type

I7A transputer is a special sort of microprocessot with optimised Connectivity produeed by the INMOS
Company. Al ZEUS, the transputers will be supportrd in ihr 2TP-VME board which houses two T800
transputers. This board has been developed by NIKHEF (Amsterdam).
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(electtomagnetir, muon or hadronic), the position and size of the düster and the
energy deposited in EMC and HAC sections iß compiled. PVom Monte Carlo
Simulation» the number of dusters is expected to be 2 to 5 for the average event.

The rate after the filtering of the GSLT is around 100 events per second, a rtduction
factor of 10 compared to the FLT is adiieved.

4.8.5 Third level trigger

The rate of events coming out of the second level trigger is still much too high for any
storage mechanifim, 100 Hz with an event size of 150 kB, produce 15 MB of data every
second.

The rate which can feasibly be recorded or sent to the main Computer is 3 to 5
events per second. To reduce the number of events coming from the GSLT a more
detailed analysis called the the Third Level Trigger (TLT) [39] bas to be perfonned.
Thifi analysis is similat to the basic offline code classifying the events and performing
global event reconstrurtion. After forming the complete event with the EventBuilder
(EVB)1R[40], data is distributed to a set of processors working in parallel each one
handling one event.

If the analysis yields the result that the event is worth keeping, the TLT system
ships the data to the main Computer where it is stored.

"Thr *v«it buildtr it basicalU B programmable switch nttwoik which connetts thr readout of thc
different tubdvteciots to the TLT processors.
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Chapter 5

Custom electronic components

As it has been shown in the preceding chapter, the specifications mainly in preclsion
and dynamir ränge to be achieved in the ZEUS calorimeter imply an analog solution
for the intermediate storage of the readout Signals. The samples are stored in an analog
form for the span of the delay needed for triggering.

Thus, the heart of the analog part of the electronics is made up of two integrated
circuits, the analog delay line and the bufTer-multiplexei. These two components are
custom made for the ZEUS experiment and their construction, description, properties
and testing will be tbe subject of this chapter.

The development was carried out in collaboration with the Fraunhofer Institute
of Microelectronic Circuits and Systems1 and the Nevis Laboratories3 and references
[41,42,43] document the design issues of the circuits, their evolution and results of the
project.

5.1 Principles of (ideal) Signal sampling

Figure 5.1 shows an ideal Switch with an storage capacitor for waveform sampling. We
will assunie the switch is a linear time-variani device this means its resistajjce is only
dependant on a control signal V,(i) called the sampling signal and not on its input \',(t)
nor Output V„(f) signals. Further on in this chapter we shall see how this can be almost
achieved with real components.

As any component, the switch has a transfcr funrlion h(1) which defined äs the
response to the unil impulse (a Dirac-£ funrlion). An arbiirary input can be obtained
by summing an infinite number of Impulses of area equahnfc the iuput. The h'nearity of
the devicc allows us lo obtain its response äs the sum of thr responses to the impulses
by applyinp the superposition theorem.

Let u ( f ) be the unit impulse, an arbitrary input function t ( f ) may be written äs the

'Ftaunhofer Institut r of M icio*)« Ironie» and Systems, Finkrnsti. 6l, D-4100 Duisburg l, FRG. Con-
t person» ite B Hos t ick» and J. Höschen.
'Nevis Ubs., Columbia Uniyeraty, New York, USA.
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vslt)

Figure 5.1: Ideal analog twitch with tampling capacitor.

sum of many impulses weighted with i(t) :

(5.1)

and k ( t ) the response to «(/), the output o(i) of this linear time invariant system is the
convolution of tbe input with the transfer function :

This can be understood äs a system with "memory" which "remembers" the output
produced by the signal which entered it T time ago and adds it together to the rest of
its memory.

In our case seen in figure 5.1, we have i(0 = V;(t), o(f) = V„(i). If we say our
switch is ideal, it has zero resistance when closed and it opens at f = (, then its transfer
function is an impulse at tt: k(t, ~ t) — f>(t, - i ) , so :

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

This represents the conclusion that a non-ideal but linear switch caii be considered
äs equivalent to a filter with response wt(1) followed by an ideal switch äs shown in
Ügure 5.2.

If the frequency of the input signal is rauch slower than the sampling time, at equa-
tion 5.3 the input signal can be considered constant and therefore can be removed from

which is no more than having sampled the input at t,.

A non ideal switch will have an arbitrary transfer function «', so

v„(M = T" «..(«. - T) . Vi(r) di = w.(t.) * v;(M
J-oo

but in the same way äs equation 5.1 it can be written äs :
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vjt)

Figure 5.2: £gutt>alen( circutt (o a real linear Bwitch.

the integral. Then the sampled signal is proportional to the input voltage even in the
non-ideal but linear case

Later it is shown how the realization of switches with real components performs with
respect to the ideal switch. We will see that real switches are not linear time invariant
Systems because the input enters into the transfer function. However models with e.g.
•tcpwise linear time invariant transfer functions can be implemented [44].

Sampling theory supports the choice of the sampling and shaping frequency used by
the ZEUS calorimeter. In fact Shannon's sampling theorem [45,46] forces a sampling
rate of double that of the maximum frequency in the input signal in order not to have
aliasing3. As we saw in the previous chapter, the PMT signal is integrated and shaped so
äs to have a width (i.e. a smaller frequeacy, FWBM ~ 200ns) such that two successive
samples (96 na apart) are taken on opposite sides of the peak.

5.2 Integrated electronics

Analog Systems using fast eampling trcbniques are not new in high energy physics
etperiments. Based on discrete components, large Systems 147.481 havc been used in ex-
perimeats at SLAC and PETRA with good performimre (12 bil precision with 20 A/ff:
sampling). However, power consumption and pirkinc demitv nitike this approach invi-
able at the present generation of experimenU

Only integrated circuil techniques atlow tm • rrdnf ix'ti »>f «i/r, ro<t and power
ronsumption of tlie dertronirs. Tlns hu« ftaitieH ini |H»ft*t i r r in ihr PftV slarting with
the readout of Silicon microstrij» detrrtor* M9.M1 Tlir hi*t ilrvires inrluded signal
Integration. shaping and multiplexing. Furt her intenrit lHiti cf siennl proressing functions
h äs been required by the construction of new deieclors »ith hiRlur densily and precision
requirements and made possible by the development of integrated circuit technology.

*ln lampling theoiy Ih* leim aitanng dtsctibfs Ihr process ofspfctrsl ovetUp by whirh sfunctior c»n
not be tecovtrrd from it's samplrd da t« fotm und ocen» becnusr «ther the Signal is not bandwidth-Iimiled
to » finite »nge or the umpling r«le is too Iow.
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For example, at SLAC, for the readout of drift chambers (51], the "Microstore" or
"Analog Memory Unit (AMU)" was developed in the mid eighties [31,52]. The AMU
samples and stores drift chamber wire signals keeping many samples on a pulse for
precise pulse timing measurements. By using elow readout of the stored signals high
precision digital conversion can be achieved. The ZEUS calorimeter group followed some
of the concepts adopted in the AMU.

Usual integrated circuit technology can be divided into bipolar and neld effect tech-
nologies. The later is dominated by the metal- oxide- semiconductor (MOS) technique
though junction Eeld effect transistors (JFET) play an important role in low-noise ap-
ph'cations. Bipolar technology has its advantages, it is faster and devices have higher
transconductance. MOS technology shows decisive qualiües important for our applica-
tion :

• the fabrication process is simple and well developed,

• very high Integration of devices can be achieved,

• MOS transistors have very high input impedance,

• power consumption is Iow,

• noise is Iow (though JFETs perform better here),

• implementations of switches show almost ideal properties,

• integrated capacitors can be very precisely defined,

• it is possible to combine digital and analog circuits on the same piece of silicon.

5.3 Realization of components for an analog st o rage
unit

The realization of the analog delay line requires mainly4 two components : capacjiors
and switches. MOS techniques provide several alternatives for their fabrication which
will be described in the following sections.

5.3.1 Capacitors

Fabrication of capacitors on an integrated circuit is a well controlled process using the
Standard MOS techniques : n or p doping. oxidation, polysilicon or metallization which
also are needed for trauststor production.

Two types of capacitors, shown in figure 5.3, are the mosl widely used in analog
sampling applications. In both cases silicon oxide makes up the dielectric medium. The

^Operation«! amplifiers tat also needed. They arr basically made of transistors and the one used is
btiefly covered in section 5.5.3.
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PoVsfflcon

Figur« S.3; MOS capacitor» typet :(a) gate- otide- channel (b) polysilicon- oxide-
polysilicon [53}.

first one (see figure 5.3-(a)), called a gate-oxide-channel type [54] or metal over active
wea, has the top pl&te made out of poiysilicon or metal, the bottom plate is an n-doped
region on the p-substrate or vice-versa. The other type (figure 5.3-(b)), polysilicon-
oxide-polysilicon or double poly type, has the bottom plate also made from another
polysilicon layer.

The characteristics of botb. types will be outlined. For a gate-oxide-channel capaci-
tor :

• the fabrication is easy and requires no additional steps or masks than the ones
neressary for the production of transistors. The bottom plate n-region is created
at the same time äs the Implantation of the n-channel of the transistors.*

• the thin oxide making up the dielectric medium is grown on (n-doped) single
crystalline silicon and this process is controllable and reproducible. This results
in good oxide quality and voltage strengt h.

• the Isolation of the bottom plate from the bulk is a reverse biased p — n junction.
Leakage current ran flow through this junction and thus stored charge will leak
to the bulk. Also such a reverse biased junrtion has a voltage dependanl parasitic
capacitance. H has a non-linear characteristic which can represent 5 to 20% of the
nominal rapacitance. A compromise in the n-doping of the bottom plate must be
reached : with the n-doping the parasitic capacitance increases but the leakage
current decreases.

*Thw is i& general trne thongh in th* protess us*d at ELMOS (Dortmund, FRG) th* oxide providing
Ihe dieleclrie media was 70 nm thick in contrast to the 40 nm of the Standard gate aride for the tiansistors
and ihut requiied an extra maak.
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• Typical values of capacitances per unit area are between 0.4
0.48 • l<T*pF/iim* (see [54]}6.

and

For a polysilicon-oxide-polysilicon capacitor :

• the fabrication requires one more mask for the second polysilicon areas.

• the thin oxide has to be grown on polycrystalline material; this diminishes its
quality and reproducibib'ty and has to be made thicker. Additional processing
steps are also necessary for its production.

• no leakage currents exist äs the bottom plate is fully isolated from tbe Substrate.

• tbe parasitic capacitances still exist, but are smaller (10%) and not voltage de-
pendant.

• The capacitance per unit area is somewhat smaller than the previous type, 0.24
to 0.32 • 10"3pF/^mJ [54] due to the larger thickness of this grown oxide7.

There exists independent of the capacitor type a parasitic capacitance from the top
ptate to the Substrate associated with the circuits connected to it, however its value is
less than 1% of the nominal capacitance. Also in both cases the biggest uncertainty
in the capacitance value comes from the geometric definition of the capacitors due to
mask tolerances and oxide thickness Variation across the wafer. Variation up to 20%
in absolute value of the capacity are usual [53]. Purthermore, for both types a voltage
coemcient in the ränge of -50ppm/V and temperature dependence of 20 to 50ppm/°C
enter in the capacity value [54].

However all these effects are very similar for two capacitors if they are placed near
each other on the wafer. If their areas are also similar, also the edge effects are of
the same magnitude. The solution for high precision devices is to design the circuit to
depend on the ratio of capacitors and not on their absolute value making tolerances
cancel. If the ratio of capacitances should be other than 1:1 the big capacitor is usually
made of several units of the small one so äs to have proportional georaetric properties.
The precision which can be reached in the ratio of any two different capacitors to a
third one (matching) is arouad 0.5% (for 1:1, IpF) in both technologies though this
depends on the absolute value of the capacitance. Both of these effects can be seen in
figure 5.4.

5.3.2 Transistors

MOS transistors* have the basic structure shown in figure 5.5 which shows an NMOS
transistor. On application of a positive voltage on the gate with respect to the Substrate,

*The mentioned proress uslng 70 nm of capaeilor oxide thkkness achifv« — 0.6- ]0"3pF/|ini1.
TThe process nsed at IMEC (Leuven, Belgium) with this technology achirves wilh 70-90 nm capacitor

oxide thickness 0.35.. .0.45 • l(T8pF/pm*-
*MOS transistors arr also called metal- oxide- semiconductor- Geld- effect- transislor, MOSFET, dur

to thr fnnctioning principle of controlling thr conductivity of the channe! by rrrating a field ander the
gale with the application of a gate voltage.
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Figur« 6.4: Capacitor matching äs function of the capacity ratio and the absolute
eapacity »alue /5^/.

Figure 5.5: Basic structure of a n-channel MOS transisior.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Characteristic eurvet and (b)Tramconductance cvrve for a p-channel
transistor (\'D$ = 10 V): VDS: drain-source voltage, VGS-' gate-source voltage, ID'- drain
current, VT threshold voltage. Onty the linear rejton on the left »ide of (a) (small VDS)
ia the one uxed for awitching.

the region underit is emptied from the majority positive carriers (it is ap-doped icgion)
and a channel, n-channel is created between the source and the dr&in and the flowing of
current is thus enhanccd. This is the so-called enhancement n-ch&nnel type transistor.
If the basis Substrate is n-doped, the drain and source are p-diffusion areas, then the
gate voltage has to be negative so that current flows through the p-channel. This would
roake a p-channel transistor.

If a lightly doped area (n-doped for n-rhannel transistors) is implanted in one of the
process steps on the channel area, this ch&nnel conducts even with zero voltage on the
gate (relative to the Substrate) and a negative voltage (for n-channel devices) has to
be applied on the gate to cut the conduction by depleting the channel from majority
cartiers. Such a device is called dfpletion transistor.

The characteristic and transconductance curves for a PMOS transistor are shown in
figure 5.6.

The Substrate making up the wafet where the structures are created is common to
all of thero and is doped with one type of impurity, donor or acceptor ions, leading to
n- or p-type Substrate. The transistors one can construrt on them have a channel of
the reverse type (n-channel on p-substrate and p-channel on n-substrate). However, in
the same way the ion Implantation provides for the doping of source and drain, St also
can be used to create on some areas a "well" (also called tub) of opposite doping than
the Substrate where devices of the same channel type äs the original Substrate can be
made. Figure 5.7 shows (wo transistors a n-channel and a p-ch&nnel connected äs an
inverter. This iechnique is called CMOSB.

CMOS processes have been widely developed in the last yeats and are dominating
mosl digital applirations due to the simplicity of the CMOS inverter shown in figure 5.7
and the low power consumptjon, hecausc currrnt only flows when the trausistors are
switching.

The gate is made out of polysilicon on top of the gate oxide leading to the so-called
CMOS-silicon gate process, or directly metal, the CMOS-metal gate process.

'(tanding for Complementary MOS
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Figure 5.7: CMOS inverter made up of a n- and a p-channel tramiitort.

Technology Integration achieving minimum features sizes with visible (ultra violet)
light for photolithography und« l /im is commercially available whüe research processes
exist which use X-rays from Synchrotron radiation for Illumination to achieve further
feature size reduction.

Because of the availability of the process and due to some other advantages which
will be discussed further on, CMOS technology with 2.5 pm minimum feature eize has
been used for the design and roanufacturing of both the analog pipeline and the buffer-
multiplexer integrated circuits.

5.4 Switching devices

Integrated capacitors and their fabrication has been commented on in section 5.3.1. In
figure 5.1 the serond element needed is a switch.

5.4.1 Features of a switching transistor

Any of the transistors presented in section 5.3.2, p- or n-channel, either depletion or
enhanrement devices can act äs a switch which is open or closed between the source
and the draio depending on the voltage applied on the gate. However, this switch is
not ideal according to the discussion of section 5.1 with zero resistance when closed and
instantaueously opening to infinite resistance, with both properties independenl of the
voltage to be switched. A model for a "real" transistor is shown in figure 5.8. The main
Parameters in figure 5.8 and their values are the following :

• Rm is derived from the dependance of the drain current /D on the applied voll-
ages [54] :

ID = t*C^(VGS -VT- IVDS) • VDS (5.5)

which is valid for 0 < V^s < (V^s — VT} that is in the active region, and where
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Figure 5.8: Equiualent diagram for a "real" »witcking transiitor J54J.

— fi is the mobility of the channel ^^ l ,

— C„ the capacitance per unit area of the gate oride ^~j ,

— W and L the dimensions, Width and Length of the gate channel of the
transistor jcmj,

— VGS the gate-source voltage,

— VT the threshold voltage of the transistor, i.e. the VGS below which the tran-
sistor is considered to be an open circuit [Ips < 10~9.A),

- VDS the drain-source voltage, and which is considered to be small.

This expression is valid for a n-channel transistor, an equivalent one can be ob-
tained for the p-channel.

The resistance of a device is tbe proportionality factor which relates a small Vari-
ation of the current to the voltage drop on its terminals. So if we differentiate
expression 5.5 while 0 < VDS < (Vos ~ VT) we have :

„ (VGS - VT - VDS)
(5.6)

for a n-channel transistor. and

*„„
VT 4

for a p-channel device. In both cases the resistance depends on the voltage we
want to switch, a fact which causes a non-linearity. To control the switch a gate-
source voltage several times bigger than the threshold is used and typical Rm

values ränge from several kft to O(IOO) ü or less, decreasing for large values of j.
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Figur« 5.9: Panuistic capadtances of o MOS transistor.

• R0jf, the resistanee of the switch when open, can also be obtained by differenti-
ating the equation of the ID when (VGS - VT) < VDS '•

W
— (5.8)

which gives Oif VGS — VT- Infact Raff isin the 10" fi ränge and can be considered
ideal.

• Tbe current source I0]f represents the leakage cuirent through the transistor when
open. It is mainly due to the subthreshold current in the weak inversion mode
and is in the pA ränge. This current is strongly temperature dependant doubling
every 10 "C.

• The voltage source Vos representing the voltage offset on the tenninals when the
Bwitch is open even with no current, can be neglected.

• Diverse parasitic capacitances are associated with the different junctions. They
are shown in figure 5.9.

Their effect is quite important because their magnitude is several percent of the
actual Btorage capacitors. Their value and dependencies can be parametrized [54].

CCD and CGS represent the effect known äs feedtknugh or CFT10 by which the
Operation of the switch modifies the voltage at the signal path due to sharp rising
or falling edges in the control voltage applied at the gate. Their eristence comes
from the overlapping of the gate with the diffusion areas of drain and source and
also from the coupling through the gate oxide. At least a part of their value,
not associated with geometry is given by the functioning mode of the transis-
tor. A quantification of the error induced on the Output is not easy and several
approrimations have to be madf. A modeling ran be found in J54]. In a first
approximation it depends on the source voltage and is proportional to the gate
area W L [42] :

VCFT .
WLC0

(5.9)

l°Cloek fred trough, CFT
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Figure 5.10: CMOS trantmitsion gate.

where Cs is the storage capacitance, Vjj the high level gate signal {to have the
switch closed) and Vs the source voltage.

The capacitors to the bulk (Cgs and CBD in figure 5.8) are normally due to
reverse-biased junctions and äs parasitic must also be taken into account. Their
magnitude is thus also voltage dependant.

The dynarnic ränge of the analog signal we want to switch is limited. If the gate is at
the füll supply voltage (positive supply VDD for NMOS devices or the negative Vs5 for
PMOS), the transistor will be on until the analog voltage reaches the supply minus the
threshold voltage. But äs it does approach (see figure 5.6), the transistor Starts turning
off and a non-linearity appears. The analog voltage has to be kept well below the supply
so that VGS is far enough to the right side of figure 5.6-(b).

Due to all the factors considered, a simple transistor can be only used äs a switch
for high precision applications if corrections are taken for the non ideal aspects.

5.4.2 Transmission gate

CMOS technology provides the possibility to overcome at least some of these imperfec-
tions with a switching device known äs a transmission gate shown in figure 5.10 and
which is the usual Implementation of an analog switch.

The transmission gate is made with two complementary transistors switched in par-
allel. By applying clock signals of opposite polarity to the gates one can achieve :

a) thal depending on the input at least one of the transistors conducts, that means
the switch is closed, or

b) setting both transistors in a non-conducting state providing an open switcli.

In comparison to the single transistor a transmission gate requires at least twice the
area and also complementary control clocks. However several advantages encourage the
Implementation of switches with transmission gates. Namely :

• The dynamic ränge of the analog signal the switch can transmit in the ON state
is increased over a factor of 2. It will be no more limited to well below the supply
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because äs one transistor Starts turning off, the otker one is fully on so the switch
still conducts. If the rignal is within the gate dock levels, both transistors are
ON.

• The R,„ can be ealculated äs the parallel resistance of the n-channel transistor
with the p-channel :

g^n^.ri^^», = ' * . (5.10)

Using equations 5.6 and 5.7 their parallel resistance with equation 5.10 is :

p * (5.11)

with the assumptions

V/ = -Vf ~ VT, independent of the bulk voltage

tbe clocks are of tqual but opposite amplitude V^ = -VG = VG.

From the mobility of the channels we have

Mn Ä 3 - fr

So for a transmission gate where the transistors dimensions relat« äs

\W1
[-1 -3[-l
l i l p ~ S l l J

(5.12)

(5.13)

its ON resistance is independent of the analog signal to be switched, something
which is desirable for a switch äs Ä„, is not zero. In fact the resistance is typ-
ically small (e.g. in our design for (W/l)„ = 6/4, (W/L)P = 10/2.5 it results
R„ -~ 2 fcn). When combined with the usual storage capacitors of l pF this leads
to charging times in the m ränge.

• The clock pulses applied to the gates of the NMOS and PMOS transistors have
opposite polarities. Through the parasitic capacitances CCD und CGS of figure 5.8,
the feedthrough appe&ring on the analog signal is of opposite sign and although
not totally, tends to cancel out. The cancellation is not perfect äs :

- the CCD and CQS are not necessarily exactly equal for the n- and the p-
channel transistors,

- the switching does not occur exactly at the same time with exactly equally
sharp pulses. This is mainly due to the diffierent mobilities of the two chaunel
types (see equation 5.12).

- one of the gate control signals is derived by inverting the other one so at least
a delay and an edge form change appear.
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The dependence of the CFT on the gate ares in equation 5.9 implies that the best
possible canceling of the CFT induced voltage error for a transmission gate occurs
if the complementary transistors have equal area :

[H'.L]p = iW' .L] n (5.14)

which basically corresponds to equal capacitance.

In fact the offset comes to be one order of magnitude smaller in the case of a
transmission gate than for a single switching transistor [42].

Equations 5.13 and 5.14 lead to the following relation for the size of the transistors
fonning the transmission gate :

L„ = and (5.15)

Due to these three reasons, transmission gates are always used to implement switches
when the spacc on the silicon permits it.

5.5 Other components

Besides capacitors to störe charges and switches to isolate them from the input or
Output, some additional components are necessary for a functioning analog delay line.

5.5.1 Digital control

A control section is necessary to generate the right sequence of signals to operate the
switches so that a set of sampling devices works äs a delay line. The functionality we
want to achieve is the following :

1. The analog memory is a device where signals can be stored and retrieved hence
a control is needed to determine the function expected, write into the meinory or
read from it.

2. For both, read and write functions, no random access to the cells is neressary. The
charge samples to störe will always be resident on contiguous cells. This requires
only the input of an external control that defines the switching from one cell to
the next.

3. Thedevice should work with the minimum number of external signals and generate
the rest internally.

These requirements imply the usage of several auxiliary circuits internal to the device.
The second point c&n be implemented with a shift register connected in ring config-

uration where only one "true" state (or logical "l") is shifted through so that one cell
is selected at a time.
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Figure 5.11i Scheme of a CMOS-Flip-Flop opentted fcy turn non-orerfappmg
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Figure B.12: (a) Two phate non-overlapping dock» tignal». ß) Circuit to generatf
them out of a one phn$e dock.

The shift register is made from CMOS-flip-flops using two non-overlapping clocks.
A scheine of a CMOS-flip-flop can be seen in figure 5.11. This Implementation has
been used because the number of transistors needed is about half the number used in
conventional flip-flop versions.

On figure 5.11 $„ and 4b are two opposite non-overlapping clock signals that make
the circuit at all feasible. The Information at the D-input is taken over at the rising
edge of *0 and gets out to Q and Q with *&. Figure 5.12-(a) shows two non-overlapping
clock signals.

The generation of a two-phase non-overlapping clock is done starting from an exter-
nal single phase signal and takes place also inside the integrated circuit so äs to follow
feature number 3. The circuit that produces the non-overlapping two-phase clock is
drawn in figure 5.12-(b) and guarantees the non-overlapping of the signals with the
delays in the inverters. In fact the amount of non-overlapping is given by the number
of inverters OB each brauch.

A way to initialiw the shift tegister must also be provided. An INITialize signal
could be suppUed externatly, but following point 3 it can also be generated internally
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Figur« 5.13: Storage cell with digital control.

when the mode of Operation changes from Read to Write. When this happens, another
auxiliary circuit issues a CLEAR signal irith the edge of the next clock, and all the
CMOS-flip-flops are cleared except for the first one which gets a logic "l". The writing
process thus Starts always at cell number l and by counting the number of clocks we
can detertnine at any moment which part of the pipeline we are using.

Also some mechanism has to make sure that two eamph'ng cells are never selected
simultaneously. This is of course usually not the case bu) cannot be taken for granted
at switching time. This feature is usually called the "ttreak-bcfore-makf" function. The
circuit therefore includes an additional gate on every cell connected to the flip-flop of
the preceding one so that the switch only opens if the previous cell is already deselected.

With this additional LOCK-path, the whole cell with its digital control is represented
in figure 5.13.

5.5.2 External signal interface

As we have seen in section 5.4, the gates of the single transistors or the transmission
gates switch on the application of clock Signals with amplitudes äs big äs the supply
voltages VDD or l'ss- Typical values of the supply are ±5 Volts which is a large swing
for digital Signals.

In order to simplify the coupling to the rest of the electronics, the digital control
signals for the pipeline are applied äs complementary levels and received inside with a
comparator which Swings its output from VDD to Vss on a difference of ±25mV on its
input pins. Thus the inputs are TTL or ECL compatible by fixing one of the inputs to
a constant voltage. In the ZEUS calorimeter front end electronics signals are applied äs
ECL-ECl levels.
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Figure B.14: Operational amplifier einem*.

5.5.3 Operational amplifier

To readout the capacitors a low output impedance, high open loop gain operational
amplifier is used to drive the voltage off-chip. It is compensated by the load capacitor
at the output node. 1t is connected in a negative capacitive feedback loop and because of
its high gain all the charge is transferred to the feedback capacitor. The circuit making
the amplifier can be Seen in figure 5.14.

The design of operational amplifiers is a subject in itself. We will only give the main
requirements, all of them achieved in tbe custom design of the op-amp.

• Gain (> G5dB open loop)

• Linearity in the required signal ränge

t Noise (Signal to noise ratio > SOrfB)

• Power dissipation (< 15mW)

• Settling time (< 500n« to 0.1% of end value)

An input for the reference current has been carried to an external pin. It is labeled
VREF- By varying the current going into this node, the speed and drive capabih'ties
of the operational amplifier (at a cost of larger power consumption) can be influenced.
Typical values of IREF used are 50/^^4 per op-amp which is achieved at VKEF ~ 1-3 V
over ground.
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(a) Layout l (b) Layout 2

f
Figur« 5.15: XJternattve Connectivity for a aampling element.

For the füll description of the operational amplifier performance and its construction
' [42].

5.6 Component interconnection

The elements necessary to the construrtion of an analog storage unit have been de-
scribed in the preceding sections for their ideal and non-ideal characteristics. Several
interconnections are however possible for the saine circuit functionality. So both the
connections and the layout should be such that non-ideal qualities of the components
have the smaUest eifect on the charge we want to störe.

A sampling element has been shown in figure 5.1 with its non-ideal realization in
figure 5.2. The scheine shown in figure 5.15-{b) is also a possible setup to störe on
capacitor C$ a voltage sampled from the input Signal V; at the time the switch opens.
Which layout presents more advantages? Or where do the imperfections of the single
components show smaller effects on the whole device?

The non-ideal model of a switching transistor presented in section 5.4.1, or other
equivalent ones, can describe in mathematical form the characteristirs of the devices.
However when interconnected with other components a model yields a set of several
differential equation with difficult (if any) analytical solution.

Much more powerful is the Computer Simulation of these mathematical models and
solution with iterative methods. Several programs exist for Simulation of MOS circuits,
SPICE [55] being the most widely used. Results of simulations performed in order to
find the optimum layout will be shown, The program BONSAI J56) has been used for
this purpose. More extensive simulations, also of other parts of the cirruit can be fouiid
in |42], There, the optimum transistor sizes have been determined and will be used here
to simulate alternative layouts.

The two possible switch-capacitor layouts of figure 5.15-(a) (referred to äs layout l )
and figure 5.15-(b) (layout 2) have been siroulated and program Outputs are shown in
figures 5.16 to 5.19. Switches have been implemented with both single transistors
(NMOS) and CFT optimized transmission gates following equations 5.15. The param-
eters used for the Simulation are the following :

• The capacitor is always l pF,
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• Vss= -6V,VDD

• The gate(s) are operated with the füll voltage swing ±6V,

• The switching pulse edges have a rise/fall time of 2na,

• The parasitir capacitances are dimensioned äs expected for the technology used,

• Inverters have been implemented äs in the real pipeline (NMOS: W/L = 3.5/3.5,
PMOS: W/L = 10.5/3.5),

• The diffusion areas are 10//m wide,

• The operational amplifier (for the readout simulations) has been replared by an
ideal voltage controlled voltage source with gain of 10.000 in order to speed up
the simulatious.

The main results out of the simulations are :

• Layout l shows a dependence of the enor roltage due to CFT on the analog
signal even if the switch used is a transmission gate and it is in the 100 m V ränge
equivalent to afew percent of analog Signals up to -4V (see figures 5.16 and 5.18).
This facl results from equation 5.9 where in this case the VSouT.„ is Vsignai- The
tables in figures 5.16 and 5.18 can be interpreted aß a constant error plus a part
increasing linearly with the input signal.

t Setup 2 has a CFT induced error independent of the analog signal (in this case
the sourre is tied to ground which makes V„r in equation 5.9 constant), and äs
expected when using transmission gates, the CFT is an order of magnitude smallei
than for simple transistors. Tbe value comes out to be ca. 5mV (see figures 5.17
and 5.19).

• When the switch is open, the Variation of tbe analog signal should not change
the voltage sampled in the capacitor Cs- However this eßect known äs *tjjna/
ftedthrough (SFT) exists and is due to the non-ideal bul real eristence of parasitic
capaeitances CBD *nd CBS- It is shown in figure 5.20 for Setups l and 2 with open
switches and V'1It(Hjt varying äs a step functton.

In setup l no SFT shows up an the open «wilrh iwUfe« (% from the input, even
if it is in parallel with CBD- In w*tup 2 hnwevrr »iih an open *witrh. Cg and CBS
form a capacitive dividrr and C« »er« pari nf ihr v» n »im» of the analog signal.
The exact valur of CBS «"d with it ihr ainiutnt nf *im»l ferdtlirough depends on
the overlap of the gates with the diffusiou »ira* '4?

Layouts l and 2 seem therefore to be rqually unsuitrd for a sampling Operation. Only
an appropriate layout for the readout of the signal allows setup 2 not to be affected by
signal feedthrough. These interconnections are shown in figure 5.21 and the Simulation
results can be seen in figure 5.22. In figure 5.21 CBS of the switch is drawn. At
storage time Cs and CBS act äs one capacitor, äs they do at read time. All their
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the paratitic capacitances from the bulk to the stgnal path. Vinpu1 is »et äs a step function
from -S to 0V.

charge is transferred to the feedback capacitor CF and the signal feedthrough error is
compensated.

As comparison another possible layout is shown in figure 5.23 and simulated output
in figure 5.24 shows that this layout does not compensate signal feedthrough.

5.7 Device specifications and component size

The layout to be used follows the design of one channel shown in figure 5.21, and for
one cell can be seen in figure 5.25. The values of the different elements have been chosen
after extensive simulations to obtain the required performance.

The specifications required for the analog delay h'ne are compüed in Table 5.1.
They determine the final election and sizing of the diflerent components in the circuit.

The area occupied by the cap&citors in first order deterniiiies the size of the chip
and with it the achievable integration. The ] arger the capacitor, the more charge we
are moving around and thus better signal- to-noise ratio and smaller the error in match-
ing (see figure 5.4). However this also increases the chargmg time of the rircuit. In
section 5.3.1 we rommented on typical capacitances per unit area. The size of the ca-
pacitors äs already mentioned has been chosen to be l pF. To achieve l pF of caparity
with a technology which yjelds -~- O.G- 10" pF/fim1, approximately an area of 1 600 /(m1

or a square of 40 (im x 40//m is needed which is a compromise value between all the
factors, and also a typiral production size.

For the switches, the following facts are to be taken into account :

• Switches Sl and S4 for storing and S2 and S5 for reading out are operated by the
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Analog input signal
Analog output signal
Signal to noise ratio
Number of cells
Cell matching difference
Charging time constanl
Switching jitter between teils
Switching jitter bctween channels
Non-Linearity
Discharging time constant
Read frequency
Write frequency
Supply voltagf
Dissipated powei per channel
Channels per chip
Temperatnre stability

0 ...-4
0 ...-4
> 72

58
< 0.4
< 4
< 1
< l

< 0.25
> 1
1

> n
± 6
< 50

4 to8
< 200

Units

Volts
Volts
dB

%
ns
ns
ns
%
second
MHz
MHz
Volts
mW

ppmfK

Tabl« 5.1: Specifications for an Analog delay line ctrcutt.

external R5/UR. When they change state all S3 except one, S3,, are open. This
one gets corrupted anyway BÖ this fact and also the ränge of the analog signal
(negative unipolar) makes it possible to use NMOS transistors for these switches.
Their size should be big enough BÖ äs not to influence the chargmg time constant.
¥- has been chosen to he ̂  /im. Figure 5.26 shows Simulation results for different
sized transistors.

• Switches S3 and S6 have to be operated wbüe the analog Information, input or
output, is being transferred and have to be optimized for minimum CFT induced
offsets. The external signal CLK switches S3; off and S31+J on.

They are implemented äs transmission gates following relations 5.13 and 5.14 and
the chosen äzes are [y]n = * p.m and \^\ = j| pm.

• Switch S5 is held open while storing samples on Cs and is also operated by the
EÖ/MR signal. While from the functionalpoint of view its existenceis not necessary,
it separates all the transmission gates at each storage cell from the node of the
operational ampliner.

• For reading out the charge sampled in Cs, it is transferred to the feedback capac-
itor Cf. After the amplifier has settled and the output voltage has been passed
further down the chain (to the analog buffer or to an ADC), CF'S charge is cleared
by ciosing S6 long enough for the charge to disappear. The external signal RESET
operates S6. Although optimized, this Operation introduces a fixed CFT volt-
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Sl S3

i S2 54

Figure 5.25: Layout of one füll ctelay line channel.
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Figure 5.26: Capacttor charging curves for different transistor si
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CLOCR

EB/VR

RESET

Figure 6.27: Controf «iftiah /or anafojr pipeline Operation. On the chanje /rom WRITE
(o READ, the CLOCK changes front IQMHz to l MHz. Then S sample» are nad and
trcmtferred to the buffer (tee alto the l MHz RESET Signal). When thii is done, the
piptlinc it again restartcd in Write mode with 10MHz dock».

age ofTset in the capacitor which adds to the sampled voltage on the next cell

Figure 5.27 shows a scope photograph of the control signals to operate the analog
ptpeline.

5.8 Layout on Silicon

Once the electrical design of an integrated circuit has been finished the construction is
mainly a geometrical problem. A set of masks denning the zones for the technological
proresBes has to be produced. Each mask determines the areas where a particular step
occurs, e.g. metallization, doping, oxidation, threshold Implantation,

The choice of a 2.5 pm technology is given mainly by a mixture of factors like the
S/N ratio, the speed and the maximum analog signal we want to use.

A wide ränge for the analog signals imph'es large supply voltages to the transistors.
In order to hold these voltages, the minimum feature size cannot be too small otherwise
breakdown will occtir. However, larger transistors imply larger parasitic rapacitance
which slow down the signals (freqvency oc l/L1) |57j and allow only smaller clock
frequencies. So a rompromise has to be found. Needing a VDB, Vss of ±5 V, to have
good linearity up to -3V, with the 2.5(im transistors11, we are almost at the limit of
the Bpecifications for maximum voltage.

The frame for the layout is given by the design ruJes of the technology used. For the
process used for series production typical design mies are given in Table 5.2.

CMOS technology, Epi wafer,
n-tub, single metal, single poly

Threshold voltage VT n-mos
Threshold voltage VT p-mos
Polysih'con width
Poly-poly distance
JV-mos gate length
P-mos gate length
Metal width
Metal-metal distance
Contact holes
Overlapping with contact hole
Overlapping active-metal
Gate oxide thickness
Capacitor oxide thickness
Active-active distance
P-area - tub distance
Bond pads
Bond pitch

Value

41
-1

> 3
> 3

> 3.5
>2.5
> 4

> 3.5
3 x 3
> 1.5
> 2.5
-40

- 60 - 70
>4.5
> 7.5

130 x 130
> 200

Units

Volts
Volts
fj.m

(im
(tm
fim
ftm
fim

JiTJl!

fim
p.m
nm
nm
(im
(im
fim*
flTTl

Tablc 5.2: Main design rule* of the CMOS process

"The »midlest ttutsiilo» we have in the pipeline BTC 2.5/jm devices in the transmission gates and
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OJC

Figure 5.28: Layout of tht tett chip »torage channel (8 cells).

Both the pipeline and the buffer-multiplexer tircuits are products of a füll custom
design. This means the placing and interconnection of the components have been op-
timised so u to have a most effident use of the silicon area without undetmining the
propertieß of the circuit.

How important the placing of the diverse components is and how it affects the
features of a circuit will be shown with an example extracted fcom experience.

Befote a füll design of the 4-channel, 58-cell pipeline circuit was tackled, a test chip
with one channel and 8 cells of stotage was designed and put into silicon [42,58]. The
idea was to demonstrate the viability of an analog storage unit operating at 10 MS z.
The design included all the features of the füll pipeline plus additional ones (e.g. randorn
cell accesE for reading) to perform exhaustive tests on this de vice.

The main frartion of components in the circuit are the storage cells with its local part
of the stuft register äs shown in figure 5.13. This structure has to be repeated 58 times
per channel and tepresents the largest area of the circuit; it is therefore essential that
the layout of this cell be optimized. The size of any of the devices (and with it the area)
is a parameter determined &s we have shown, by the spedfications of the circuit. The
designer has however the choice how to place them.

The largest component in the cell is certainly the capacitor (40fim x 40 pm). Com-
pared to this the transistors of the analog switch are small (e.g. 10/2.5/im channels11).

Figure 5.28 shows how the components for the storage cell were placed in the design
of the test chip for the 8 cells. A substantial asymmetry c&n be observed between the
two rows of cells and even among those in the same row. Cells l, 3, 6, 8 have their
analog switches on their rigbt, while the others have it on their left. Also the paths
rarrying the signals for the gates are not equivalent for all cells, for cells 2, 4, 5 and 7,
the path with the gatr signal overlaps with the path carrying the analog input, while
for the other cells this overlap does not «äst. As a consequence of this, the coupüng of
the signals when switching is different frora cell to cell.

This coupling, added to effects like clock feedthrough can be observed if we write
0V in all the cells and read them out. The output is what we call pedettalt of the

S, S/im in the i n »er t er s
"The width of the «ctive areas ic usnally 10/im thig means on a 10/2.Sfim device they ocenpy

lOjim * lOfim = 100/im1.
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Figure 5.29: Pedestals for tke tett chip (top trace), output for l V (0.5 gain) DC input
(middle trace) and Clock tignol (bottom trace).

different cells (see next chapter, section 6.3.3). In the case of the test chip the pedestal
differences amount to over 300 m V between cells äs is shown in figure 5.29 (top trace).

All main properties of the pipeline concept have been measured on the test chip
[58]. Only after that, the design of the füll pipeline chip was attempted. The redesign
for the real pipeline cared for high symmetry in the cell layout. The location of the
components is shown in figure 5.30.

However the two row structure for the storage cells roakes four corners appear äs
asymmetries in the layout, a fact that h&s important consequences äs we will see in the
next chapter. The pedestal values can be scen in figure 6.6 and show a much improved
pattern.

The two row scheme is maintained for two reasons :

• the pipeline operates in a ring form, i.e. the next cell after the 58th is cell number l,

• the dimensions of a chip should not exceed certain typical manufacturing dimen-
sions and a line with 29 cells yields a size of — 4.5 mm which already counts to
the large chips13.

Typically, the silicon crystals are made square, so the dimension of 4.5mm has also
been chosen transversally. This fact forces (or allows) us to have an integration level of
4-5 channels/device.

Additionally to the repeated cell structure, other components are needed. The large
Sl, S2, S4 and S5 switches äs well äs the Operation al amplifier with itsfeedback capacitor
and the Reset switch are placed to the right of the repeated storage cells. On the
periphery, near the bonding pads are the input comparators for the control signals äs

The sitr of the silicon crystals is thf main fkctor entfring an equation that gives the yield (and with it
the costs) of the prodnrtion. tot 4.5 x 4.5 mm1 a yield of ~ 50% is expetted. This is also the «perience
fiom production batches.
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Figure 5.30: Stange eell layout in pipeline chip.

well äs the two phase non-overlapping dock generation drcuits. The symbolic scheme
can be seen in figure 5.31 while a block drawing of the phyräcal layout is shown in
figure 5.32. For completeness figurebipipeph shows a füll plot of the pipeline.

5.9 Buffer-multiplexer circuit

The aecond ASIC developed for the ZEUS Calorimeter readout electronics is the buffer-
multipleter chip. Its function has been described in the previons chapter.

The development was started once the good functioning of the delay line was estab-
lished. Its design profits from the pipeline design and it uses most of its ciicuit elements.
Also the specifications are similar to the pipeline circuit, though the writing Bpeed is
no longer required to be abore W MHz. Only l MHz is needed. As the naming of the
chip indicates, the device consists of two separate parts which are discussed äs follows.

5.9.1 Buffer subcircuit

The buffer has been introdueed to reduee the readout deadtime. It stores the Informa-
tion in the same way äs the pipeline.

The differenee lies in the number of teils. As explained in chapter 4 we only need
to keep three samples of the shaped signal to teconstrucl the calorimeter's Information,
time and enetgy. The length of the buffer was fixed to 8 cells. This provides either extra
baseline measurements (to check that no pulse pile up has occurred) or more samples
to determine the pulse shape on the later falling edge.

The circuit and the control signals are similar to figures 5.25 and 5.27. Some dif-
ferences in ronstrurtion exist. Integration is different: one buffer channel is made up
of 8 rells and one chip contains 12 channels. The capadtors used are 2pF because the
charging time allowed is larger (smaller writing frequency).
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Figure 5.31: Symbolic layout of the füll analog pipeline chip.

Two pbiie
RD/wS RESET

l l
V/lnpoi
Y ccn.p.r.

C>

Operation«)
wnplifior

Figure 5.32: Physical layout of the füll analog pipeline chip.
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Figure 5.33t Plot of the layout oj the pipelme.

Also different is the «cistence of a first "dummy" cell which is normally selected if
the circuit is not enabled and which is not readout. Its existenre is necessary äs the
usual state of the buffers is to be waiting for first level trigger decisions compared to
the pipelines' usual functioning which are being continuously clocked through the cells.
These large stand-by times could charge up the selected cell with pickup voltage which
would add to the real analog sample introducing a varying pedestal. Also this dummy
cell is the one which is selected at the time of switching from write to read and in the
samt way äs in tbe pipeline its' charge gets cleared.

All the buffer channels get written simultaneously. in the same way äs the pipeline.
The reading on the other hand is performed serially one channel after the other driving
each sample to the ADC. For this, the digital control in the buffer includes an additional
enable path which drives all the shift registers of all the channels when the cells are being
written, but only the selected one when reading out the Information.

5.9.2 Multiplexer section

A multiplexer is a system that connects several voltage nodes with a further one, one
at a time, undcr control of a select signal. In OUT case always consecutive nodes are
selected, no raodom access is necessary. The select signal is called increment (IHC) and
each pulse of it selects the next node.

The connection is performed through analog switches. They are implemented äs
transmission gates. As in the pipeline switches, the control is carried out by a shift reg-
ister, implemented also with CMOS-flip-flops. Only one "true" state is clocked through
and a lock path provides for break-before-make Operation so that two nodes are never
simultaneously connected to the out put.

The integration adopted features on one chip (ca. 20mm1 of silicon also), 12 inputs
multiplexed to one Output and further 13 inputs to a second Output, while the shift
register operates all 25 inputs. The connections are such that the nodes of the first 12
inputs are the Outputs of the operational amplifiers of the 12 analog buffers while the
other 13 have direct paths to external pins where DC voltages can be connected. The
last of the 13 channels is meant to be the baseline signal which determines the chip's
output when it is in a stand-by state. Figure 5.34 shows a functional block diagram of
the buffer-multiplexer chip.

The digital control system is somewhat more complicated. The multiplexer shift
register and one of the 12 other shift registers for the selected buffer have to be oper-
ated simultaneously. Additional enable signals have to be generated and tbe initialize
Operation has to be performed for all the paths. The circuitry is however basically
equivalent to the pipeline. The control signals have the same input comparator so äs
to be received differentially. The non-overlapping two-phase clock generation is also
necessary and performed in the same way äs for the pipeline. Figure 5.35 shows the
signal sequence required to operate the devjce.
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Inp-t 2 l LJ Reidoii
Op.Anp.

Buffer
Am log out

DC Aralog out

Multilplexer

Figure 6.34i Buffer-mvltiplexfr global block diagram.

Figure 5.35: Control Signals to openie the buffer-mvltiplcxer ehip.



Chapter 6

Device testing and quality control

The design and production of both the analog pipeline and the buffer-multiplexer chips
has been carried out specially for the ZEUS calorimeter readout electronics, both are
full-cuttom integraled circuits.

As a new research product the working concept needs to be proven and stability
measurements have to be performed. Finally the whole electronics chain has to be
t «t cd, calibrated and checked for overall system reliability.

This chapter will cover the test of the chips1 äs stand-alone devices, while the elec-
tronics chain äs an ensemble will be discussed in the next chapter.

6.1 Testing

In the previous chapter, the external control signals required for the Operation of both
chips have been described (see figures 5.27 and 5.35). The first step required for testing
the devices, is their correct Operation with the adequate sequence of control Signals.

6.1.1 Device control signal generation

In order to lest the devices to investigate their fimctionality and characteristics, more
flexibility is required than tbe controls for Operation in ZEUS. Genetating the conttol
signals with a Computer which can be reprograramed in an easy way provides a means
of testing the devices under different conditions. However testing under reah'stic con-
ditions requires the generation of high frequency signals, e.g. the clock period being
nominally 96 n.« and it has to be proven that the circuit does work at higher frequeu-
cies. Testing equipment with this performance is commercially available but at high
oosts. An intermediate solution is the generation of signals of lower frequency with the
Computer. These control some auxiliary electronics operating with higher speed Signals.
This provides both fiexibility and realistic conditions.

'The discussion will be renttred on thf pipelinf chip whrrc th* requitem^nts to be mel »re more
ilringent. Th* apparatus and the Ints can and have been applied to the buffer-multiplexer chip äs well
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Analog tnpuu

Computer~^

Chinnel l

TTi->ECL

Pipeline

Fes l socket

Chinnel H 2l |3 14
w O O O O

Conveit Analog ouiputs

Figure 6.1: St/mbolic layout of the auxiliary board for the analog pipeline lest. Note
that the moin electromcs circuifry in implemented in TTL logic and the control signals
are interfaced to the ckip at ECL levels.

6.1.2 Test Computer elements

The equipment available for testing is centered around a VME-bus J59] based Computer
with several additional boards connected to it through the bus, The boatds used in-
clude a CPUJ based on the Motorola 68020 nücroprocessor; terminal, mass storage and
network interfaces; a 12 bit, 4 channel, ±10V analog ränge DAC3; a 12 bit precision,
3/z« fast, 16 analog inputs, ±5 or ±10 V ränge ADC board and several digital I/O*
boards.

The main interface for generation of conttol Signals, the I/O boards5 have 4 registers,
8 bit wide each, which are mapped to the CPU's memory and interface to the output
world äs TTL voltage levels. They can be used äs input or output registers by simple
Software changes.

6.1.3 Auxiliary electronics

The analog pipeline äs shown in ngure 5.27 requires 3 control signals: the clock (PHI),
the switch between read and write (RD/ffR) and the RESET.

When writing in the cells, the clock has a frequency of 10.4 M Hz. An auxiliary
board (see figure 6.1) houses a 10.4MHz free running TTL quartz oscillator. This
signal is gnted with the RD/tfR coraing from one of the output pins of the I/O module
and is applied to the chip only when WR="1". The number of PHI clocks is counted
with a fast counter regist er and when the count rearhes the preset number (from 0 to
255 which can also be set from the I/O port) the fast clocks are blocked in front of the
pipeline and the writing process is stopped. At this moment a level is sent back to the
Computer via another pin of the I/O board.

'Central Processing tJ nit
'Digital to Analog Converter
4Input/Output
'Type XYCOM, XVME-200.
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Figur« 6.2: Pipeline output for a DC input of -t.O Volt».

The tead process then starts. A chain of pulses is sent under Computer control and
arrive at the chip äs clock sjgnals for the read phase. In ZEUS the reading is performed
at l MB z rate. The RESET ßignal runs also at l MHz but only when reading the cells.
In the test System this does not happen with l ME z rate since the analog Information
is digitized with the ADC (BB-AD950) which takes 3 /is to produce th« 12 bits.

6.1.4 Testing the functionality

In tbe initial tests, DC voltages are applied at the pipeline's inputs. The Outputs are
buffered with unity gain high input impedance buffers so äs to avoid excessive load of
the CMOS op-amp integrated in the pipelines and to allow the signal to be seen on the
oscilloscope and ADC. Figure 6.2 shows a typical scope photograph of the Output of a
pipeline when the input is -2.0 Volts. Only the signal of 57 cells is seen, the last cell gets
corrupted when switching from write to read. The length of the pipeline is in practice
only 57 cells.

6.2 Quality control

The production of integrated circuits is a comph'cated process. Commercial production
yields remain well below 100%. The yield depends on the size of the crystal and the
clean room conditions. For the pipeline chip (5 x 5mm1 of silicon) the estimated yield
is around40 to 50%.

To minimize parkaging costs which can contribute to a large extent (~- 50%) to
the chip's cost the devices have to be tested before the packaging occurs. This is the
so-called wafer test. It is performed on special "prober" machines which contact the
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circuit's bonding pads with very thin needles and apply supply voltages and control
signals. The functionality is proven by measuring the currents and output signals. The
inputs are normally connected to voltage or current sources which can be controlled
by the test Computer, the Outputs through multiplexers to high precision ADCs. The
circuits not satisfying certain quality criteria are marked6; the good dyes7 are bonded
and encapsulated into 28 pin PLCC8 packages for surface mount. First devices were
delivered in ceramic chip carriers. Tests (pedestal, gains) were performed to work out
the Jnfluence of the type of carrier. No obvious reason was found which would have
required the use of expensive ceramic carriers.

The quality control tests performed by the manufacturing Company were :

1. Supply current (/ss)

2. Leakage current of inputs

3. Reference voltage for nominal op-amp reference current

4. Output of every cell for 0 V input (pedestal}

5. Output of every cell for -2 V input (gain}

6. Rough linearity check for negative input voltages

In figure 6.3 some distributions are shown for the cjuantities described, for all the dyes
contained on one wafer. The acceptance limits set are also drawn.

6.3 Parameters to measure

The measurements on wafer cannot provide füll diagnostics for a device. In addition
to the functionality tests done by the manufacturing Company, several other test are
performed after packaging to verify if the performance is within the specification.

The circuit is designed to allow amplitude and time measurements. These measure-
ments are influenced by several parameters (noise, offset, gain, non-linearity, switching
jitter), whifh result in effective noise on the measured quantities.

In this section these measurements will be described in detail and results will be
shown.

6.3.1 Noise

Signal processing for particle detection is subject to several sources of uncertainties
(60,61) and äs a result "noise" appears on the measured quantity. In the chain the
signals must go through, the "noisiest" component is the one which dominates the final

"usnally called tnted, äs a drop of coloured wai is droppsd on thc faulty crystals.
vTh« ringle crystals arr also r&lled dy?s-
8Pl»stie Leftded Chip Catrifr.
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noise of the whole measurement. The analog pipeline, a potential noise source with its
switches and operational amplifiers should not be this limiting factor.

The noise measurement is performed by repeatedly measuring the Output of the
pipeline for a "noise free" constant input and analyziug the distribution of this quantity.
The Standard deviation of this distribution is the quantity we define äs noise.

Figure 6.4 shows distributions representing several
noise measurements. Figure 6.4-(c) shows the ADC binning limit. The noise seen is
constant, around 0.5mV rms, independent of the output signal. For a maximum out-
put signal of -4 V, the noise is 8000 times smallei. The Signal to Noise ratio is therefore
8000:1 or 78 dB.

In the ZEUS calorimeter electronics, signals of up to -2 Volts will be digitized with
12 bit precision. This means that only l count in 4000 will be resolved.

The noise measured when the pipelines are connected to the calorimeter modules
will be shown in chapter 8.

6.3.2 Maximum operating frequency

The design of the circuit was such that it should operatc at a writing frequency a
little above 10 MHz. Increasing this frequency results in functional failure at around
18 MHz. The reason for this failure was not determined.

The read frequency is limited by the speed of the operational amplifier. It needs
500ns to reach the end value to within 0.1%, and 500 na to have the voltage at the feed-
back capacitor cleared, the operating l MHz is the upper h'mit of Operation. Figure 6.5
shows a scope photograph of this reading process.

6.3.3 Pedestal offset

The clock and signal feedthrough and crosstalk mentioned in section 5.4.1 or 5.4.2, are
seen äs output Signal when zero volts are applied at the input. They result in offset
voltages (pedestals) which have to be corrected when using the circuit. Results are
shown in figure 5.19.

Some effects like the CFT are equal for all the cells if all the switches are identical.
Others however, depend strongly on the the circuit's topology. Figure 6.6 shows the
values of pedestals for one chip (4 pipelines) äs measured in the test setup. The asym-
metries of the layout mentioned in section 5.8 can be seen when measuring pedestals.

While the mean value of the pedestal is very sensitive to (he setup used to provide
signals to the pipeline, the exact socket used, the connection of the signal lines to
the chip, etc., the relative cell to cell Variation is setup independent. Manufacturing
tolerantes, like mask alignment also cause differences from chip to chip. As explained
in Chapter 4, these channel to channel pedestals are measured {on the front-end cards),
stored and subtracted from the actual measured quantities. Because of these systematie
edge effects, the pedestal of every cell has to be stored, 58 numbers per pipeh'ne, instead
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Figure fl.5: Otcilloscope photograph from a cell reading and ntet process.
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Figure fl.6: Cell numier va. pedestal voltage for four pipelinti in one chip.
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Figure B.Ti Variation ooer J montht of the pedestal of the firtt cell for 7t pipeline»
(left); the pedeital of the 57 other cell» relative to the fir»1 one for tht tarne 1t pipeline»
(right). l ADC count - 0.5mV.

of onlr one global offset which was the ajm when the design was started9. If this were
not done, the itructure coming from the asymmetry would cause major errors mainly
due to the fact that all the pipelines in the calorimeter are run synchtonously. When
a trigger Start« the readout, in all the channels the same cells are used and milh'volt
(- 10mV) errots would be added around 13000 times. This is elearly not acceptable.

. Since the pedestals are mainly dependant on geometiical design factors they should
be constant in time. Measurements have shown that this is t nie.

In figure 6.7 the difference between data taken 3 months apart äs measured on cards
attached to a calorimeter module in a test-beam stand are shown.

so
ii

6.3.4 Cell gain and matching

In «ection 5.3.1 we explained how capacitors are built in MOS circuits. We also saw
that the absolute value of capacitance could not be predicted to better than 20 or
30%. However the relative precision of two dose by capacitors of the same Talue can
be expected to b« around 0.5%. In the layout adopted for the pipeh'ne the ratio Output
signal to the input (gain) is ideally deternüned only by the proportion of the storage
capacitancp to the feedbaek capacitance. To optimizr the rell to cell matching all 58
storage cells have been set very close together. The aini WAS a uniformily better than
l pari in 256 (or 0.4%) (see table 5.1).

As in the pedestal case, the gain of a cell is correlalrd to ils cell number äs shown in
figure 6.8. It can be seen that within one pipeline the nnucinmni dirTereiice between two
cells is -0.8% and the r.m.s. is around 0.5%. This is rnorr than the quoted achievable
value for capacitor matching and is attributed to technology h'mitations.

'Other powible »olutions would be lo leavr onl ewnl« Dring the eorner cell* or UM ft contUnl for
Ihe teils tnd »ddiliondly Iwo rooie for cellt 29 and 58.
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Figure 6.8: Cell gain «j. cell number for the 4 pipeline» in one chip. This it a typical
eate lut alto chipt without the two row ttrucitire ezi»t.

The gain follows the two row structure of the pipelines cells, increasing or decreasing
äs we move to the left or to the right. An attempt was made to correlate it to variations
of tbe thickness of the thiii oxide which makes up the dielectric medium of the capacitors
(see section 5.3.1), but no significant correlation was found and tbe thickness was checked
to be equal to better than 0.5%.

Similarly to the pedestal case, the specification of 0.4% matching has not been
achieved; the ~0.8% difference obtained would degrade the calorimeter performance so
again digital, cell to cell, corrections are necessary. The gains are ineasured, stored
and applied to the measurements. Instead of one global gain per pipeline 58 different
gain numbers are necessary. Here too the gain is a geometry related factor, thus these
quantities are constant in time äs shown in figure 6.9 for pipelines mounted on a test-
beam stand.

6.3.5 Non-linearity

Another important parameter required from any component «sed in the ralorimeter
readout is a very good linearity. If a Variation in the input of any apparatus does
not induce a proportional Variation in the Output the whole measurement process gets
further complicated. The quantity we «se to describe how linear a device is, is artuallv
its non-linearity and the specification gives a maximum number which should not be
exceeded. Figure 6.10-(a) shows how the non-linearity is defined. It is actually the
deviition from the straight line that goes through zero (once the pedestal has beeu
subtracted) and the maximum Signal used. In figure 6.10-(b) the limits required in the
specification are drawn.
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Figure 6.11: Non hnearity for »everal capacitor of ont pipeline.

In figure 6.11 the non-linearity measured for several cells of different pipelines is
plotted. As can be eeen it is basically within the specification required for the ränge
used.

The fact that large NMOS transistors are uscd to implement the global Read/Write
switches (see section 5.7), gives the circuit a certain bonus for negative analog eigcals.
If the voltage to störe is positive, the \'as of the n-channel devires decrease, and so
does the transconductance10 {see figure 5.6). This shows up äs an increased non-linear
beh&viour for large positive signals.

The performance shown of non-linearity smaller than 0.25% allows us to see the
circuit äs ideally linear in the required ränge and not needing any further correction.
One offset and one gain numbers cover the behaviour of every cell11.

6.3.6 Charging time constant

In order to be able to störe an analog sample in one storage cell and switch to the next
one to sample the next voltage, the charging process has to be fast enough. In fact we
•want tooperate the pipeline at 10.4 M S z, so in 96 na we have 1o switch froni one cell to
the next and assure that it has reached the charge correspouding to ihe input voltage.

The process of storage is basically the charging up of a caparitor through a resistor.
The resistor represents the ON-resistance of the sampling switch plus the resistatices
of the other switches in the path of the signal (see section 5.7). This loading process

10or ikt Rfn reriitanef of thr switch (*« «juation 5.6)
nAs aeomparöon, thr "AMI1" of SLAC shows % gain non-uniformity of 1.5% plus somc rnrvaturr in

the respons* which n«dt a third term in a cotrection fit to get a rwolntion bett«r than JO bit 152].
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follows an exponential function whose time constant has been simulated to be ~ 4ns,
«« figure 5.26.

To measure the patameter we apply a voltage step at the input and measure the
output funrtion by shifting in time the voltage step relative to the clock signal which
operates the switch.

This process is shown in figure 6.12 with the selup used to generate it. The same
ßampling clock is used to trigger a programmable pulse generator where the delay (Af)
between the input and the output ean be set by the Computer to fractions of nanosecond.
The outpul pulse is tlien fed into the pipeline. The generator used in the measurements
has a slew rate of l V/ns, so the step has a rise time around 2ns.

If we plot the measured output voltage against the detay A* we obtain the charging
eurve of the capacitor, and with it the pipeline's time constant. This is plotted in
figure 6.13.

The time when the output reaches 63.2% (l - 1/f) of its end value, is by definition
the time constant of the circuit. We have calculated that the finite rise time of the input
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Figure 6.13i Chargtng curve of one capacitor. The time constani of the circuit i»
"- 6 ns. H is obtained incremented by «- l ns due to the »lewing of the input step.

signal results in an increment of — l ns in the time constant of the output.

The measurement shows a bigger time constant (typically 7ns and therefore 6 ns for
an ideal step input) than the simulated value ( 4 n a ) . This difference comes from effects
in the real circuit which are difficult to simulate, for example, the input signal does
not only see the storage capacitor of the selected cell, but also in parallel the parasitic
capacitances from all the other 57 cells even if they are open circuit äs mentioned in
section 5.6 for the signal feedthrough.

Small Variation in charging time from cell to cell might occur. This is however not
very iroportant äs we give more than 15 • T time to the cell to charge up.

Note that the charging time acts äs a delay on the input signal. In fact we sample
the signal which was at the input some small time before. To estimate the effect we
calculate the voltage at the capacitor (Vc) in an RC network, figure 4.1, for a linear
input Vj„ = k • t. The differential equation which gives the voltage at the capacitor

r • Vc 4 Vr = k • i

has the solution \'c = k - 1 ~ k which means that the sampled voltage is decreased by
the slope of the input signal. in the case of our shaped signal — 0.02 V.

Our reconstruction algorithm (see section 7.4.1) however compensates for this slew-
ing effect äs it adds samples on the rising and falling sides weighting thern with their
slopes. The slewing errors compensate.
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6.3.7 Switching jitter

Different charge samples of the input are stored in different sampling elements inside
the pipelines. These sampling elements have physically difFerent switches which may
open at different phases relative to the external sampling clock. If this is the case, the
sampling interval is no longer & constant.

Assuming that the input clock signal PHI is of ideal constant period, the differences
in Bwitching time have two origins :

• the switehes can have different trigger voltages at which they open, due for example
to variatione of the threshold voltage among the transistors. This characteristic
affects the sampling because the voltage edges driving the gates are not infinitely
steep.

• the time delay of the paths carrying the complementary clocks signals that drive
the shift register is different among the cells mainly due to increasing capacitive
load coming from the path itself and from the parasitic capacitances of transnüs-
sion gates connected to it.

A Computer Simulation and estimation is difficult (see [42] pp.108-110). The switching
jitter has been measured using a technique similar to that in section 6.3.6.

By shifting in time a voltage step input we determine the delay from the moment
we apply the CLK signal to the when the output statts to rise, which accounts for the
transit time through the input receiver and the shift register flip-nops. This quantity
teils us when we are really sampling. To be more sensitive to any Variation instead of
using the time the output Starts to change, we use the time when it reaches half of the
step end value. The setup used is the same one äs for the charging time measurement
(see figure 6.12).

Figure 6.14 shows the quantity switching time delay (t, transit time from now on)
äs defined above for all the eells in 4 pipeüne channels. It can be seen that within one
pipeline, which is what matters for a eonstant sampling interval, the difference from cell
to cell is not bigger than 0.25na, a remarkable performance. This would result in less
than a 0.2% error in the measurement of Charge. These quantities are representative
for all the pipelines. Thus good performance on the stability of the sampling interval is
insured.

For the four pipelines on one chip, and for different chips, 1, ean be eeen on table 6.1,
where the figure quoted is tbe mean of the 58 cells. One can see that the pipelines in one
chip have similar transit times, while for different chips. thr differences are larger (see
figure G.15). This fact is not so disturbing sin« the char*e reconstruction algorithm
presented in section 7.4.1 is tolerant to tliis kind of shifts up to some limit. Other
elements in the readout chain (e.g. PMTs) have similar uncertainties.

6.3.8 Others

Several other properties have been measured, to check that the performance is accept-
able. Figure 6.16 for example shows a scope plot of how the operational amphfier in the
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Figure 6.14: Switching time delay for all the cells in the four pipeline» of one chip.
Back »haded area rtpresenta one pipeline. Within one pipeline the cells have awitching
delay equal to witkin 0.25ns. The preciaion of auch meaaurementa ii better than O.lns
and it given by kow well we can meaaure a tample in the middle of the voltage step :
we obtain l V with rmt 1% equivalent to 0.05ns.

Pipeline numher

1
2
3
4

Chipl

13.5
13.3
13.3
13.4

LChip2

18.0
18.0
17.9
18.1

ChiP3

17.4
17.3
17.4
17.5

CMP4J

16.5
16.2
16.4
16.2

ChipS

18.8
18.6
18.8
18.8

Chip 6

16.7
16.4
16.6
16.5

Table 6.1: M ean tramit time through differtnt pipelines.

Entries
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_» l
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Hean delay between clock and real sampling

Figure 6,15: Diatribution of tramit times for 150 different ptpeline chipa. The plotted
value is the mean of the four pipeline s. The maztmum differences among chips ia 10ns
while the Standard deviation of the dittribution ii — 2ns.
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Figure 6.18: Otcillotcope photograph thowing icttKng of pipeline'» op-amp.

pipelioe reaches its end value. It can be seen {though difncult in this photograph) that
after 500ns, the value does not diverge mor« than 0.1% {rom the final level. The speed
of the operational amptifier can be regulated with the reference- current we fix from the
outside. Typically we use 50 p A /,,/ per amplifier.

Figure 6.17 shows the droop rate of the capadtors. On the photograph the loss
of charge of the feedback capacitor while reading without applying a reset signal, is
estimated at — l mV/ms. The droop rate of the capacitors when they are disconnected
cannot be seen in the picture but has been measured to be — 2 m V/a. These figures are
certunly on the safe side when opetating the pipeline at MHz speed.
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Figure 6.17: Oscilloscopc photograph thowing the discharging of the capacitors. Note
the time scale ms.



Chapter 7

Readout Implementation

The concept for the readout of the ZEUS calorimeter has been presented in chapter 4.

A first worldng environment has been implemented and used for data taking for
several months. It is used for the calibration of FCAL and RCAL1 modules with a
partide test beam at CERN. Parallel test are bcing performed at FNAL for the BCAL
modules. These modules are the ones which will be used in the ZEUS experiment.
Previous teste performed with prototypes of the modules [12] and prototypes of the
electronica |62,33) served to optimize the calorimeter constniction and test the readout
roncepts.

The aim of the test beam effort is to understand the response of the difTerent
calorimeter sections to different types of particles and determine the precision of the
overall calibration.

For the test beam experiments, the complexity of the readout is a fraction of that
of the füll calorimeter in the ZEUS experiment at HERA. Rowever most of the Systems
and ideas used are the final ones and have been tested here for the first time in a real
experimental enTironment.

Tbis chapter will give a detailed description of the readout for the ZEUS calorimeter
including concepts in Software and hardware. Divergencies of the test beam setups from
the final Implementation will also be described.

The experimental setnp for the tests perform«d at CERN and some results obtained
are diseussed in the next chapter.

7.1 Analog readout of the calorimeter modules

The principle of the ZEUS calorimeter, from the energy deposited by particles to the
electric signal generated by the photomultipliers. has been described in chapter 3. Here
thr elertronics for the analog readout of the PMTs will be described.

forward and teu put« of the ZEUS high rnolntion drpletfd uraninm
to genfricillir äs the FCAL Ihrooghoul thia chipter.
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Anilog cird
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Am ki | c»rd
Righi

Figure 7,1: Typical Connectivity of PMTt to Frond end cardt.

7.1.1 Analog Front-End Cards

Signal cables ( — 2m, 50(1) connect the PMTs to the analog front-end cards. These
cards are designed and built following the concepts explained in chapter 4. As diseussed
there, their heart pieces are the two custom integrated circuits described in chapter 5,
the analog pipeline and the bufTer-multiplexer chips.

The module segmentation packs 12 PMT channels on each analog card with two
analog Outputs feeding two different ADCs, each one carrying multiplexed information
of 6 PMTs. This is a natural division due to the tower structure of figure 3.7. The
Connectivity is shown in figure 7.1. It keeps the readout of left and right calorimeter
sides on separate front end cards and thus provides some redundancy in case of failure.

Figure 7.2 shows a scheine of one card. The components are listed below.

• Twelve coarial connectort receive the cables from the PMTs. The current signal
is resistively split and connected to :

- the termination, resistor ÄO and capacitor C0,

- the high gain pulse measuring circuit with capacitive coupling (R»),

— the low gain pulse measuring circuit with capacitive coupling (Ri),

- the trigger Output with capacitive coupling (J?r)-

— the DC integrating network.

The values of the componenls are chosen so that the global inipedance at the
end of the PMT cable is 50 f! and all the networks have identiral time constants
(thougb th* trigger output has a different time constant which is cancelled at the
input of the trigger sum cards).

• Twelve »haper subcircuit boards. They are built with hybrid technology on ce-
ramic Substrate, with copper plating on the back side to form a ground plane.
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The components include laser trimmed thick film resistors. On these hybrid are
placed the current Splitting netwotks. The two shapers cilruits covering different
energy ranges äs explained in seetion 4.6.2 are mounted back to back.

RC networks mounted onto the shaper boards with fast analog switches provide
tbe possibitity to injcci charge directly into the main signal paths, äs if it came
from the PMTs' anodes. The leading edge of the pulse is a fast signal produced
by the discharge of the capacitor when it is connected through the analog switch
to ground. The trailing edge is implemented to be similar to the decay of the light
signal coming from the calorimeter.

The amount of charge injected can be set by a semi-DC voltage level wbjeh chuges
the capacitor and which is geuerated in the calibration subcircuit (see below). The
capacitor is dimensioned to 22 pF and is made up of two capacitors in parallel;
one of them can be trimmed so that all the injectors are equal to 0.2%.

• The Trigger oulputs from the shapers are grouped on the main board to perform
analog current sums. Transistors separate the channels so that no coupling ocrurs.
Four different sums1 are performed and carried to coaxial conrtectors for Output.
These Outputs are further connected to analog trigger sum cards where several

'Chuinel* 14243+1, 5+6, 748, 8410+11+ 12 giw thf «lMtromagn*tie uid hadionic «ttmi (forPCAL
md BCAL).
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towers are added together. After a 60 m cable to the Rucksack the digital trigger
System Starts (see section 4.2.5).

• Twelve operational amptifiers connected äs current to voltagp Converters using
0.1% precision resistors and with a time ronstant of 20 ms provide the measure-
ment of the semi-DC current from the PMTs caused by the uranhim radioactivity.
The fact that the DU current is much larger3 than the datk current from the PMTs
and that the time ronstant used for the Integration allow single measurements with
precisions of 1%.

• The onalojr pipclinc* sample and störe the ontput of the shapers, one pipeline
channel for the high gain channel, another one for the low gain. One chip thus
serves two phototubes.

• Their Outputs are connected to the buffer-multiplexer chips. Two buffer-
multiplexer chips cover the 12 PMT channels of the analog card. The 12 external
DC multiplexer inputs are connected to :

— 6 DU Integrators to send out the DC voltage proportional to the UNO cur-
rent,

- 2 ground signals to readout the ground level on the analog cards. This is the
reference for the other signals,

— a voltage signal generated by a prtcition voltage source of 5 Votts which is
split with a 0.1% accurate resistive divider down to 1.67 Volts. It serves to
convert ADC counts to volts taking into account the whole analog chain of
cable driver, cable and ADC,

— a precise fraction (2/5) of the voltage which is used to Joad the capacitor of
the charge injector,

— the voltage from a temperature sensor on the card.

These voltages can thus be brought to the ADCs for digitizing.

• Differential receivmg cirtuits accept incoming ECL-ECL control signals for
pipeline and buffer-multiplexer control.

• A calibration tubcircuit constructed äs a hybrid inserted onto the main board
Supports an 8 bit DAC chip, which is used to sei the DC voltage to drive the
charge injectors. In addition through an analog switch. the DC voltage can be
connected directly to the inputs of the pipelines, providing the means to test the
pedestals and gains of the storage cells äs described in section 6.3.3 and 6.3.4.
Through a resistive laser trimmed precision divider it is connected lo one of the
DC multiplexer inputs. This allows absolute charge injection ralibration äs it
gives a feedback of the amount of charge injected.

The DC voltage can also be connected to the DU integrators for calibration.

*Note that the ipecifieation for the PMTi i> to have B duk cnrrent < 0.1 nA (doubling fvery 7°C)
and ih« DU cutrenl %raounts lo 100n^4 in ihe EMC Mctions and 600n^ in the HAC wctions,
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• A ikift rcgtittr chain made up by 3, seriat in-parallel out, 8 bit deep devices, linked
äs a daisy chain. They are also daisy chained with neighbouring cards through
serial-in and Bcrial-out channels. A dock nmning parallel to the data, shifts it
from card to card through the whole calorimeter. It provides two functions :

- Setting individual bits in the register allowing pulsing of the corresponding
charge injectors. Firing all of them simultaneously serves to calibrate the
readout Bystem up to an equivalent energy of -v 20GeV. Pulsing ßome of
them simulates energy deposits in the calorimeter following given patterns,
isolated particles, Jets, . . . mainly in order to check the performance of the
trigger System.

- Further shift register bits set the DAC and also ddine the path the DC
voltage is connected to, dirwtly to the pipeliöes or to the charge injectors.

The Signals for the charge injertors are generated on the assertion of an external
PULSE originated in the control System which enables the parallel output of the
shift regist er s.

• A separate blocking signal, HODE, disables the funrtioning of the whole shift register
chain.

• Two cable drivtr subdrcnjts, also co&structed äs hybrids inserted on the main
PCB, drive the analog output Signals from the buffer-multiplexer chips through
60 meters of twisted pair cable to the ADC cards. This is a high performance
derke mainly due to its excellent linearity. The signals, typically ranging from
cero to -2 Volts are sent down äs complementary pair (-1 and +1 V and centered
around 0 V) and a differential amplifier recrives them in front of the ADC chip.

fixed voltage regulator» supply the diverse components with the necessary
voltages : ±5 V for the custom tircuits and the digital components, ±8 V for
the shaperi and cable driver hybrids. The input voltages used are ±11 V. The
regulators are screwed to the hack of the card which is covered by two 1.5mm
sheets of alunünium to carry away the heat. The cards on their turn are fixed to
a cooper cooh'ng beam cooled by circulating water.

The total power ronsumed in the card is about 16.6 W of which 5.9 H" is dissipated by
the regulators.

The signal lines eonnecting an analog rard to ihr rrnt of thr System are shown in
figure 7.3-(a) where the analog rard i* »hown »• • KUrk IM«. All rxrrpt the PMT
and the trigger connectors* are plared nn a nmlnmr*- flai nUmu Input /Output (I/O)
ronnector. The arrangement of thi* ronnerlor mu !*• «*»n m nRurr 7.3-(b)

7.1.2 Front-End control signal generation

Except for the PMT signals whieh come from the falorimrter, all the input signals in
figure 7.3 are control signals which have to be generated. They have to be brought to

havr Iheit own couia) mini connecton typ« Sealrctro™.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Signal» connecting to an analog card, (b) Input/Output connector
linkmg an analog cartl to the control and DAQ ty$tem.

the I/O connector of the analog cards. The whole ensemble is a relatively sophisticated
System which is described in the following sections.

The generation is performed by several control units, electronic cards built äs NIM5

units. At ZEUS they will be placed in a rrate in the rucksack, 60 meters away from
the calorimeter modules. At the CERN test-beam the erste is placed in the control
hut, also 60 meters away from the module.

From their functionality, the control signals form natural groups. These are gen-
erated by different modules which do however have to interchange some signals. A
description of the modules äs for their external Connectivity is given here. All these
control modules are linked in between them with several coaxial and flat ribbon cables.
They form a whole äs shown in figure 7.4.

Pipeline Controller module

It generates the control signals for the pipalin« chips : READ/VRITE, CLOCK and RESET*.
These leave the unit äs NIM logical levels. The circuit that produces them is a set of
shift registers, flip-flops, counters and gates, all ECL components. It requires several
pieces of Information which it obtains from the neighbouring modules in form of logical
ECL levels. From the rest of the System it obtains :

• the basic Synchronisation clock, 10.4 MB z;

*{<uc)«»r Initiument Modulf
*Thii lignal though gfnetfttrd in ihr pipelinc Controller module, U tiot us*d äs it cati br prodncrd on

the analog card (*** relation 7.1).
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Digital Driver
cards cird

Brnl l, Trl|f*r tfft T* too* f/atm

Figur« 7,4: Control modvlet for ealorimctcr electronicf and interface to the data ac-
quisition tystem and thtir Connectivity.
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• a trigger signal. The usual working state of the front end is that Signals are
continuously being written into the pipelines with 10.4 MHz sampling clock. The
mode is switched from write to read triggered by an event and the intetesting
pipeline samples are passed onto the buffers. This process is initiated by a trigger
signal, which arrives from the GFLTACCEPT signal (see section 4.2.5) in the ZEUS
environment and from the selected particlc trigger described in section 8.1 for the
CERN test stand.

• several signals to synchronize tbe pipelines with the buifer Operation;

• various numbers, in form of binary parallel signals, providing diverse counting
data, e.g. how many cells to read out or how many cells have to be skipped after
a trigger is received to find tbe interesting samples.

Various other signals apart from the 3 pipeline controls are produced. They link this
Controller to the other cards. For example a pipeline BUSY signal or the actual cell
nonber where the analog signal is being stored or retrieved, are required to interface to
the rest of the system.

A further important signal is also generated on this module, the PULSE signal is
produced when a trigger arrives and is synchronized with the 96 na clork. The synchro-
nization can in addition be forced to bappen when a certain cell number is reached. The
final concept at ZEUS includes an additional pulter card to perform this duty.

Buffer Controller module

It produces in the sarae way äs the pipeline Controller, NIM signals for the buffer-
multiplexer chips on the analog cards. These are : READ/BRITE, CLOCK and
IICREHEKT. The RESET for the feedback capacitors at the buffer's Output operational
amplifiers is produced locally on the analog cards with the logical Operation:

RESET = CLOCK • READ (7.1)

and is not handled by the Controller.

It also produces the CORVERT signal, which is channeled to the ADCs and defines
the exact time when the analog output voltages are to be digitized. In a similar way
to the pipeline Controller, some additional signals link this module to the rest of the
control system. Sample count or synchronization signals, including the 96 n.i clock come
from the pipeline Controller. Also Buffer BUSY or Cell nuraber are also generated and
passed on. The iddress of the memory where the samples have to be stored once
digitized, is produced here.

7.1.3 Auxiüary modules for control

IQ addition to the two modules that generate the control signals for the pipelined system,
several others are needed.
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Pipeline test module or Table card

This module do«s not produre any control sign&l but acts äs an Interface to the trigger
and data acquisition system. The Pipeline tett module is used at the CERN test facility
(and other lest Setups), while the final Version of control electronics fot ZEUS will «se
the so-called Tablt card1.

On t bis card, the 96 na clock is generated (internal mode, e.g. at CERN) or received
(external mode, at ZEUS) and regenerated for further distribution to the rest of the
control system.

The Table card provides the interface between the GFLT and the calorimeter control
System. On a 17 pair flat cable it receives from the GFLT the following data [63]:

Pair # Assignment
0
l

2-4
5-6
7-8

9-11
12
13

14-16

reserved
test enable
test trigger type
readout type - system control
readout type - crossing ambiguity
readout type - component dependent
abort nag
accept flag
reserved

The test trigger type is ony valid if the test enable is set while the readout type
and tbe abort flag require the accept flag to be set. The system control bit field is
interpreted a« follows :

value
0
1
2
3

meamng
normal readout
off beain trigger
test trigger
initialization

The Table card is downloaded with tables of data which relate the signals from the
GFLT to information used in the readout control, e.g. from the crossing ambiguity the
table produces and passes to the pipeline Controller tae number of cells to sltip and to
the format card the position of the baseline sample.

Tlw Computer system links to the control electronics by means of this module
through severa] serial channels. Thus informatio» h'ke the number of cells to be readout
(e.g. for test triggers) can control the Operation of the readout system. From the Table
card this data is made available to the pipeline Controller, format and pulser cards,
either in a parallel data form or by further connecting thf serial channels.

TThrs* two units will bf tefened U> in this doeument äs Table card. 1t shonld bt underslood äs
Takle canfin ZEUS and Pipeline feit module »t CERN.
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Serial card

The module placed in the the data acquisition system which communicates with the
Table card is the serial card. It is a VME unit (ßee section 7.2.2) -whieh can be accessed
by the data acquisition system.

Its hardware consists mainly of several FIFO registers into which this "serial" infor-
mation is written, On the reception of a "send" command, the data words in the FIFO
are sent under control of a l MB z clock produced by an on-board quartz crystal. Bits
are sent in a serial way one bit at a time, most significant bit first through a level con-
verter. Both the data and the shifting clock, originally TTL logic levels are transforrned
into ECL-ECL signals and sent on twisted pair cables off from the board.

Eight FIFO channels are available on each serial card. They can be written indi-
vidually and upon the SEND command, if any data is in the FIFO, clock pulses are
produced and the bits are sent. Tbus sets of different lengths may be shipped out. The
8 channels are completely equivalent and can be connected to any pari of the system.
At the CERN test stand, one such card exists and four channels out of the eight are
used. In ZEUS several serial cards will be necessary. The channel numbers given below
are the ones used at CERN. The information pieces are äs follows:

• Channel 2 is connected to the general signal distribution system and is daisy
chained on the right half of the module. The data is carried through the shift
registers of the analog cards (see section 7.1.1). For each analog card, three bytes
are sent:

1. The 7 LSBs8 determine the voltage set by the DAC on the calibratjon sub-
assembly. 0000000 is maximum voltage {5V at DACs' output), 1111111
represents minimum voltage. The voltage is applied to the Charge injectors.
The MSB9 determines (when "0") whether a fraction (2/5) of the DAC's
output voltage should also be directly connected to the pipeline's input to
measure pedestals or gains. This precision voltage is also applied to the input
of the DU integrators to have a calibration of their offset and gain.

2. Any set bit in the first 6 LSBs enables the firing of the charge injectors on the
PMT channels 7 . . . 12. The actual firing is done on the receipt of a PULSE
signal.

3. Ditto, but for PMTs l... 6.

A total number of bytes equal to three times the number of analog cards in the
daisy chain must be written to the FIFO.

• Channel 3 is exactly the same, but connects to the daisy chain on the left side of
the module.

In ZEUS channels 2 and 3 from several serial cards will feed all the daisy chains
of front-end cards in all the modules.

8Least Significant Bit
'Most Significant Bit
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• Channel 4 ronnects directly to the Table card. In the Operation at ZEUS tables
are downloaded. They are deseribed in detail in [63].

For the Operation of the pipeline test module äs used at the CERN test beam,
three bytes are sent via this serial channel :

1. Bit 4 of byte l provides control for the generation of a synchronized Signal
which ran be used äs PULSE. The rest of the byte is not used.

2. The 6 LSBs define the xmmber of cells which have to be counted after the
reception of a trigger before the reading of the pipelines fitarts. This is a
crucial number which reflects how long the trigger System needs to produce
a decision after the signal arrives in the calorimeter pipelines. It is further
explained below.

3. The 3 LSBs detennine the number (inaximum of S) of samples which will
be readout into the buffet and to the ADCs. The 4th bit (if "l") forces the
readout of the DC multiplexer positions of the burTer-multiplexer chips. The
4 MSBs are not used.

The example of beam triggers at CERN will be used to clarify the aim of byte 2
and why it needs to be under Computer control.

A beam particle at the CERN test (see section 8.1) is detected by a coincidence
of signals from scintillation counters on its path. About l na later it hits the
calorimeter and deposits its energy producing scintillatjng light in the Uyers, which
appears after a transit and rise time (e.g. 20ns) äs a ch&rge Signal at the output
of the PMTs. The signal is integrated, shaped and eamples are stored in several
contiguous pipeline cells. After this, the signal returns to zero but the sampling
and storing process continues on the subsequect cells.

The signals from the counters travel on 30 meters long (150ns) coaxial cables
to the hut. There, they are discriminated on a threshold and logically combined
with fast electronics which also needs a few hundreds ofns. Finally a trigger is
produced and it reaches the pipeline test module about l fia after the particle hit
the ralorimeter. At 10.4 M Hz, this corre-sponds to 10 pipeline cells which in the
meantime have been written. The interesting information now has to be readout.
To achieve this, the next 58-10, i.e. 48 cells should be skipped, then the pipeline is
set into read mode, the buflfer set into write mode and äs many clocks äs samples
required are sent. Skipping cells is done by writing into them at 10.4 MHz. As
we have seen the number of cells to skip depends on the trigger timing and is thus
most conveniently set from the Computer.

In ZEUS this number will be suiall (from 0 to 10) because the GFLT decision
takes up the whole length of the pipeline.

• Channel 5 ronnects to the pipeline Controller unit although the cable from the
serial card plugs into the Table card. The purpose of this data is to permit test
triggers so that well defined cells in the pipelines can be readout for example to
determine the individual cell pedestals äs will be shown in section 7.3.2. The input
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triggers are delayed until a certain cell is reached in the count. Four bytes are
sent and they order äs follows:

1. Bits 1-8 allow setting a programmable delay generator and shift in time
the PULSE signal relative to the sampling clock to perform studies like in
figure 6.12 or pulse shape analysis.

2. Not used

3. Bits 1-8 is the number of rotations of the trigger synchronization, i.e. how
many times the whole pipeline must be clocked through before the trigger is
released. This feature is in fact rarely used.

4. Bits 1-6 set the cell number to which the trigger should be synchronized to.
Bit 7 disables this synchronization feature. Bit 8 disables the synchronization
with the number of rotatious. Having both conditions disabled ig the usual
running mode for beam data taking.

• Channel 6 will be additionally used at ZEUS. Bits defining the delay between the
buffer read signals and the convert edges will be needed. Tbeir use is explained
in the next Section. Four bytes are foreseen.

• Channel 7 will also be used at ZEUS to direct the serial information going to the
analog cards on the modules. One byte of serial data is sent to the fanout System
(see section 7.1.4). The 7 LSBs of the byte defme to which calorimeter module
should the serial data for the daisy chain of analog cards (at CERN channels 2
and 3) be sent to. Setting the MSB will activate all the fan outs and the same
serial data will be sent to all the modules of the whole calorimeter. This will
be the usual Operation mode. The individual loading will be only used to test
triggering Scheines.

Table 7.1 shows a summary of the information sent through the serial links.

Format card

Several pieces of information either generated or available at the NIM Controller units of
section 7.1.2 have to be readout into the data acquisition System. They are an integral
part of the data and should arcompany it to the final storage. The following quantities
have to be integrated in the data stream:

1. Cell number where the first readout sample was stored. The following samples are
in consecutive cells. This data serves äs address to the table where the corrertion
constants for the pipelines1 cells gaiiis or pedestals are stored. Note that this
number is conceptually different than the cell number mentioned in the previous
section where it is been set (not read from) on tbe Controllers for calibration
purposes.

2. GFLT Bunch Crvssing Number, is produced by the GFLT box and fed into the
Table card. In ZEUS it identifies the bücket at which the trigger was generated.
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Serial Channel
connected to

Right front-end
daisy chain

Left front-end
daisy chain

PipeKne Controller

Table card
used äs
pipeline

test module

Format card

Fanout system

Byte

1

2

3

1

2

3

1
2
3
4

1

2

3

1
2
3
4

1

bits Function

1-7 DAC value (0=maximum)
8 DC to pipeline (if "0")

1-6 Fire Charge injection PMTs 7-12
7-8 Not used
1-6 Fire Charge injection PMTs 1-6
7-8 Not used

1-7 DAC value (0=majdmum)
8 DC to pipeline (if "0")

1-6 Fire Charge injection PMTs 7-12
7-8 Not used
1-6 Fire Charge injection PMTs 1-6
7-8 Not used

1-8 PULSE delay (units of O.Sna)
1-8 Not used
1-8 Rotation number to synchronize
1-6 Cell number to synchronize
7 Disable cell synchronization
8 Disable rotation synchronization

1-3 Not used
4 Enable sync. Pulse out

5-8 Not used
1-6 Number of teils to skip before read
7-8 Not used
1-3 Number of samples to readout
4 Readout DC values (UNO . . . )

5-8 Not used

1-8 Convert delay FCAL
1-8 Convert delay BCAL
1-8 Convert delay BCAL
1-8 Convert delay spare

1-7 Module addr. for daisy chain data
8 All modules receive serial data

Table 7.1: Seriai data tent on the different ckannelt io control the readout, control and
dittributton itystem. Note that the two channel» connected to the daisy chains have to
be loaded with S bytes timet the number of cardt connected on the chain. For the sertal
data ttifd to load the Tobte card and their meaning »ee (63l-
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This is used to associate the calorimeter Information with the data coming from
other subdetectors.

3. PLT Number, a count number increased for every accepted event. It is generated
by the GFLT and starts with l at the beginning of a new mn.

4. Readout type, produced by the GFLT. It indicates the type of the event e.g. normal
trigger, test trigger ...

5. Cell address, called bits AO ... A6 coming from the buffer Controller. This number
is sent to the RAM memories address pins, where the ADC chips write the encoded
outpul (see section 7.2.1).

At ZEUS all this data is readout through the format card10, another NIM unit sitting
beside the Controllers, and where fiat multiwire cables bring the data from the table,
pipeh'ne and buffer Controller modules. This card synchronizes the data and sends it
multiplexed to anoth« unit plugged in the VME crate of the digital aquisition system,
the "driver" card described below.

The formst card performs another function. The CONVERT signal generated in the
buffer Controller unit, is passed to the format card. 1t has to be further sent onto the
digital system and end up at the "encode" pin of the ADC chips.

Different sections of the calorimeter have different length analog paths to the digital
System, thus the convert Signale must be delayed accordingly. The digital cards grouped
by criteria given in section 7.1.5 digitize sections of the calorimeter. Groups of crates
thus receive different COHVERT signals. Programmable delay generators11 delay the con-
vert Signals by an arnount set digitally, shifting by a few nanoseconds per bit. Four of
these delay generators exist, each one requires l byte. These are downloaded from one
Berial channel on the serial card.

Pulser card

The Pulser card is used at ZEUS to handle the test triggers. It receives serial data
which allows the data acquisition system to modify its response to test triggers. From
the GFLT (through the Table card), when a test trigger is scheduled, it obtains the test
trigger type (3 bits). This is received 2.112mj [64] before the test trigger is actually
issued and allows to prepare for tbe test.

The pulser card will be used to perform charge injection runs or laser runs in the
empty buckets of HERA, so äs to have a good monitoring of the whole readout of the
calorimeter.

At the CERN lest stand o n),v the cell number is readout into the data slreani. The number ean bt
accej&ed at a Hat mulliwire conneetor on the front of the pipeline Controller. 1t is passed äs ECL levels
directly driven from the countei registets. This means the number is cyclirally changing when the data
taklng is running. Only when a trigger occurs and the pipeline readout is initialed, the binary count
remains fiied, At this moment, the pipeline READ/WRITE signal changes statt, from write to read.
An Kuxiliary home made board is used and both the cell count and Ihe pipeline READ/WRITE signal
*tt translated to TTL logic levels and sent to Ihe VHE crate connected to the data acquisition system.

"Type AD-9500.
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Drlver card

The "dritter" card introduced abore provides the way to incorporate all thf auxiliary
data into the VME environmeni11. One of these is plugged iato each crate of the digital
lyttem. Fiat multiwire cables link them to the formal card.

1t incorporates a VME bus slave Interface. The signals coming from the format
card, among them the COOTERT are driven to the bus, through VME's private lines on
connector J2, rows A and C and made avaUable to the digital cards.

On two lines, Information is passed back to the NIM Controllers. The digital system
•eti a BDST line to "l" when too many triggers have arrived and the Information has not
been proressed. BVST is also issued while the startup of the digital system is performed.
It is transmitted back down to the GFLT processot and disables further triggers.

Also an ERROR line is activated if the digital System detects a serious problem during
data processing. This is also passed down to the format card and requests the generation
of an initialize signal from the GFLT. From the GFLT this HIT signal returns to the
digital system via the whole eontrol modules which also get reset.

7.1.4 Control signal distribution

The Signals generated by the Controller system described above have to be brought to the
analog front-end cards. These are placed directly on the hackbeam of the calorimeter
modules.

At ZEUS, the eontrol Signals have to be distributpd to 80 modules grouped in tbree
different families, FCAL, BCAL and RCAL, with sizes ranging from 2 meters to over
4 meters height, and each on* with up to 252 channels of readout. All of them are
equipped however with nearly identical analog cards which require the same eontrol

Two type« of Signals cao he distinguished :

• The so'called fatt signals which carry timing Information on their transition edges
and which have to be distributed to the whole calorimeter with a time difference
not larger than 2 - 3na and be stable in the sub-ns level. The two signals in this
family are the Pip«lin* CLOCK and the PULSE for the eharge injectors.

• The stow signals are not so time sensitive and can be distributed with difTerences
of up to 20na. The rest of the signals belong to this group, namely : Pipalin«
RD/ÜR, Baff «r RD/ÖR, Baffer CLOCK, Hultipl«er IHCREHEHT, MODE of Opera-
tion (i.e. calibration or run mode), Serial Data and S«rial Clock.

"At the CERN t«l (Und a XYCOM XV M E-200 digital I/O modale which ein operatt up to fönt
B bit registerf u digital TTL in put» 01 ontpnt» ii uwd. Among other fcktnres, K can also tead one
«ord (two byle») when a eontrol tignal ha> a tranütion from "l" to "0" ot the other way aronnd. This
function i« uaed in this ease, and the cell number i* latched into a registet on the damit of the pipeline
READ/vVRlTE «ignal. The valne icmaini thete, until Lhe cornpnt» eontrol te&di it ogt and inclnd« it
into the e*enl data.
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of eontrol tignal» to the calorimeter modules.

Different paths are implemented for the fast and for the slow signals. A scheine of the
distribution system is shown in figure 7.5. The distribution paths run äs follows :

1. One set of Controller units produces the signals for tbe whole calorimeter. These
are placed in a NIM crate on a rack in the rucksack of ZEUS. The serial data
and clock come from the serial card(s) from a VME eontrol crate.

2. The number of calorimeter modules to be supplied with signals requires fanouts
to mttltiply the signals. The signals are available four times äs single NIM at the
Output of the Controllers.

For the fast signals a fanout card called thr ACFO exists. 1t features two 1:4
fanouts also conngurable ns a single 1:8 fanout. The inputs are single NIM signals
while the Outputs are sent äs push-pull NIM-RIM Irvels. For euch one of the fast
signals three Outputs from the Controllers connect to thre*- ACFOs for the FCAL,
RCAL and BCAL. From these, a second level of fanout with a total of 20 ACFO11

cards provides one set of signals per ralorimeler module.

For the slow sign&ls three Outputs from the Controllers connect to 3 modules, for

1S6 are rrquired for the 23 FCAL modules, othet 6 for thf 23 RCAL modules while 8 are needed fot
the 32 BCAL module«.
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the FCAL, RCAL and BCAL. The channels from the serial cards are plugged
also into these modales. In these units the Signals are regenerated äs NIM-N1M
levels and are grouped onto a 25-pin D-conneetor which is available four times in
each unit. For the second lerel of fanout a bus system is used. It is implemented
by having the fitst level Outputs connected to a receiving card (ACRC) which is
plugged to a bus where up to 8 drivers cards (ACDR) generate the signals for
8 modules on identical 25-pole D-connectors. The bus is tertninated with a tenni-
nator card( ACTC). Each ACDR generates one set of signals which is connected to
one calorimeter tnodule. Four of these buses are required for each FCAL, RCAL
and BCAL.

The whole fanout System occupies 6 NIM crates and is located in a neighbouring
rack to the Controllers.

3. From the fan outs the signals havejto be carried to each module. The fast signals
are carried differentially (NIM-NIM levels) on a pair of coaxial RG58 cable which
are cut to equal tirning.

Delay cables between the fanouts equalize the different distances to the different
regions, forward, barrel and reu so that all front-end cards handle the s&me event
with the samt timing.

The slow signals are also sent differentially äs NIM-NIM levels, but on twisted
pair flhidded cable, with 25-pole D-type connectors on each side.

4. These cables end on the bottom of the F/RCAL modules and on one side of the
BCAL modules. Here the fast signals are again fanned out on equal length twisted
pair cables; the slow Signals are sent on flat multtpairs. For the fast signals one
aignal per distribution board (see below) is generated. For the slow ones only a
1:2 fanout IG necessary, for right and left on the modules.

5. At the FCAL and RCAL modules, distribution boards connected in daisy chain
bring the slow signals along the backbeam of the modules. The distribution board
is built äs a bus into which 3 analog cards can be plugged. These boards have equal
length connertions to the fast signal fanout on the bottom of the module. Also
the power connections for the front-end enter these distribution boards. There is
one daisy chain for the right and one for the left half.

At the BCAL modules, the signal distribution is a little different since no distri-
bution bus exists. The signals are carried by groups of cables from the side of the
modules to boards fixed onto the backbeam of the modules and here the analog
rards ate plugged.

6. At thf end of the daisy chains, small boards provide for the correct termination
of the signals.

The power supplies providing the ±11 V for the analog electronics are placed 80m
away from ZEUS and distributed to each module. Only DC power is fed to the inside
of tbe iron yoke to avoid 50 Hz noise.
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Flgure 7.6: Mounting of distribution system at an FCAL backbeam.

Figure7.6 shows a vjew of an FCAL or RCAL backbeam1*. All the boards necessary
for signal distribution, plus the analog cards are shown. Also the HV distribution system
is shown. All the analog electronics is grouped at the top and the bottom half of the
modules. This is possible because the packing density on the cards is bigger than the
PMT readout. This allows the delicate CMOS electronics to be kept away from high
radiation areas and thus reduces the dose.

7.1.5 Analog Information path

From the analog cards where charges proportional to the deposited energy are stored,
the information has to be brought to the digital system in the Rucksack.

Each buffer-multiplexer chip on the analog card serves 6 PMTs, The Outputs of the
3 cards on a distribution boards (6 differential signals) are grouped on the bottomof the
modules onto multiple twisted 24-pair cables with 50 pin D-type connectors to cross the
60 meters to the Rucksack. In the Rucksack the cables end on a mixing panel15 where
the individual pairs are arranged acrording to the regions defined by the second level
trigger of the calorimeter (see section 4.8.4). The analog signals are eventtially received

14The signal distribution system used at the CERN lest experiment is similat t« Ihr conrept lo be
used at ZEUS. However, no large fanout system is needed äs we are only rontrolling one modult, Also
the distribution boards have been placed on an electronies beam on lop of the modulp* so äs to have
better aecess to the PMTs.

"At the CERN stand, only thrre ADC catds with two ADC chips on thetn are available. An analog
mnltiplextr switched the three towers, the one where the beam is pointed at and the two at the «des, to
the ADC cards, one ADC chip digitiiing the PMTs of the right side, the other one t hose at the left side
of the towei.The multiple*« is controlled fiora the data aequisition system.
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by differential amplifiers which pass the received voltage difference to the ADC chips.
Each analog cable pair ends on one of the ADC chips.

7.2 Data acquisition

The whole readout of the calorimeter has to proceed with digital analysis and Gtorage.
The analog signals have been sbown to end up at the ADCs. Different stages of the
digital system will be discussed bere.

7.2.1 Digital conversion

The digital conversion of the analog pulse samples is performed in the so-ralled "digital"
card, in contrast to its counterpart, the analog card.

For the ZEUS readout16 the digital cards provide 4 ADCs on one 280 mm x 6U1T

board, one slot wide, complying to the VME Standard. Up to 18 boards will be plugged
into one crate, and several racks filled with these crates located in the rucksack will be
needed to readout the whole ZEUS calorimeter. Figure 7.7 shows the echematic parts
of a digital card and their interconnection. They are described below.

• The differential amplifier» receiving the complementary analog signals have al-
ready been mentioned, They are connected so äs to have a gain of 5.

• The main component in tbe system is the analog to digital convertfr cÄip18, a
device with 12 bit precision, up to l MB z digitizing rate with low power con-
sumption (1.3 W).

This chip uses a two pass technique to perform the conversion. An on-chip in-
tegrated sample and hold ampUner holds the input signal for the time needed to
complete the conversion. The input voltage is first measured with 7 bit precision
by a flash Converter and latched into a register. These bits provide the input to a
fast digital to analog converter, the Output of which is compared by a differential
amplifier to tbe analog input. This difference is ronverted again by the flash con-
verter, yielding the least significant bits. These bits are also latched and a digital
correction logic combines the two 7 bits results into a 12 bit word.

Thf entire process needs about 650ns, after which the sample and hold circuit is
sei into "track" mode following the input with füll accuracy after 180na. 170na
are needed to start the conversion and cover all the internal delays. Externally

"The digital eards used «t CERN a« of adiflerent type l h an Ihe ones used dt ZEUS, actnally they
an a fint ptolotype in Ihe development towatds Ihe final design and opeiale l MHi conversion rate,
implementing digital «gnal proceuing and on board memory, all und« VME control. Their functionality
ii quitv general ai reqaitements were not yet determitied in det&il at the time of development.

17One Untt of rack tpace i« eqnal to 44.45mm.
"type DATEL ADS-112, 0 to 10 Volts lange, 24 pin hybrid component, packed in a ceratnie dual in

line CM*.
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Figure 7.7: Scheme oj a "digital" card.

seen, the convert pulses can be applied every 1000 na, making out of this device a
füll l MHz ADC converter.

The digital output of each converter is written into a dual ported, 12 bit wide, 2k
deep RAM.

The address where the digitized data is written is generated in the buffer Controller
card (see section 7.1.2) and arrives at the address pins of this RAM bank. In fact
only the lower 7 bits19 (AO-A6) giving the address wjthin onp event are produred
in this way. The next event is written into the next "page" by changing the upper
4 address bits. A maximum of 16 events fit in this meraory.

Using RAM chips instead of FIFO registers which would not require addressing
information leaves some flexibib'ty in the system e.g. for aborting an event while
it is being digitized (with the calorimeler fast clear system, see section 4.8.3).

A fast FIFO receives on private lines of the VME backplane the information
needed to process the event, e.g. the trigger immber or the pipelioe rell number
where the first sample was stored, which get in this way inrorporated into the
digital data stream. A BDST signal is generated if this FIFO gets filled. This can
be due to too many GFLT ACCEPT signals or too slow proressing of the information
on the calorimeter SLT system.

''Note t ha t an ADC has to converl a maximum of 108 (6 PMTs x 2 gain langes x B samples + 12
DC values) samples per event which ean be eovered by 7 bits.
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• An additional 32k deep 24 bit wid« RAM also eodsts on each catd. The pri-
mary «im of this memory is to keep the calibration constants for the pipeh'ne and
bufTer-multiplexet chips (see section 6.3.3 and 6.3.4). Programs to perform these
corrections äs well äs those needed to apply the charge and time reconstruction
algorithms are also Etored there. Details of how this happens will be discussed in
section 7.4.1.

• The heart and intelligence of the digital card reside in a Digital Signal Proceuor
(DSP) of the type Motorola DSP56001, a one chip special purpose microprocessor
specially suited to perform digital operations on data in a parallel way. It is a
24 bit wide processor with a 100 ns instruction cycle. It includes 512 words of
on-chip memory to keep programs and intermediate variables.

• A local %4 &'* «"'«k &ua connects the input RAM, the input FIFO, the output
FIFO and the storage RAM to the DSP. In the typical procedure the DSP :

a) fetches the digitieed data from the input RAM,

b) reads the FIFO to detennine the pipeline cell number of the first sample,

c) reads the data RAM to get the correspooding calibration constants and

d) performs the operations given by the program residing (at least partly) on
its on-chip RAM.

The following results are produced :

- Charge and time of deposited energy for the individual channels. This needs
a previous decision whether to use the high and/or the low gain ränge based
on the recognition of Saturation.

— Corrected or raw samples for off-line analysis, if required or if the DSP decides
the reconstruction JE dubious.

- Right/Left, EMC/HAC energy sums for SLT processing.

- Data quality control information like checks for pile-up.

- Control information like trigger number, cell number ...

• These results are written on a further dual-ported RAM memory conuected to the
internal bus. From here they can be accessed via the VME bus by the Controller
in the träte. In this case it is a 32 bit wide 4K deep RAM which is accessed äs a
combination of a 24 bit aiid an 8 bit registers when written from the DSP, and äs
32 bit registers when seen from the VME bus.

• The results corresponding to one event are grouped into a so-called page, tlie index
number of which is written at the end of the calculations on an output FIFO, also
acressed through the VME bus by the crate Controller.

• Additional control and initialization ngifters complete the components on the
digital card.
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The digital cards represent distributed intelligence on the readout system. With
one digital card serving 24 PMT, more than 500 DSPs give to the ZEUS calorimeter
~ 5000 MIPSSO processing power at the lower levels of the readout chain. Calibration
runs, detector performance checks and data reduction calculations are available for
sophistif ated triggering.

Thanks to their programm&bility the system remains flexible, allowing for quick
response to changing running conditions äs well äs füll control for debugging phases.

7.2.2 VME control and readout

The digital cards and other modules äs mentioned are connected onto a VME bus. A
way has to be provided to control these units and send their Information to higher levels
in the chain.

VME is a Standard [59| for a bus providing connection between different modules
within a crate, with well denned protocols. Typirally a VME crate is controlled by
a processor of the Motorola 68000 family which acts äs the crate "master", steering
the other modules in the crate, usually "slaves" by writing into some of their control
registers and getting information out of tbem by reading from their memory banks or
registers'1. The VME Standard does not provide however directives to connect several
crates.

For the readout of the ZEUS calorimeter a novel solution has been adopted. The
crate control is performed by a (nanaptifer" [65] which allows easy intercommunication
to other transputers placed in other crates. The communication is achieved through
serial channels, called linkt33 of which each transputer has four.

The transputers and their connections form a tree network so that the readout data
can be passed on for storage. The decision to use transputers for the readout was
conditioned by the fact that the network for the calorimeter SLT is implemented with
transputers [21,66,38]. The SLT starts by reading out the energy information from the
digital c&rds so a simple solution was to let the transputers perform the rest of the
readout and pass on the data.

The transputers are placed in the "2TP" modules [67], a special development of
NIKHEF for the ZEUS calorimeter. The 2TP modules contain a VME Interface, two
(thus 2TP) T800 transputers (X and Y), 4MB of local RAM each and Q.5MB of
triple ported RAM which can be accessed by both transputers and from the VME bus.

IOMega Inst ruf tions per Second
11 All the interfaces, eleetrical, mechanical, Software . . . , between masters and slaves, are well defined

pari s of the VME Standard.
S1A transputer is a 32 bit inicroproressoi chip of the RISC (Redured Instruktion Set Computer) type.

These proressors Mecute onlv simple instrnrtions, bul this in a very fast way äs opposed to usual
mietoprocessors which can rarty out sophistitated instiuctions with very flexible ad dt essin g rapabllities,
bot n«ed a level of intermediate drcoding called microcode from where the h\rdwaie can eiecute the
operations. Their performance is compatable to the most recenl processors of the 68000 family (e.g-
68030).

'"The links are DMA channels which rtceive/send dala in serial form. They achieve speeds of
l M Byte/t.
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Figure 7.8: Scheme of a "tTP", two trantputer VME module.

Figure 7.8 thowi a scheine of such a unit. The 2TP board is plugged in äs crate master
in the digital catds' ctates. The digital cards call for readout when they are finished
with processing an event.

When a digital card is finished with the processing it drives a line in the 32 VME
connector to "l". As soon äs all the cards are finished the last digital card" in the crate
provokes an Interrupt on the VME bus and the transputer of the SLT network reads
the calcul&ted en«gy sums (66]. Then the trigger process operates and if the event
is accepted, the complete event is readout by the other transputer and passed to the
readout network.

VME control and readout for the CERN test beam

The readout used at the CERN modulc calibration experiment is less sophisticated.
However it was decided that this calibration experiment should also be the field

test of soroe of the components which were foreseen for ZEUS. A first version of the
2TP board in a small preproduction series in a 2 slot wide version had been produced
and these have been successfully used in tbe test beam. This 2TP board performs the
readout of the ADCs and crate control |68|. It also rradi the reit of the modules in the
VME crate".

The2TP board is connertrd 1 lirnn*h nur link «>ftThn*pntrT X to themain data taking
Computer, a DEC Micro Vax 350(1. Theothet tr»n»p""i V. in a paialM proreM handlrs
the trigger, perfomis the attual VME bti« TruHiuf <if lli*- A 00« «nH olhrr modules and
monitors the hardware. 1t passes lltp evenl» with * r et tun t<unVntt|[ In ihr X transpuler

*4This fuiKlion on Ihr "lait'card i* «tlu»!!» krhirvrd b* htrdvtrr jamprr« to thftt &11 l h* cards air
eoBittnclivHy idrntifKl

"The** »rf : A XVME-JOO (rtplMcrnrnl Tot ihr dt i »r t r«rd). Krftttu-hUffa? VME E/A (to control tht
LED light inj«tion iyil«m), t h* CES-8210 VME lo CAMAC int*rfart (to tcad out thf CAMAC crktes
tnto the main data itteam) and Ihr Trigger boi (a homr tnadr modale to interface to th« fut trigger

and which alio piovides tone facilitiet fot the in put and Output of signals).
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which before sending the data on the link packe several events together building the so-
called superevents and formats them in ZEBRA16 banks.

The fact that an event has occurred and converted data is available at the ADC
board's RAM is communicated to the 2TP board also via an Interrupt line of the
VME bus. This Interrupt is however generated not by the ADC cards themselves like
at ZEUS, but by another module residingin the VME crate, the trigger box unit. This
unit receives the sjgnal produced by the fast electronics. After some delay, the readout
task performs the readout of the ADC's RAM via the VME bus.

All these tasks are running on the transputers in a parallel w&y, a mode for which
these processors are specially suited. Each process is activated by external events (like
an incoming trigger, or a 'data send' command from the Vax) or by an infernal schedulei
which distributes the processing power of the central unit.

7.3 Calibration methods

In the preceediog sections we have disrus&ed all the parts needed to readout the calorime-
ter, both at the CERN test stand and at ZEUS. Concepts and imptementations in
hard- and Software have been sbown.

With the tools available, the calibration of the calorimeter modules bas to be per-
formed at CERN with well identified particles, so tbat later on at ZEUS, particles of
unknown cbar&cteristics can be correctly recognised and measured.

Prior to the calibration of the calorimeter modules themselves, a calibration of the
readout electronics has to be performed, This is mandatory for two reasons,

1. uncalibrated or insufficiently adjusted electronics will ruin the performance of the
best constructed module;

2. all the modules have been calibrated with the same set of electronics and they will
be equipped at ZEUS with other cards.

In this section a detailed description will be given of the method used to calibrate the
electronics.

7.3.1 What to calibrate ?

There are quite a few parameters given by the electronics which enter in the response
of the calorimeter which have to be considered.

1. The gain of a PMT is a function of the voltage on the cathode and its dynodes.
The relation between the voltage V and the gain G is described by :

"ZEBRA i» bank formet and I/O package used in expetimrntkl high enetgy phyiirs developed at
CERN b» DD.
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Two constantB are needed, tke factor B and the exponent C of the logarithmic
relation. These quantities are measured on a separate measuring stand prior
to the mountmg on the modules1'. Other quantities like dark current are also
systematically measured äs acceptanre criteria foi the FMTs.

2. The PMT signal is shaped. The components making up the shapers are 1%
components. A gain and possibly & thape calibrations for each scale ränge are
needed. The shaper is very linear and its gain is given by one numbet, however
if needed, a second degree correction will cover the nonlinearity of the PMT and
shaper «et. The shape is in a simplified way described by two numbets, the slopes
of the rising and falling edges.

3. The sampl«s of the shaped pulse are kept in the analog pipeline. Here they are
subject to pedestal and gain distortions äs function of the cells where the samples
tat stored. These two quantities have to be calibrated out for each reit of both
gain channels. It has been shown that the nonlinearity of the analog pipeline is
such that two quantities, gain and offset are sufficient to describe the behaviour
of each cell over the whole ränge used.

4. After a FLT trigger decision, the selected samples are transferred to the analog
storage cells on the buffer-multiplexer chip. The voltages are again affected by
different yains and offsett of tke büffer cells.

5. From the buffer, the samples are multiplexed out to the ADCs. They are sent
differentially over 60 meters of cable, driven by the cable driver subcircuit. The
gain of the driver t, cables and ADCs can be combined to one number, which
converts digitized ADC counts to volts on the buffer cells. The voltage is measured
relativ» to a baseline value, obtained by digitizing the ground through one of the
DC multiplexer channels.

6. The long cables cause, due to unavoidable capacitive load, long settling times
thus some voltage from large samples can affeft the following ones. This can be
considered äs a aample-to-sampte crosstatk which should be corrected. 1t affects
also DC measurements like DU noise current«. The effect is certainly very small
thanks to the implemented readout order.

7. The current generated by the uranium radmurimtT i« nirasnr«! a» a voltage over a
high precision (0.1%) resislor with an opetatimial amplin>r ronnerted äs n current
1(> voltage Converter. However differrnt rlmniirl* ran Imvr differrnt «ffffls due to
different operational amplifiers or ground romi^finmv

All these quantities affect the signal readout from the calorimeter and have to be mea-
sured in order to cancel them out of the real signals.

JTThf paramfler* can a)*> bt deteimined ontr th* phototubei ate mounted on the modules, by m«a-
•uring thf DU cnnent »«. diffewnt s^ttings of the HV.
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7.3.2 Calibration scheine

The tools discussed in seetion 7.1.1 can be used for the determination of the quantities
above mentioned.

ADC scale calibration

The precision voltage genwated on the analog card is connected to one of the DC inputs
at both buffer-multiplexer chips of each analog card. Also the electrical ground on the
card is connected at another one of the DC inputs. When the DC multiplexer positions
are readout, the difference in ADC counts" is defined to be equal to the precision voltage
(2.0 V at the CERN cards, 1.67 V at ZEUS). The constant k giving the conversion scale

V„

Pedestal calibration

The determination of the pedestals and gains of the different cells of the pipeline and
analog buffer is more complicated. It is not. possible to measure the signals directly at
the Output of the pipelines äs the samples have to pass the buffers. The tool availablefor
measuring pedestals and gains is the DC voltage from the DAC which can be connected
to the inputs of the pipelines.

In fact what we measure is a combination of the pedest&ls and gains of the cells in
the pipeline and in the buffer. There is such a combination for every pair of pipeline
and buffer cells. Connecting a voltage V^pu, to the pipeline input and storing it in cell
i of the pipeline and cell j of the buffer yields at the output a voltage V^(p„, :

Vl}'outpul V • rb -4- Vb*i c ' * (7.2)

with cf the gain of pipeline cell i, c^ the gain of buffer ceU j, V? the pedestal of pipeline
cell i and V* the pedestal of buffer cell j.

For any combination of i (l ... 58) and j (l — 8) two correction constants (a slope
and an offset) would be produced resulting in a total of 58 x 8 x 2 numbers, in fact twice
that number for every PMT channel are needed because each one has a high and a low
gain pipeline.

This number however can be rfduced äs the gains of the buffer cells are all very
similar19 (at tlie 0.257( level). Thus equation 7.2 simplifies to

Now for V,npu, — 0 V, we measure at the output the sum of the pedestals cb • V? and V/".

"From now on, quantities dcsigned with V will b* tne&nt to represrnl voltages, while qnantitiw, with
A stand foi the Toltages converted into ADC counts.

3SWe will sappose the buffer gains to be one, however thU does not ) esse n generality.
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This simplification30 allowB us to separate the 58 x 8 numbers into 58 and 8 which
we störe. We readout sets of eight teils, each time starting at a further pipeline cell
(l ... 8, 2 ... 9, . . . , 58 . . . 7). We measure a set of 58 - 8 offset values which we can
split into 58 + 8 + l äs follows. If we call h,-j the measured value for zero volts input
through pipeline cell t and bufler cell j, we can refei all the h;j to e.g. hn and störe
only the following quantjties :

«T = ki ~h„ ( i= 1...58)

*• = Aij-hn (j = l.-.8)

which amount" to 67 instead of 464.

Now for any pipeline and buffer cell combiaation we can recover

and thus correct V«,,,** to get

Gain calibration

The «ame scheine can he used for the gains. This time an input voltage of -2V is
applied at the input to the pipelines.

We divide the output, corrected for the pedestals, by the input we apply, this yields
the linear gain vtdues. The patnjj we measure äs hefore in groups of 8, each time starting
at one further pipeline cell. Of course all tbe measurements are perfonned relative to
ground ;

h-3 V input i 0 V input
~ "i

Note that the voltage we are applying to the pipelines' inputs is simultaneously
measured through one of the DC multiplexer channels j4rl/n.en« a5 is the voltage of the
card's ground.

As above we keep the quantities relative to cell combination 1,1 :

ff° = Sn

i =
and from here we reconstruct each

'°The enot w* make is O(Q.lmV).
"Per definition if and (J = 0 to in fact only 65 not 67 is the nnmbrr of constants.
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To correct a measured sample, we must know its ordering position in the readout,
this determines the bufFer cell j where it came from, and we must also know the pipeline
cell t where it was first stored (see section 7.1.3).

The measured sample is corrected by :

, M i''™«.u«d - (*°+*r+*t)i • s°

for which only two tables of 1+58+8 numbers are necessary.

Shaper gain caltbration

To calibrate the shapers we inject a known amount of charge at their input and measure
it at the output by reconstructing it from the samples.

The amount of charge injected is the product of the capacitor in the charge injector
times the voltage set from the DAC. The capacitance is 22 pF and the maximum voltage
is 5V, so some HOpC can be injected. This is approximately equivalent to the energy
deposit of 20 f?eV electrons. This saturates the high gain channel of the electronics, but
is only — 1/20 of the maximum signal in the low gain channel. This does not provide a
precise calibration of the low gain channel. The laser injection System is used for this
äs will be shown in section 7.3.5.

In fact we perform this charge injection at two or more DAC values. The ampb'tude
calibration for the shapers is obtained from the ratio of differences of measure to injected
charge. This takes care for offset prohlems by the injection31. The two values of charge
injected are, of course, at both ends of the scale.

For shaper channel i, the calibration for the amplitude is :

o, =
.tnjerttd J njectcJ i

O1Ti r r c nttr ucted s C recon*frucfeJ i

which simultaneously serves äs a way to set an absolute charge scale to the measured
(or reconstructed) values. The way to calculate Q„eonitntttt from the k is explained in
section 7.4.1.

The Qinjtetfdi is determined by measuring the DAC reference voltage ATl]fTtnct DAC-
We calculate

= ((Artftrtnfl counts]
ADC counts

]).22jPF]

•which is common to channels l to 6 (one value) and 7 to 12 (a second valuf ) because
the ATfftrrnetDAC K only measured twice per analog card.

One could also apply a more sophisticated method where several values of charge
are fitted with for example a polynomial, this would take care for non linearities at the
shaper (or the charge injector) but it has been shown not to be necessary.

"Setting 0 Volts on the DAC still inject s some chug? into th* shap«, at Irast the feedthrough of the
ttiggei pulse produces a non-ieto signa).
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Stmpling
Clock

Figure 7.0: Mtihod to metuure the tlopes of a tkaped pulse.

Shaper slope calibration

If we want to detennine the slopes of the pulse to describe the shape, at least two points
ha« to be measured on each side.

As explained in section 7.1.2, we use a signal synchronized with the sampliag CLDCK
to trigger the injectors, this guarantees fixed points on the iuput pulses. By delaying
this PULSE signal relative to the clock which generated it, we can find a timing such
that the samples have approximately equal height on the two sides of the peak (see
figure 7.9-(a}).

By incrementing or decrementing this delay by a kuown small quantity (e.g. 5ns),
we will get samples at position (b) on the pulse and we can easily calculate the corre-
Bponding slopes which we usually normative to the charge of the injected pulse :

1 - V1'j _'t

v,a - v;1
h 'i

(7.3}

(7.4)

The runs are performed only for a fixed set of cells, applying the pedestals and gains
corrections makes the measurements independent of the position in the pipeline.

Integrator offset calibration

To determine the offset of the current integrating circuit /[%"'• fae HV of the PMTs is
turned down (to 400 V) so that their gain is reduced by several orders of magnitude aiid
Standard UNO measurement is taken reading out the DC positions of the multiplexers.

This amount of current is subtr&cted from the normal UNO current measurements :
l'mtaiurtJ

-..-l 'l'NO rnif,rl
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Cable pileup calibration

The amount of cable pileup can be determined by looking at the change of the ground
levels when varying the preceeding voltage in time on the cable. This is implemented in
an already hardwired fashion on the card äs the ground voltage is connected not to one,
but to two DC inputs of each buffer-multiplejcer chip. The first one is almost constant
since it comes directly in time after the last sample of the last buffer channel, which can
be set to zero. The second ground coraes directly after the DC input which is connected
to the DAC reference voltage on the card, which can be varied from 0 to -2V r and the
variations induced on the accoropanying ground measurement show the pileup. A linear
relation is assumed and the pileup constant / results :

' A„]trin„ - Alround

and a sample "i" is corrected for cable pileup from the previous one by :

7.3.3 Implementation of the calibration

To measure. all the quantities described in the previous section, several runs of data
taking have to be petfonned. They require difFerent settings for the electronics which
are commented below. All the serial data settings can be found in table 7.1.

• Both the fc and the / constants are easily obtained when a measurement of the
DC multiplexer inputs is performed.

Note that the control electronics does not allow the readout of DC multiplexer
channels without previously reading the buffer channels. The contrary is possible,
but for example at CERN always a complete reading is performed. On a run type
called UNO, the buffers' data is ignored, and ouly the DC multiplexer positions
are written in the data stream.

In order to be able to tead these DC positions, bit four of the third byte at the
serial channel connected to the Table card has to be set to "l" and downloaded
on the Controller.

• To obtain the fe,j measurements to determine the pedestals, the voltage input to
the pipeline should be zero. We do this in a Pedeslaj run. Here, the serial channels
connected to the daisy chain have to have the first byte set to 11111110 (DAC
equal to minimuni and DC connected to pipelines). Then we repeat measurement s
varying the readout starting cell of the pipeline to have different combinations of
8 cells. This we achieve by iterating on bits l to 6 of byte 4 of the serial channel
leading to the pipeline Controller. «

• The same procedure is done in a GaJn run to obtain the (?OITJ,J where we now
change the serial data to a high value of the DAC (e.g. 00000000) and measure
again iterating through the cells.
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• The meMurement of the shapers gain is performed in a Charge injection run. Here
we trigger the charge injectors on the shaper hybrids to inject an amount of charge
whicb ein be set with the DAC. Through the serial links we load :

1. to the daisy chain : xxllllll, xxllllll to fite the 12injectots and xxxxxxxl
DAC value to the injeetors

2. to the Table card : xxxxlxxx to allow a Bynrhronized pulse to come out.

3. the usual additional data tike number of samples, enable cell synchronization,
which one ...

This produces charge. injection befoie the shapers. We repeat this for two DAC
settings at different scale ends.

• The Shpes is a two fold run, the first injects au amount of charge at the middle of
the scale and measures points on th« pulse with nominal delay äs in figure 7.9-(a).
The second run introduces a delay and measures points äs shown in figure 7.9-(b).

The serial data needed for this is the same äs fot a charge injection run, only the
DAC value is set to typically the middle of tbe scale 0111111.

The delay is introduced under Computer control. At ZEUS, the pulter module
(see section 7.1.2) performs this function33.

• A VNO400 run is taken to measure the offset for the integrated current by setting
the voltage at the PMTs to 400V, this means no light is seen from the uranium
radioactivity. It is equivalent to a normal UNO run.

Other calibratioi» and checks

Some additional checks are performed though no calibration constants are generated.

A PC non-Jioearijy run is meant to check the linearity of the readout system from
the pipelines input onwards. We take a ftxed set of rells and cycle through several DAC
settings, measuring at each one the output samples when a DC voltage from the DAC is
given äs input to the pipelines. After correcting for pedestals and gains, the measured
points give a measurement of the non-linearity of the system. The Implementation of
the runs is identical to a pedestal or gain run, only the DAC byte is changed from
tninimum to maximum in several steps, taking a data run at each one.

Also a Pulse non-Jinean'fy run is performed. It consists of a set of charge injection
runs at different charge settings. After all the corrections, this data will show the
non-linearity in the system following the PMT output.

A second sort of File up run is also taken in addition to measuring the Variation of
the ground voltage äs a function of a varying reference voltage. The idea is to use the
pipeline cells to measure tbe cable pileup. An explanation follows.

"AI CERN thf PULSE tignal rans Ihiough » modnlf whew its p»th can b* gwitchcd tkrongh »n
«lernst cablf of known length. Th* switching is implem*nt*d with onf of thf «nable bin (rom the
triggrr box.
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Run type

DC-TJNO
Pedestal

Gain
Slope

Charge injection
DC non-hnearity

Pulse non-linearity
Pileup

UNO pedestal
Random triggers

#of
runs

2
58
58
2
2
10
10
2
1
1

# consts.
per PMT

2/6
117
117

2
1

1

calibrates

fc ADC counts to volts, / cable pileup
6°, if, i; for high and low gain
9°) fffi ff? f°r high and low gain

$up' s*aum slopes of the high gain shaper
di gain of high gain shapers

Non-linearity from pipeline to ADC
Non-linearity from shaper to ADC
Cable pileup with pipeline samples

Jpjvo'i PMT offset «•"«ent with HV down
Check if all corrections are OK.

Should yield Energy = 0

Tabl* 7.2: Electronics calibration runs.

A large charge injection pulse is generated äs in a pulse non-line&rity run. This gives
two big samples on tbe edges of the pulse plus some smaüer ones following them. lu
the usual charge injection run the number of cells skipped would be such that these two
values fall e.g. on the third and fourth samples.

Instead if we load on the Table card a number of cells to skip smaller by 6 than
the usual one, we will ohtain 7 samples on the baseline and the last one will be the big
sample on the rising edge of the pulse. The next voltage which is multiplexed on the
cable is the first sample of the contiguous buffer channel and due to the Connectivity of
the system it will be the low gain path of that same channel, and the 7 first samples will
be also baseline. Looking at the vari&tion of this first sample of the low gain channel
when the pulse is fired or not also gives us Information on the cable pileup.

A last check performed is the Randoro irigger run. In this case triggers are produced
when no Signal comes in the system. If all the corrections are properly performed, the
result seen should be zero on every channel.

As a summary table 7.2 shows the runs taken and the information they yield.

7.3.4 Electronics and calibration monitoring

The electronic readout of the ralorimeter modules at ZEUS or even of one module at
the CERN test stand, is a complicated ensemble. A lot of equipment, hardware and
Software has to work reliably over long periods of time.

Some monitoring has to be performed to insure proper Operation. Also some sys-
tematics in identification of misfunctioning has been developed.

A successful complete electronics calibration guaiantees the functioning of the elec-
tronics. Some checks on the calibration results are performed :

Pedestal values must fit into high-low limits {±50mV).
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• Gain values cannot diverge from one by mote than one percent (0.99 < ji < 1.01,
0.9 < ffo < 1.1).

• Pedestal and gain measurements must have the rms of their disttibutions below a
certain level (nns at each rell < l mV).

• The non-linearity, both DC and pulse, of the System has to be below a limit (1%).

• The pulse slopes must fall m a predenned ränge.

• The offset rurrents on the Integrators have to be below a limit ( < 5 n A) and
below a noise level (< ZnA rms).

Th« whole procedure is however too complicated and time consuming to be performed
very frequently. The constants produced are stähle enough (see e.g. section 6.3.3 or
section 6.3.4) so that recalibration is only necessary for longer time periods34.

A monitoring eoncept is however provided by the following rnns :

• The randoro trigger runs control if the calibration constants still correct for the
distortioB of the signals by the electronics.

• The charge injectioa runs monitor the whole chain up to the PMT. This is a
integral test and if the data is äs expected, a proper functioning of the chain
•hapers, pipelines, buffers, up to the ADCs can be validated.

• The UNO runs monitor the functioning of the PMTs and their gain. A correct
Signal from the uranium radioactivity prartically assures a proper functioning of
the PMTs.

• The Laser runs (see next section).

These monitoring runs have been taken at CERN every 8 hours and will be used at
ZEUS. They allow on-line monitoring of the performance of the system and control if
any part fails. Data is also available for off-line analysis for stability studies.

7.3.5 Additional calibration methods

The proper functioning of the readout electronics is a necessary condition to have a
working ralorimeter. However the contrary is not the case. To make sure that the
calorimetric data is understood, two additional calibration Systems have been built into
the calorimeter modules :

• A i-SouTce calibration system checks the performance of the calorimeter modules
in a quasi-DC way.

"At CERN fot example the« meksorcmmts bnd check» %rt performed at ihr brginning of the run
p* »i öd wh*n t\\t m öd u) t to be calibrated U inttdled.
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Figur« 7.10:
1691.

The tubft for f-tourr.e calibration can be »een between the EMC WLS

The 7's irradiate the scintillator tiles which are neighbouring to the source and
produce a Signal on top of the DU-radioartivity. Reading this out with the elec-
tronics äs a usual DU measurement and correlating it with the source position,
gives Information about construction problems in the calorimeter modules e.g.
misplaced or darkened scintillator tiles or WLS bars. These checks are performed
before the modules are inst&lled at ZEUS.

The 7-source calibration system will also provide Information on aging or radiation
damage of the whole optical system in the modules during the Operation at HERA.

*°Co sources of 1.5mm diameter and a strength of 1.6mCi can be inserted and
moved along the sides of the modules. Brass tubes are set in between WLS bars äs
shown in figure 7.10 so that the point-h'ke sources ran be moved with a Computer
controlled stepper motor from tbe top of the modules (the side in BCAL) and
after a bend, along each WLS, and thus across the scintillator layers.

* A lighi flaahcr calibration system is also in-built into the calorimeter modules.
The following properties of the readout chain can be readout and monitored :

- PMT gain stability both on a short and long term basis;

- Linearity of the PMT's over the whole energy ränge;

- Check (linearity, timing) of the rcadout electroiiics over the whole dynamir
ränge. Specially important here is the check of the low gain electronics chan-
nel.

The scheme of th? Hght flasher System is slmwn in ÜRurf1 T.11. The lighi is gener-
ated by a Nj laser and after being converted to the wavelength of the scintillator
it is injected through a distribution network of optiral fibers into the WLS necks
near the PMTs.

The distribution splits the laser light onto fibers which enter each module and
from here it is distributed further to a fiber system running along the backbeam
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seeond distribution tloge
(oft colorimtler module)

Itril dutribution »löge
(in rucksock)

Figure T.11: Sehern« o/ the ligkt flathcr calibration lystem /18j.

of the modules. The amount of Ught injected can be set with filtere of different
transmission values so that the whole dynamic ränge of tbe calorimeter can be
scanned.

In addition at the entrance of the module35 distribution system, h'ght can also be
produced with an LED-systemM in a DC or pulsed way which represents a fallback
solution to the laser light and serves to measure the dependance of the PMT gain
äs function of the its anöde current.

7.4 Data reconstruction

The whole electronics and data taking process has only one aim, we want to know how
much energy was deposited when and wh«re in the calorimeter, and if possible by what
kind of particles.

The voltage samples on a signal dtrived from the PMTs1 Output, with additional
Information like an intrgrated noise current arc the only Information linkc-d to the
deposited energy we receive. Many calibration constants have to be applied on this raw
data. Data reconstruction is therefore a major part of the whole measurement.

Note that the following reconstruction result in a charge produced by the PMTs.
However th« absolut« energy calibration, i.e. the link between ADC scale and deposited
GeV can only be provided by a beam calibration äs shown in the next chapter. In that
sense the reconstructed pC are an intermediate unit.

It is also vital that the data reconstruction is performed in & proper way because
the system is conceived such that data reduction can be achieved at the lower levels
of the readout chain. This means th&t at some point in time when conndenre exist
that the reconstruction is peribrming properly no more the raw samples but only the
reconstructed quantities will be recorded.

7.4.1 Charge reconstruction

As discussed in section 4.6.1, the current signal from the anöde of the photomultipliers
is shaped and sampled at nxed intervals. The charge carried by tbe original PMT pulse
has to be recovered or reconstructed from the voltage samples.

The reconstruction algorithms will be explained on the band of test measurements
with charge injected (•- 55pC) by the on-board charge injector into the shaping-
sampling electronics.

The result of the shaping for a 6-furtion input pulse can be desrribed by

(7.5)= c

with N =3, the number of stages minus one and r, the time const&nt of the RC networks.
This function has its peak at * = NT. The value of r (set to 33na) is chosen such that

"for FCAL and RCAL module* only
"Light Emitting Diode
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Figure T.12: Dittrit>ution of samplet at the peak of the thaped tignal. The tcale shown
is in ADC countg (l ADC eount ~ Q.SmV) and the value corretponds to — 55pC. The
rm$ of the meamrement is equivalent to 0.034pC and represents a noise of 0.06% \n
the reconttructed Charge.

for the sampling frequeney used (96 n«), two samples fall on both sides of the pulse peak
and the preceeding one on the baseline before the rising starts.

Note that measuring V^ at any t, gires a value proportional to <?, i.e. proportional
to the energy deposit. We can set for example the sampung clock to take a sample
at the peak of the sigual. A histogram for measured heights at the peak is shown in
figure 7.12.

We can also choose to sample on one side of the peak. This can be seen in figure 7.13.
The noise increases more than a factor of three because any jitter in the sampling induces
a Variation of the sampled voltage.

As we have several samples on the pulse, each of thejn proportional to the charge
we want to reconstruet, a linear combination of two or more of them will conserve the
proportionality. We make therefore a linear combination of two samples on both edges
in such a way that the amount of jitter compensates. The linear combination is inversely
related to the slopes on both sides »^ and

(7.6)Q ex —h, +

calling h] and h, the samples on the rising and falling edges subtracted from the baseline
measurement.

If it is assured that the time between two successive samples is kept constant37, the
jitter induced error in the amplitude's measurement will go in one direction on one side

With. the analog pipeline conitrncted äs hts been shown in wction 6.S.7, this fact is guaranteed np
to rfTecti sntaller than 0.25 n* eqninlent to lest than 0,2% «rot in the ieconEtmct«d Charge.
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while it goes in the other for the second side.

Figure 7.14 shows a distribution obtained with measurements of samples on both
sides and operated with equation 7.6.

It can also be shown that the addition of a further term to equation 7.6 including
another sample divided by the pulse's slopes there, does not add precision to the mea-
surement, on the contrary, the rms of the quantity thus calculated increases to 0.038pC
or 0.07%, even more than when using only one sample on the peak38.

The samples in equation 7.6 are measured from the baseline of the pulse. For this
at least one sample has to be taten before the pulse actually starts. By subtracting
the baseline value we are in fact eliminating low-frequency noise which results in a
coherent shift of the baseline and the samples on the pulse. We estimate39 the band-
pass frequency at ~ l kHz.

The principle of equation 7.6 is very simple and very efficient for charge reconstruc-
tion but assumes a triangulär pulse shape which is quite valid if the sampling points lie
not very far from the nominal timing. However äs the sampling time varies, the shape
enters curved zones and equation 7.6 delivers for the same pulse (i.e. same integrated
charge) a different quantity. This deviation is easy to compute and can be seen in fig-
ure 7.15. In fact the sampling time varies if events ocnir asynchronous to the sampling
dock.

This is the case at the CERN calibration experiment in which particles arrive ran-

"This CBJI be explained by Ihe noise of the »um of 3 similat nncorrel&ted distributions which is \/3
time« th* noise of one of thero. This is of coune not the case here wheie also the third measurement is
correlaltd, but i t's noise Starts to be dominant vs. the improvement it brings.

**On the basis of sinnsoidal noise of amplitnde comp&Table to oni signal.
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domly during thr 2.8 eeconds spill span. Therefore two alternatives are possible. Either
a synchronous trigger is denned which accepts only particles arriving in a very narrow
fixed phase window, a method which yields low rate for data taking äs ~ 90% of the
events are rejected. The alternative is to accept all the particles but measure their time
relative to the sampling clock40. With this additioo&l measurement one can correct the
reconstructed charge with the function iu figure 7.15.

An equally precise approach to the charge reconstruction can be taken by using the
Information in equation 7.5 defining the shape of the pulse and the relation between
the Bamples. This procedure yields equally precise results äs calculations with equa-
tion 7.6, but for asynchronous sampling needs no additional corrections, the shape of
figure 7.15 being inherent to the pulse form of equation 7.5. One wny to do this [70] is
to extract ixota two samples the timing and then the amplitude at the expense of an
extra determination of T :

and

yields

-Tt
~ z (i

with X = \/^ • e ^ and then enter with it. equation 7.7 and obtain Q by using any one
of the two samples

' ~ ' 3 _ü.

The quantity T is typically deterroined by performing a fit with the function of equa-
tion 7.5 to data coming from asynchronous beam runs.

With this method41 and the same data äs in the previous examples the quantity
equivalent to 55pC is obtained also with 0.04% rms, similar to that calculated using
equation 7.6. This approach delivers good results over the whole sampling phase ränge,
however the calculation of the exact sampling time (or quantity A') is not precise if the
amount of charge is small, and entering this into equation 7.5 gives a poor performance.

7.4.2 Time reconstruction

The serond piece of Information which is required from the calorimeter readout is the
time al which the deposition of the energy occurred. As explained in the previous section
the sampling at ZEUS occurs synchronously to the bunch crossing, the main data will
have samples of approximately equal size on both the rising and falling edges. Those

40This is donf by making B TDC measurement which is starlfd with the trigger and stopp«! by Ihr
next sampling clock coming aft« it. This data is icadout in a CAMAC modulf and gtts incorporatcd
into the main data stream.

41Thongh the method is simple äs well, its Implementation might bc difficult in tht DSP eode (e.g.
perfotming a cnbic root) which is of vety limited siif.
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Signals will be defined to have an atrival time equal to zero. All the energy deposited
will in fact have a time approximately equal to zero.

However. other energy depositions can take place at other random times. Among
others cosmic ray muons can cause some energy signal within any section of the calorime-
ter. Also particles coming from the interaction of protone with the residual gas in the
beam pipe might occur before the protons reach the interaction point and deposit their
energy on the back side of the RCAL. This deposition occurs before the products of the
tnain interaction reach the calorimeter.

These events can be rejected in a quite clean way by calculating their time and
looking if it is compatible with the crossing of the electrons and protons.

The second method explained in section 7.4.1 makes already use of the calculation
of the time which serves äs input to the algorithm.

The simple scheine using only the sample information of equation 7.6 provides also
a way of obtaining a precise measure of the arrival time. In contrast to the eumming
of the samples which is insensitive to the jitter, their difference is very sensitive to any
relative shift between the signal and the sampling dock.

In fact, the Variation of one of the samples on the edge, gives us the time jitter
relative to a nominal sampling point defined to be / = 0 when both samples are equal.
This Variation is however larger if the si« of the pulse is larger, that is the quantity is
proportional to the charge :

hi - h^""na

Equation 7.8 can be turned into an expression dependant on the two samples :

(7.8)

(7.9)

where the slopes used are normalized to the charge äs explained in equation 7.3.

In the same way äs for the charge reconstruction, equation 7.9 is valid in the region
around the nominal sampling, the pulse form not being straight ünes anymore oa the
far regions. For those, also an analog shape äs figure 7.15 can be analytically deduced.
It can be seen in figure 7.16.

With relation 7.9, an the data used for the previous charge reconstruction examples
from charge injected with the on-board charge jnjector a measurement of time is ob-
tained with O.lns rms though due to noise this precision" decreases with decreasing
energy.

"Notf thal this data is t&ken on » fixed se* of ceUs, i.e. PULSE is produced with a teil Synchronisation,
and only in this way is th* time lesolution better than the crfl to teil jitler discussed in section 6.3.7 to
be l*ss than 0.25n*.
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Figure 7.16: Error in the time reconstruction due to the sampling phase Variation.
Thif retult is obtained from an analytical expression of equation 7.9 usmg equation 7.5.



Chapter 8

Results from PCAL module
calibration

As mentioned in the preceeding chaptei an experiment has been done at CERN to check
the performance and calibrate with beam particles part of the modules of the forward
&nd rear parts of the ZEUS calorimeter.

All the measurements have been performed with the pipelined electronics used in
the readout of the ZEUS calorimeter. The results are based on part of the data which
has been taken from one module1 although 6 FCAL and 4 RCAL modules representing
around 30% of all the FCAL and RCAL channels have been tested and calibrated
[20]. The discussion is not meant to be an extensive calorimetric study. However the
results show first that calorimeter readout can reliably be performcd and second that
the designed calorimetric performance has been achleved.

First, the experimental setup for the tests performed at CERN will be sketched.

8.1 FCAL Test beam Set-Up

The tests described in this chapter have been carried out at the X5 test beam in the
West Area of the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). The SPS operates with
a period of 14.4 seronds out of which 2.4 seconds are spill time. The protons are
accelerated to 450GcV, extracted by a srptum niaRnet and direrted onto a target

where secondary particles arf produred. l* .»*,*".' . t ' , j > . r ' . M - - - ) - A magnet
spectrometer selects cliarpcd pnrtirles acrorduif ti» r Im r «r *nH inoinrnta and transports
them to the caJorimelcr modules. The riirrfie» inulntilr tantr from --10 to HOGrV.

The spectrometer is equijiprd wilh a t-rt of drtertuT« f"t purtirle identificatioti. se-
lection and triggering. Fipurr 8.1 slmws n Krhenir <>f Ih r r<mntrTs and deteclors in tlie
particles path. There are:

• Trigger scintillation counters (Bl, B2. B3, B4, B5). Counters B l and B2 cover the
entire bram. B4 is a large surface counter with a 2cm diameter hole for rejection

MnUtn«! dtnomination FNLl tesled in October 1989.
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Figtire 8.1; Etpcrimental Setup at the SPS X5 beam Kne for FCAL calibration tesi.

of off ans particles and upstream interactions. Counter B5 is placed behind the
calorimeter module and Ums gives a signal for particles which are not absorbed
in the calorimeter.

• Two Cerenkov counters (C) fiUed wjth He and NI, produce signals which are used
to discriminate electrons from hadrons.

• Two sets of multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC), each with two chambers,
before and after the last bending magnet, provide particle tracking for precise
measurements of momenta for every event.

• Two drift chambers placed near the calorimeter module allow measurement of the
precise impact coordinates of the particles.

With these detectors the following relations can be defined:

BEAM = B1-B2-1J4
Electron = BEAM • C

Hadron = BEAM • C

Muon = BEAM • B5

Information from the trigger counters, MWPC's and Drift chambcrs are digitized using
Standard CAMAC modules. These are readout by the data acquisition Computer for
every particle satisfying the trigger conditions selected.

The up to 13 tons heavy modules lie on a stand which can br moved vertically and
horizontally to expose every part of the calorimeter with the incident beam. The move-
ment is performed by electric motors under Computer control. A monitoring System
reads back into the Computer the artual position of the table. The horizontal position is
measured by two axial encoders coupled to toothed wheel gears with different transmis-
sion ratios moving with the stand. The vertical encoder is a sliding ruler. Both devices
give measurements with a precision of 0.5 mm and deliver Gray coded binary numbers
which tan easily be converted into positions.
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8.2 Electronics noise vs. UNO

The requirements for the signal to nois* ratio for the electronics have been discussed
in previoufi chapters. The fact that the ZEUS ralorimeter uses uranium äs absorber
matetial adds the signalg from the radioactivity to all the measurements peHbrnied.
The noise coming from the electronks is never a dominant factor äs can be seen in
figure 8.2.

When no beam energy has b«en deporited in the calorimeter, the energy the system
raeasures should be zero'. The UNO signal has been included in the pedestal äs we
want to measure the additional signal from the particles. This is rhecked with random
trigger runs the result of which is shown in figure 8.3.

The current from the PMT due to the uranium radioactivity is integrated with a
Urne constant of 20 ma and can be arbitrarily chosen by setting the high voltage on
the phototube's base. This determines the scale for converting charges from the PMTs
(pC) to deposited energy (GeV). A value of 100 n A is sei so that the Signals for the
minimum ionizing particles, äs seen in the EMC sections, appear in ADC channel 100
äs discussed in section 4.2.1.

From this number, the currents from the other sections can be derived just by
multiplying by the amount of DU material which contributes to tbe signal in each case
taking into arcount the attenuation* due to difierent cladding thicknesses. The HV for
BAC Kctions tsset so the UNO current measuredis 500«j4, 400n-4 in the caseof HACO
sections.

Of course the values which are set in practice show small variations from channel to
channel because the BV really set is not exactly the demanded one or drifts occur in
time. The UNO current is however measured (typically every 8 hours) and the signals
from the calorimeter can be normalized to the nominal values of the currents. All the
tomparison from channel to channel are thus corrected for the UNO currents. This is
the so-called UNO calibration.

8.3 Pulse form and energy reconstruction

In the test beam particles incident on the calorimeter are asynchronous with respect to
the sampling clock. If we plot the 8 rerorded samples against the time at which they
were taken4 we obtain the plot of the shaped pulse. Figure 8.4 shows the sliape of the
pulse obtained with l5GeV electrons on a PMT of an EMC sectjon. Figure 8.5 shows
äs a fomparison the shape obtained with events from charge injection in the front end
electronics.

*Even if UNO are iral pulse*, we are nol triggering on them and the method to reconstrurl charge by
subttacting a previous t&mple will yi«1d bot h positive and negative chaig« &s shown in figure 8.2.

*The DU platt* of the HAC tectiont are claddrd with a 0.4 mm Ihick *tunl«s steel foil while for the
EMC platn Ihr Ihickn**s i* only 0.2 mm. Tb» «dditional cladding »ttenuates the DU signal by a faetoi
of - 2.6.

*Thit time is a mm of the global time of the eveot relative to the sampling tlork äs meainred with
the TDC p]n» the nnmbet of the sample tim« the umpling clock period.
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Figure 8.2: Noise dütributions front caiorimeter channels (high gain r?ado\it). The
data ha» bten taken when no beam signal was present in ihr calorimeter. In each case
one channtl wherf no calorimfter PMT w connected is shown fshaded) aaaintt another
one where EMC (top) or HAC fbottom) sections are connerted. The rlertronio noise
is 0.04 pC tquivalcnt to 8 Äff l" per channe! and is at the levcl at 1.5 ADC countf.
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Figure 8.3) Rteonttructtd charge for random triggerä for all the channels of the module.
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Figure 8.4: Pulse shape ohtained fron electron eventi. The plot w obtamtd by taking
the Ä sample» oj many ast/nchronovt evcnta and plotting them together. Note that the
toidth of the »hapt i» dve to the calorimettr rttolution, If fitted to equation 7.5, r results
in ~ 36ns.
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Figure 8.S: Pulte shapf obiained from charge injectwn events. The pulse is much
better defined than the electron pulse a» there is no fluctuation in the input tignal. The
small jitter at time - 200ns is generated by the injcction System which happens at that
tnstant. Dur to thit the baseline measurement used is the one taken one sample before,
i.e. iime < 100ns. Apain a fit to equation 7.5, yields T ~~ 38ns.

If we want to use in the analysis the data from all the events taken with no cut on
their phase, a correction curve like figure 7.16 has to be romputed or deduced from the
data itself. Figure 8.6 shows such a curve derived from data used for the correction of
the reconstructed charge for events which are off-phase with the sampling clock.

Howev« in order to be able to apply the curve from figure 8.6 to all the channels,
their relative time differences h&ve to be taken into account so that the maximum of
the curve appears at f = 0, for all channels.

We defuie ( = 0 when the two samples on the shape of the signal are equal height.
When the pulse like in figure 8.4 comes from particles, two factors contribule to the
channel to channel time shift :

• Different PMTs have different transit times. This is in general true for different
types of PMTs like is the case of the FCAL modules5. The transit time is a
function of the high voltage (V) applied on ihe dynodes ]7ll. typjcally relaled to
-4?:. This causes minor differenres (< 5ns between ohannel&l-

• Different sampling time in the pipelines (see scrtion 6.3.7) between the input of
the sampling clocks and the actual sampling.

This can be seen in figure 8.7. The mimbers derived from this plot are used to center
the shape of figure 8.6 on t = 0 for all channels.

*Th* EMC tut*« arr of thf type Volvo XP-1911 «hilf the HAC! tubes arf Ihr Isrget H am am als u
R-580 (MC «ction 3.4.4).
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8.4 Particle selection

Different types of particles have been used to calibrate the calorimeter modules. The
tnain particle selection was done via tbe choice of the target and absorber in the pri-
mary beam. Also & particle selertion trigger has been denned at the test beam (see
section 8.1). However for an offline analysis a better selection has to be peiformed
to have a clean sample of events with none or little rontamination from misidentified
particles. This can be done by applying selection cuts to the digitization measurements
from the beam üne detectors

The shower developraetit within the c&lorimeter itself can also be used, see tigure 8.8,
for particle identincation since :

• Muons, äs minimum ioiuzing particles, deposit little eneigy in the sections where
they traverse the ralorimeter and aone outside,

• Elertrons deposi) most of their encrgy in the strip where they hit the ralorimeter
and very little in adjarent strips or in the deeper hadronic sertions. This is clearly
seen in figure 8.8 (middle) for a sample of events taken with the electron trigger
and a beam energy of 15GeV. Most of the erents show in fact the described
conditions and will be analysed äs electrons. However ngure 8.8 (bottom) ahows
a large contamination of the electrons in a 110 GeV beam with other particle
types, e.g. hadrons (little eoergy in the incident strip and large in the rest of the
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Figure 8.0: Pulte height dittribution» for electron» (from left to right) of 15, SO, SO,
75 and 100 GeV with tht nwltt of gau»»ian fits.

calorimeter) or muons. This indicates that the setting of the Cerenkov detector
was not opümised for high energy beams.

On this basis, applying the selection for the expected energy in thf central section
and the rest, the criterion is used for choosing samples of particles and eliminate con-
tamination. As an example electrons of 15 GeV were defined äs particles depositing
between 100 and 170pC in the central EMC section and between 0 and 30pC in the
rest of the module.

8.5 Energy resolution for electrons

The fluctuations in the ralorimeter signal discussed in chapler 3 show up äs & spread in
the samples of the pulse (see ÜRure 8.4) aud can be seen in the dislributions of nieasured
charge. For electrons of several energies these are shown in figure 8.9.

The Standard deviation of the gaussian fits to the data is vhat we call the energy
resolution and äs theory predicts this scales with the -fE which roeans that the precision
of the measurement improves with increasing energy. This can be seen m figure 8.10
whtre we also see that the result of the fits yield a value for the resolution of - 17%/VE
for electrons äs expected from the construction of ihe calorimeter.
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8.5.1 Linearity response

One of the most important requirements of a ealorimeter äs an energy measurement
derice i« that the measured signal is proportional to the deposited energy.

The difierent components in the readout chain have been tested foi line&rity over
the ranges where they operate. The pipeline's non-linearity was sbown in section 6.3.5
to be below 0.25% over the whole ränge used. In the same way the PMT's with their
bases have been tested and show less than 1% deviation in the plotted lange (up to
4% for the whole energy ränge at HERA).

The results of a linearity study with elcctrons ar« shown in figure 8.11 where a non-
linearity below 0.5% can be seen. However a certain uncettainty (not show in the figure)
exists in the detetmination of the particles momentum. Foi this, the MWPC's are used
and a pteciston of 0.8% in the momentum measurement is achieved.

8.6 Minimum ionizing particles

In fontrast to elertrons, muons travwse the calorimeter äs nunimutn ionizing particles
and only rarely gcneratr large showers. They deposit ionization eiiergj- in the scintillator
layers that they cross. This yields & visible signal which is proportional to the number
of layers of scintillator.

A few muons however might suffer Bremsstrahlung which adds to the energy loss de-
position in the scintillator giving an asymmetric energy dlstribution which goes beyond
the Landau tail äs shown in figure 8.12.

In this figure we also show the results of fUting the energy spectra for 75 GeV muons
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to an approximation of the Landau distribution |72] given by :

being A =

v/2ff

This function has two free paranieteis, the most probable energy loss
zmap and a width ff. It is the fitted most probable energy loss which will be used for
uniformity studies in the next section.

8.7 Calibration error and calorimeter uniformity

Finally we require from a ralorimeter that it is calibrated in a way that its response is
independent of the impart position of the particles.

It hus been explained in section 8.2 that the procedure to tune different sections
of the calorimeter among each othet, is to adjust the HV of the PMTs so that the
UNO current measured results equal for equal type of sections. The pulse heights from
particles are normalized to these values. The aim is that this should be the only inter-
calibration method used in tht ZEUS calorimeter.

The alternative would be (äs it is usually done in other detectors) to calibrate each
section with particles of koown energy and keep this number äs correction constant
which will be applied upon the signals given by particles of unknown energy. Only
-^30% of the FCAL/RCAL channels have betn tested in this way so the method would
require quite some addjtional test beam efTort.

The important result however, is to see how large the systematic error is if we apply
only the UNO calibration. With the test beam measurements and collecting data for
the different Bections of the modules, a non-unifonnity measurement can be obtained.
The spread of these autounts is the systematic error we are introducing if we say that
all the responses were to be equal to their mean.

This response uniformity can be checked with different particles. For the EMC
Bections scans with electrons of different energies are performed. Also scans with muons
give a measure of the uniformity of the response. For HAC sections, both hadrons and
muons have been used.

The response over the EMC strips of the module is plotted in figure 8.13 for ISGeV
electrons along with the energy resolution.

In figure 8.14 it can be seen that a similar uniformity is obtained with 75 GcV muons.
The uniforniity of the HACl and HAC2 sections is shown in figure 8.15.

The result of all the uniformity scaus is that the section to section signal differences
show a spread of — 1%. This is also true for inter-module calibration [20].

We conclude therefore that the constant term in the resolution amounts to 1% :

o E
E ©1%

for electromagnetic showers.
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The hadronic resolutioo could not be measured äs only one module was tested at a
time and this does not provide Containment of the hadronic showers. The unifonnity
Beans shown and measurements with a prototype calorimeter 112,73] indicate that the
constant term in the resolution for hadrons is below 2% :

35%
02%

8.6 Timing resolution
As mentioned in chapter 4, one of the advantages of the shaping-sampling measuring
method is that one ran äs well obtain a time measurement from the samples, äs discussed
in section 7.4.2.

Figure 8.16-(a) shows the reconstructed time for ISGrV electrons arriving asyn-
chronously relative to the samplmg clock. The correction due to the non-triangular
fthape of the pulse calculated in figure 7.16 is shown äs measured with the TDC, In the
plot (b) the time resolution achieved can b* eeen to be ~ l na.

Also shown (c) is the time resolution for muon events. As expected the time resolu-
tion degrades with decreasing energy äs noise becomes relatively more important.

8.0 Conclusions

The analog pipelined electronirs designed for the readout of the high resolution calorime-
ter for the ZEUS exptriment has been presented in this document. The performance of
its components äs well äs the global System is excellent and eatisfies the requirements
to operate at HERA.

For the wide Implementation of analog pipelined readout new iotegrated circuits
have been developed. They have been tested for the characteristics which are critical
for the readout of the calorimeter signals.

A highly complicated System coTering all the aspects of control and Operation of the
readout has been described and used for data taking.

Finally the readout after Installation and running was used to check the response of
of single modules, part of the calorimeter in a lest beam. The off-h'ne analysis of the
data tuken shows excellent performance of the electronics and the calorimeter modules
themselves.
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Appendix A

Readout of future calorimeters

During the last decade, calorimetry has proven to be one of the major detector tech-
niques. It has evolved from a rather specialized application for neutrino scattering
experiments to the major tool for large collider detectors.

The ZEUS calorimeter is the statt ofthe art for calorimeters in a collider experiment.
Its readout presents new features which are being tested for the firfit time.

However even before the detectors for HERA are completed, discussion has already
started for the construction of new collider facilities and with it, their experiments.
These projects concentrate on the SSC1 to be built in the USA, LHC1 planned to be
housed in the LEP tunnel at CERN and UNK in the Soviet Union.

All of these colliders will produce (at least initially) p ~ p collisions at several TfV
of energy in the center of mass. The extremely small cross-sections for interestmg new
physics forces, äs in the case of HERA (though one or two Orders of magnitude larger)
a very high luminosity (L K 1033 - 10wcm~a3''1) to be used. This le&ds, äs in HERA,
to multibunch machines with small bunch erossing times between 10 and 20ns.

For accelerator construction, but mainly for detector design, this Email bunch cross-
iug time is one of the hardest factors to cope with.

Other features are also difficult for the readout electronics of the future calorimeters.
Among them :

• radiation damage due to the high particle rate«,

• ihe calorimeters have to detert enTR» <»f panirtr» whidi «p*n ovrr 4 or 5 Orders of
magnitude, from minimum icniiiiift partirle* tnnion«! <)»-]M'*itinR fructions of Gf V
up to T« l' jets of hadronir eveiil*.

• calibration at the 1% level,

• timiiig infonnation of the energy deposilion.

• triggerin g decäsion has to be based on data from the calorimeter,

'Supei Conducting SupMcollidrr
'Largr Hadron Collider
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• readout of 10* - 10S channels to obtain the necessary granularity.

The Solutions depend largely on the calorimeter technique employed but many issues
are comtnon to all of them. The choice of the calorimeter and the active (and to some
extent the passive) materials used determines the number of channels or the speed and
magnitude of the signal obtained from the readout elements.

However the need of pipelining the signals while a trigger decision is being generated
still remains. Alternative methods for pipelining in the same way äs commented in the
case of the ZEUS detector also appear, but once more, and for the same reasons than
the ones commented in chapter 4 analog pipelining may be the only viable solution.

Froro the answer by ZEUS to the pipelining problem, a long way has still to be
covered to reach the requirements of the next generation of colliders.

The main concepts available at present (e.g. J74,75]) adopi readout architertures
similar to the one used in the ZEUS calorimeter. However all of them leave open the
question of the construction of the analog pipeb'ne which has to achieve a performance
unparalleled up to now.

Many of the electronic issues nmst be pursued to build the different parts of a readout
System however, only the pipelining problem will be addressed here.

A.l New analog pipeline developments

All the up-to-now discussed Solutions are based oo the same principh» äs the readout
for the ZEUS calorimeter, namely a switched capacitor analog storage VLSI ASIC to
pipeline the high precision data while the trigger is being processed. Several research
projects are underway with emphasis on various issues of which (probably) all of them
are needed. They art not specific to a calorimeter or other detector type project but
are being developed in the frame of general R&D for detector re&dout. without having
precise specifications äs for the exact signals which have to be readout.

The solution [76,77] features many (256) storage cells per readout channel while
integrating 16 channels on one chip. The sampling is performed on rising and falling
edges of the clock (up to 50 MH^) and large sampling rates (< 100 MHz) are achieved.
However the considerable charging time constant (16n.s) limits the gain of the system
at high sampling rates (-0.75 at SOMHr). The dynamic ränge (8000:1 at 10 MHz) is
äs good äs in the ZEUS chip for single cell Outputs, and the cell to cell non-uniformity is
also cornparablef 4 m V rt?t.s). The non-ünearity is however somewhat larger (1% in the
±1 V ränge. 37« in the ±2 V ränge). One channel of tlw circuit is shown in figurc A.l.

The higher speed reached is due to a differenl design of the shift register opersting
the sample and hold switches. The larger integration (4096 vs. 232 sampling cells in
a similar die size of 6.8 x 4.6mm) is achieved by using a common shifl register for all
channels and a finer technology (2fim v». 3//m CMOS processes). As a supplementary
feature, the 16 channels on one chip can be readout on separate Outputs or multiplexed
to one common output under the control of an address set.

Another development in a similar direction is |78j. The ahn of the circuit is somewhat
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difterent than in the ZEUS case or the above mentioned 4096 cell device. Instead of a
waveforni storage device, it is used äs a charge sampling integrator which integrales and
Stores the charge arriving in a elock period. The device of a second parallel development
can störe one voltage sample (e.g. to sample a shaped tignal like in the ZEUS case but
only at tbe peak of the pulse) in each clock period.

The matn pipeline consists of 64 cells operated at 20 MHz switching rate. Tbe
device includes a second level storage of eigbt cells where up to eight aecepted «vents
after the first level trigger can be stored in a similar way to the ZEUS bufter-multiplexer
chip. A circuit diagram for one charge integrating cbannel can be seen in figure A.2.

This pipeline performs simultaneous reading and writing operations opening tbe
poasibilitT to deadtimeless Operation. In fact while cell i is bang written, cell j (which
represents a delay to i of tbe time needed for the fist leve) trigger to decide) is being
read and stored in tbe first cell of the second level storage. When a trigger signal really
arrives, this first cell is kept and cell j will be written onto cell 2 of the second level
storage. Thus no Interruption of the writing Operation is necessary and no detector
signal is lost : eero deadttme is achieved.

The device has been implemented in 3/im double-poly CMOS technology and with
a size of 2 x 8mm integrales 4 channeh per dye. The pedestals (5 m V r m s) and gains
non-uniformity (2%) are comparable to those of the ZEUS pipeh'ne but the dynamic
ränge is redured (±2 V). Noise or linearity performance was not known at time of
publication.

A.2 Other developments

Another R1:D project [79) which is being pursued at the moment is to use thc same
ZEUS analog pipeline near its maximum sampHng frequenry. Connecting several (n)
pipelines in parallel which are sampling the same input signal and which bave their
sampling cloclcs shifted by (l /n) clock cycles yields finally an n ttmes faster readout
system. This scheme is drawn in figure A.3
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Figure A.2: Simultanfous read and write analog pipe.tint {78'.

MulHpIrMT

Figure A.3: Proposal of a GOMHz pipeline System using the ZEUS analog pipeline
chip 1191.
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The proposal is to operate the ZEUS pipeline at 15 MB z (which is quite feasible
äs we have §een) and use 4 pipelines in parallel thus having a füll ÖOMÄz pipelin«d
System which could be used with the proposed bunch crossing times of 15 or 16na.

More speeifically, the Output from the phototubes of the calorimeter is subject to one
pure Integration so äs to keep the Signal fast. The charge pulse recdved is converted to
an integrated voltage at the output of an operational amplificr with a feedback capacitor.

After (or during) the readout, the charge of the integrating capacitor is cleared with
a reset switch. This project is still in R&D etage and does not touch problems like
deadtiroe ...

A.3 Integrated electronics progress

All the foncepts which are being handled for the readout of fature calorimeters assume
the existence of an analog pipeline device with enough speed, large enough integration
and power ronsumption to cope with tbe requirements of the new experiments. In
addition the components have to work in hostile radiation environments for several
years with none or minor quality degradation.

All of these projects expect that the improveroents in integrated circuit technology
wiU provide answers to the above questions.

The two mün effort directions are to develop devices which :

1. bave a very high radiation resistance,

2. achtere a speed compatible with the bunch crossing time (~ 66 MHz).

The radiation h&rdness of CMOS devices is an unsolved problem. The ZEUS pipeline
shows large power consumption after doses of very few kr ad which is a concern even
for the radiation levels at HERA. The same pipeline produced at other foundries with
compatible technology shows a much larger radiation tolerance (up to 50fcrod with
similar pcrformance). Still, the expected doses at the new detectors are orders of mag-
nitude above the present numbers. The exact radiation dose depends of course on the
localization of the electronics inside the detector.

However probably DO way exists around CMOS switched capacitor technology for
the Implementation of the pipeline mainly due to the low power consumption and low
noise readout.

The sperd linül in the CMOS technology of today cannot be arbitrarily sei at some
level. This rettainly depends on the type and desigti of the device.

As seen in chapter 6. thf ZEUS pipeline stopp functioning at frequencies over
~- 18M#c. The test chip developed previously could operate up to — 25Afflr (this
was probably due to smaller stray capacitances because of an smaller number of capac-
itors). The dfvire is however not designed for high speed Operation, it should work at
some secure level over the required 10.4MH:, Studie« [BÖ] indicate that a optimization
of the same design for speed and using the same terhnology could yield a maximum
operating frequency of 25 MB:.
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The devices presented in Section A.l though with eome limitations, have been shown
to work up to 50 MB z or 20 MBz.

It is clear that the design mainly of the shift register, partly limits the maximum
achievable frequency in writing. Fast CMOS counters exist in 3 /im technology where
th^flip-flop toggling rate is typically 60 MSz with functioning devices up to 90 ME z.

A high Bwitching speed can only be maintained if the storage cells load np in a
fast enough way. We saw (Section 6.3.6) that the charging time constant of the ZEUS
pipeline was — 6 n« and for the pipeline [76) it is ~ 16 na. The figure of 6ns has to
maintained or even reduced so that the capacitor (almost) reaches its final voltage.

The further development of CMOS technology äs an industrial application is one of
the hopes to reach the higher speed these new pipelines need. Today, CMOS processes
exist which use minimum feature sizes around or even und« l (im. They are mainly
used for digital applications with very low voltage swing. However it must be still
proven that they can be used in analog or niixed applications because of a very liraited
available analog ränge for the Signals with these small transistors (see Sertion 5.8).

It is also difncult to quantify the increase in speed that the size reduction of devices
bring with them but it is expected that with a l.Sfim technology one can build a
50 - 60 MBz pipeline.

A.3.l Silicon on Insulator technology

In all of these problems the SOI CMOS3 technology shows promising characteristics.
Several processes using this technology produce digital devices mainly for military ap-
ph'cations which tolerate l Mrad doses.

A quick description of the SOI technolog,v with its main advantages will be given.
A review of SOI techniques can be found in |81].

SOI techniques are based on the construction of active electronic devices on a silicon
region vertically isolated from the underlying substrate. How this isolation is achieved
results in many different technologies which have been puisued over the last years witb
mixed success. Some examplcs of SOI techniques are the ELO (Epitaxial Lateral Over-
growth), SOS (Silicon on Sapphire) and th* SIMOX (Silicon on Implanted Oxygen)
technologies.

SOI techniques typically set off an insulating material and make on top of it a
silicon surface where they build the devices. This layer is usually low quality silicon füll
of imperfections due to ei t her a bad interface (e.g. non matching crystal net) or a rough
treatment (e.g. very high lemperature) of the silicon layer. As & result of this the SOI
processes have typically R very low yield, a fact which has limited their use to special
applications (e.g. military K

The SIMOX technology after having solved many technological problems seemf to
be reaching series production maturity. It uses Standard monocrystaUine silicon wafers
äs any MOS technology and buries on its upper part a silicon oxide insulator layer
leaving on top a thin monocrystaUine silicon volume where devices can be built onto.

'Silicon On Insal&tor CMOS.
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NMOS PMOS

Figure A.4: SIMOX tnntittor* /«/.

Th« way to fabrieate the buried insulating layer is now an industrial Standard and thus
SIMOX technology is starting to be commercially a»ailable. Oxygen ions are accelerated
to 200fceV with a linear accelerator, particles are selected with magnets and magnet
lenses are used to focus the beam which is directed onto the silicon wafers. To achieve
a high Implantation uniformity the (up to 25) wafers are being spinned on a rotating
table while the oxygen beam imparts on them.

After the Implantation, an annealiag process at high temperature (-~ 1200°C) im-
proves the profile of the implant in the depth of the wafer so that a layer of ~ 0.35 fim
(±10nm) insulating oxide results4, leaving a good quality — 280 nm thick monocrys-
talline silicon surface on top of it.

FVom here onwards a Standard CMOS process is performed with the usual tools of
lithographir area defmition, implantations, etc. äs shown in figure A.4.

The advantages of the SOI technologies in general an SIMOX in particular are :

t the devices show reduced leakage currents because no more reversed biased junc-
tions «ist with the Substrate,

i
• many of the parasitic c&pacitances to the Substrate disappear,

• components can be set at smaller distances to each other because no mutual
dislurbanre will occur across the Substrate,

• tatchup does not occur in SOI chips äs parasitic pnpn-paths are eliminated,

• parasitic field eifert transistors which are highly radiation sensitive also disappear,

1This can \>f inireawd by having Ion g« Implantation limn. Typically 8 honrs ar« nteded to prodnce
25 6 in t h wafrr*.
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• higher radiation resistance is obtained mainly because the volume where carrier
generation can occur is not, any more the whole bulk but only the devices thickneES
(~ 100 nm).

Both the lower parasitic capacitances and the smaller size äs well äs the smaller distance
between the devices make larger speeds possible though this is inrompatible with large
power supply values for wide dynamic ränge.

A further increase in speed is possible by decreasing to a rniniinum ("- 150nm)
the thickness of the active silicon surface. This makes fully depleted devices and the
gate channel is extlusively controlled by the gate voltage. This very thin silicon is also
necessary to prevent a kink appearing in the Saturation zone of the characteristif curves
of transistors made with SOI techniques which destroys nice continuous properlies.

Prototypes of pipelines following the ZEUS design and others will soon be produced
in SIMOX technology.
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Summary

The elertron-proton storage ring complex HERA under construction at DESY in Ham-
burg is the first machine of a new generation of folliders. Not only it is the first
lepton-quark rollider to be built and needs two magnetir rings, one of them superron-
dwtiug, to stoie the particles but also in order to obtain a high luiuinosity the beauis
ran collide every 96 nanoseconds.

This has important ronsequences for the detector readout. No reasonable eveiit
selection ran be performed in between two bunch crossings and thus all the detertors'
signals have to be stored until the trigger process is finished. The. readout has to be
pipelined.

Sinre physics to be studied at HERA (covered in chapter 2) base on the precise
measurenieut of kineuiatic variables over a very large ränge of energies, a foremost
emphasis is set in caloritnetry.

After long studies and an anibitious test program, the ZEUS collaboration has built a
high resolutiou depleted uranium-sdntitlator ralorinieter with photomultiplier readout,
the state of the art in detertors of this type. In chapter 3 the principles of caloriinetry
are reviewed and the ronstructiou of the ZEUS ralorinieter is desrribed.

Mainly due to the large dynamir ränge and the short bunch crossing times a novel
concept for the readout in an analog pipelined fashion had to be designed. This roncept
is explainrd in rhapter 4.

The solid state Implementation of the pipeline required two integrated rircuits which
were developed sperially for the ZEUS calorimeter in collaboration with an elertronirs
researrh institute and produced by iudustry. Th« design and construrtion of these
drvires and the detailed testing which has been performed for properties critical in the
readout is covered in chapters 5 and 6.

The whole pipeliued readout is a romplicated setup with many steps aud collabo-
rating Systems. Its implementation and the Information to operate it are covered in
rhapter 7.

Finally the ronrepts presented and the applications discussed have been install«d aiid
tested on a test beam calibration experiment. There, the modules of the calorimeter
have been ralibrated. Chapter 8 presents results from these measurements which show
excellent performanre of the electronics äs well äs optimal properties of the calorimeter
modules.

As a last ronmient, the electronics of ZEUS is the first one to rope with such a large
nuinber of channels and operate in the nanosecond ränge. However detectors being
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planned will have similar characteristics thnugb with inurh harder requirements. An
appendix shows the statc of the development of analog pipelimng, probably the only
solution for the readout of the iiext generation of calorimeters.
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Resumen

El »istema de anillos de acumulaciön HERA, actualmente en construeciön en DESY,
Hamburgo, es la primera mäquina de una nueva generaciön de acceleradores de
particulas. Ademäs de ser el primer colisionador leptön-quark y usar dos anillos mag-
neticos de aliuaceu&niiiieto, unos de los cuales es superconductor, para almacenar las
particulas, tiene tambien un tiempo de cruce de los haces de 96 nanosegundos lo cual
permite obtener una gran luminosidad.

Este hecho tiene importantes consecuencias para la lectura de los detectores. No es
posible realizar una selecciön razonable de sucesos entre dos cruces de los haces y por
lo tanto es neresario almacenar todas las senales de los detectores hasta que el proceso
de trigger haya terminado. Es una lectura con almacenamiento.

Puesto que la Gsica que se va a estudiar en HERA (descrita en el capitulo 2) se basa
en la medida muy precisa de las variables cinemäticas a traves de un amplio rango de
energias, la experimentaciön pone un especial enfasis en calorimetria.

Tras largos estudios y programas experimentales, la colaboraciön ZEUS ha constru-
ido un calorimetro de uranio empobrecido y centelleador con lectura por phototubos
que es el mäs moderno de este tipo de detectores. Los principios de calorimetria y la
construcciön de) calorimetro de ZEUS estän explicados en el capituo 3.

Debido principalmente al amplio rango dinämico de energias y al breve tiempo entre
collisiones, ha sido necesario desarrollar un nuevo concepto para realizar la lectura
analögica con almacenamiento. El capitulo 4 describe este concepto..

La realizaciön en estado sölido de la uuidad de almacenamiento necesita dos eircuitos
iutegrados que han sido desarrollados especialmente para el calorimetro de ZEUS en
colaboraciön con un instituto de investigaciön de electrönica y han sido producidos por
la industria. Los capitulos 5 y 6 cubren el diseno y construcciön de estos eircuitos asi
como las pruebas realizadas de las propiedades que pudieran ser crittcas para la lectura.

El conjunto del equipo de lectura con almacenamiento es im sistema complejo con
muchas partes y procesos cooperantes. El capitulo 7 explica su realizaciön y da la
Information necesaria para hacerlo operative.

Finalmente se han inst&lado y probado los conceptos y las aplicaciones de lectura
en un experimento de calibrariön con haz de particulas. Este experimento ha servido
para calibrar los roödulos del calorimetro. Los resultados de estas medidas estän en
el capitulo 8 y muestran el excelente funcionamiento de la electrönica y las öptimas
propiedades de los mödulos.

Como comentario final, la electrönica de ZEUS es la primera que tiene que leer un tal
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nümero de canales en tieinpos de nanoaegundos. Sin embargo los nuevos detectores que
ya se estän planeuando teiidräu caracteristicas similares aunque con requisitos nmclio
mäs rigurosns. TJn apendice cubre el desartollo artual de los almacenaiuientos analögicos
que probablemente serän la i'inica soluciön para la lectura de calorimetros.
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